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Lions and Doors

by Peter J. Gomes

The speaker at the 180th commencement
exercises of Princeton Theological Semi-

nary was Peter J. Gomes, Plummer Profes-

sor of Christian Morals and Minister ofthe

Memorial Church at Harvard University.

Text: . . for a wide door for effective wor\ has opened to me, and there are

many adversaries” (i Cor. 16:9).

Acommencement address, as we all know, is a form of trial by ordeal. It

is a trial for the preacher to try to find something worth the saying,

realizing that he and his address are all that stand between you and your

long-awaited futures. And it is an ordeal for the audience who in some

measure believe they have heard it all before, and what new cliche could

this preacher possibly add to the homiletical compost heap? An added com-

plication is, of course, to preach to preachers and would-be preachers and

the teachers and benefactors of preachers on such an occasion. You may not

have heard it all, but you do believe that you know it all. And so, perhaps

the best thing I can do under these difficult circumstances is to assure you

that I am aware of all of this, and thus, in the words of Henry VIII to his

first wife, Catherine of Aragon: “I won’t keep you long.”

But I must keep you awhile: You have contracted for a sermon, and I am
to give it. On these occasions, your job is to listen and mine to preach. And
should you finish your job before I finish mine: wait for me.

Now I realize that I pose a further complication to some of you this

morning. It is not often that a Baptist from Harvard gets to speak to Pres-

byterians and their friends at Princeton: we should savor the moment. But

this is not the first time I have found myself among the heirs of Calvin.

Some years ago, I preached in St. Giles in Edinburgh, that mother church

of decency and order, and the minister of the High Kirk warned me that

the Edinburghers were unlikely to be friendly or cordial. “It’s not like your

American churches,” he said, “they don’t say anything, but don’t take it

personally.” So I preached as well as God enabled me, and after the service,

at the door of St. Giles, he was right: not a word of greeting or welcome as

these dour Presbyterians passed by, until one lady took my hand, and looked

me straight in the eye and said: “Ah, it must have been a great honor for

you to preach to us this morning.” So it was, then and there; so it is, here

and now.

But now, the text, an odd and enigmatic fragment of Pauline correspon-

dence hardly worth noticing in the unedifying final verses of 1 Corinthians
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16, something about that contribution for the saints, a bit of unfinished and

profoundly undogmatic business about money, travel, weather, and obsta-

cles: . . for a wide door for effective work has opened to me, and there are

many adversaries.” This is the sort of text of which my predecessor. Dean
Willard L. Sperry, used to say: “Take your text, depart from your text,

never return to your text.”

But here at Princeton one would never dare do that, for while you may
or may not be the sons and daughters of the prophets, you certainly are the

sons and daughters of the exegetes. And you will note here that the most

interesting word in this text is the connective “and.” The natural reading of

the text, particularly on Commencement day, might be: “For a wide door

for effective work has opened to me, but there are many adversaries.” That

makes sense: we face great opportunities out there, but there are a few prob-

lems. I haven't yet paid off my loans. I have a call to a dreary little prairie

church. I don’t have a call to a dreary little prairie church. I’m a good

preacher, but people don’t understand me. I want to help people, but they

won’t let me. I want to do the right thing, but I cannot.

These opportunities and the limits upon them make sense; but the “and”

makes a difference, and perhaps a disconcerting difference because it says

that opportunities and problems go together, and, alas, quite naturally: “a

wide door for effective w-ork has opened to me, and there are many adver-

saries.” Opportunity does not mean success, despite all of your church

growth seminars and your professional skills and personal charms: oppor-

tunities, especially for ministry, invariably invite trouble, conflict, frustra-

tion, and failure. You have to be called to this: who in their right mind

would choose this line of work?

!

And one of the great adversaries which will attack you as you pass

through these wide doors for effective work is boredom: not heresy, not

confrontation, not the great conflicts of our age, but boredom. In seminary,

even here, I suspect, your teachers have managed to make the ministry more

interesting than it really is: the best minds, the best books, the best people,

excellent core studies, superb field settings, every resource available at your

disposal.

But soon, “out there,” you discover on some Monday evening alter a Ses-

sion meeting, or in listening perhaps to one of your own sermons, or even

in the middle of a conversation with one of your elders, that this is pretty

boring, pretty tedious: day in and day out, saving souls on the installment

plan. At least your smart friends who went on to law school or business
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school are making deals, or lots of money, or both; but you, on this side of

eternity, are caught in a rut.

Perhaps you saw a piece of writing in The Times not long ago to this point

by Thomas Merton. It is called “Why We Need Boring Work,” and think-

ing about you here at Princeton, I clipped it. This is what he says:

If I insist that my work be rewarding, that it mustn’t be tedious or

monotonous, I’m in trouble. . . . Time after time, I fight with people

about it, I make more demands about it . . . it’s ridiculous to demand

that work always be pleasurable, because work is not necessarily pleas-

ing; sometimes it is, sometimes it isn’t. If we’re detached and simply

pick up the job we have to do and go ahead and do it, it’s usually fairly

satisfying. Even jobs that are repugnant or dull or tedious tend to be

quite satisfying, once we get right down to doing them. . . . One of the

routine jobs I get every once in a while comes from putting out a little

magazine. You have to sort the pages. It’s a simple, routine, mechanical

sort of job. ... I never realized that this would be one of the most

satisfying parts of the whole thing, just standing there sorting pages.

This happens when we just do what we have to do (The Spring of

Contemplation: A Retreat at the Abbey of Gethsemani).

Not bad for a Catholic, yes? Satisfaction happens “when we just do what

we have to do.”

It would be good to think—even reassuring to think—that if we did the

right thing, as well as we could, passing through that wide door for effective

work, that all would be well: it would be its own reward. But we ought to

know better. And to remind us of this, I have caused the first lesson, from

the book of Daniel, to be read: an odd passage, you might think, for Com-
mencement morning, but then again, what’s an exegete for?

What most of us remember about this story of Daniel in the lion’s den is

the fact that Daniel wasn't had for lunch by the lions. He was spared the

indignity of being eaten up: that, it appears, might be the salutary tale: if

you are good and righteous, as Daniel surely was, no harm will come near

to you. That is the conventional wisdom most often extracted from this text,

and, like most “conventional wisdom,” it is wrong.

Note that it is Daniel’s virtue, his competence and goodness that got him

into the lion’s den in the first place. He is described as an able and successful

administrator: that may seem an oxymoron, but he was so good at what he

did that he was about to be promoted. And it was here that his competence
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got him into trouble; like Job, his uprightness attracted too much of the

attention of his adversaries.

And how did his adversaries get at him? Not through his vices, because

he didn’t have any: “They could find no corruption in him because he was

trustworthy, and neither corrupt nor negligent” (Dan. 6:4). They couldn’t

get at him through his vices, and so they got at him through his virtues:

“We will never find any basis for charge against this man Daniel, unless it

has something to do with the law of his God.” We’ll get him through his

religion. And so they did: they got the Session to propose a law of the Medes

and the Persians, one of these IRS/INS/Registry of Motor Vehicles kinds of

laws that no one can change, not even the king, and the trap was sprung.

Virtue got him into trouble, virtue put him in the lion’s den, and virtue,

that of the good, but helpless, king, and that of Daniel himself, could not

get him out. There was no rescue, no postponement, no extension, no allow-

ance for extenuating circumstances: into the lion’s den he went, and the

entrance Was sealed to bar escape or relief. It sounds like the expulsion from

Eden. It could even be graduation from Princeton. And, even now, I can

hear some of you muttering: Is this a parable of the ministry, and if so, how

do I get out? Well, hold on.

Daniel did get out, but it had nothing to do with the king, and less to do

with Daniel. And it had everything to do with the mercy and generosity of

God who stopped the lion’s mouth. “They have not hurt me,” he says, “be-

cause I was found innocent in God’s sight, nor have I ever done any wrong

before you, O King.”

Now that’s the good news, as George Buttrick used to say, that’s the

gospel. But even better news comes at verse 24, when the adversaries, those

conniving, scheming critics of Daniel, are themselves dispatched and de-

stroyed:

And the king commanded, and those men who had accused Daniel

were brought and cast into the den of lions—they, their children, and

their wives; and before they reached the bottom of the den the lions

overpowered them and broke all their bones in pieces.

That vivid display of justice doesn’t always come to our adversaries in

time, but when it does come, as it does here, it gives us, we must admit,

perverse pleasure.

Now what has all of this to do with you? The first lesson is an illustration

of the second half of the second lesson. That much is clear.

Daniel believed in the justice and mercy of God, contrary to the evidence
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all around him: fickle friends, shrewd enemies, a hapless king, implacable

laws, hungry lions. Despite all of this, or indeed because of all of this, he

believed in a God who would not desert him or let him down. Indeed, the

presence of injustice, even its apparent victory, was the cause of his ultimate

belief in the justice of God. Is this not the truth of the faithful in heart who

are made more so by the apparent absence of the faithful Christ in the midst

of their troubles? What else explains the faith of Black Christians in Los

Angeles or South Africa? What else explains the faithful Christians in Latin

America and Eastern Europe? What else explains the faithful Christians

who love Christ even when their Christian brothers and sisters don’t love

them ?

In the face of all of these “realities,” all of these adversaries, Daniel and

we do not fail, not because we trust in ourselves, our virtues, or our com-

petence, not even because we trust our seminary training, even here: but

because we trust in the ultimate mercy, merit, and justice of God.

The moral is not: “Be good and God will save you from the lions.” No,

the moral is God is good, and if you believe that and remember that, you

can face the lions, even the church lion, even for lunch; and even if they eat

you up (which they didn’t in this case), God is still good, and because of

that, so are you.

So remember this when you face the lions and the sharks, remember this

in the darkest days and nights when people will do wicked things and you

are powerless to stop them. Remember this when your effective work seems

not so much effective as boring. To remember this within minutes of being

expelled from Paradise, otherwise known as Princeton, is to remember the

only thing that will save you, both to live well and to die well.

From this pulpit, this exalted spot ten feet above contradiction, I see, at

the western end of the nave of this chapel, doors wide open and waiting for

you; I see them—you cannot, but trust me. Wide doors, for effective work

are opened to you: the church of Christ awaits your piety, your passion, your

service, and your obedience. It awaits your courage, and your joy, your faith-

fulness in things great, and more often than not, in things quite small and

ordinary, and even boring. The hungry sheep do look up, yearning to be

fed, not on your half-remembered class notes and last-dash Saturday night

sermons, but on the bread of heaven and the cup of salvation which are now

entrusted to you to dispense. Don’t fail them.

What an opportunity you young people have to claim the church for

Christ: to protect it from its own worst excesses, to comfort and confront,
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to use your minds and your hearts. What an opportunity awaits you. God
grant that you be made equal to your opportunities, and to your adversaries

as well.

Let us pray in the words of an old Native American: “Lord, give me
work until my life is over, and life until my work is done.” Amen.



Our Obligation

by Thomas W. Gillespie

Farewell Remarks to the Class of 1992

by the President of the Seminary

Robert coles is a child psychiatrist who teaches at Harvard University.

He is also an unabashed Christian. In his Harvard Diary
,
Dr. Coles pays

tribute to the influence upon his life of the Roman Catholic lay theologian

and social activist, Dorothy Day. He records that on one occasion “I was

bothering her with my confusions and curiosities, much of them centered

on what I took to be her ‘inconsistency’—a radical political life, a conser-

vative religious one. She wanted no part of the distinction,” Coles recalls

—

a point she made by explaining:

I don’t act politically on the street or worship in church in order to fit

in with people who are “radical” or people who are “conservative.” I

read the Bible. I try to pay attention to the life of Jesus Christ, our

Lord. I try to follow His example. I stumble all the time, but I try to

keep going—along the road He walked for us. I am a Catholic, of

course; I belong to a Church, and when I made the decision to join it,

I knew my whole life would change. For me, everything is religious

—

politics and the family and work, they all are part of our obligation: to

follow our Lord’s way. 1

For Dorothy Day, in other words, the Christian lives ultimately not un-

der ideological and denominational labels but under the call of God to obe-

dience in every sphere of human existence. Our theological convictions and

ecclesial commitments are important, of course, but only penultimately so.

The bottom line, as Robert Coles describes the example of Dorothy Day,

is how well we fare “in the daily struggle to obey God and live a life that

does as much justice as possible to His constantly demonstrated lovingkind-

ness.” Our daily struggle entails, of course, our continuing belief that God’s

lovingkindness has been, is now, and will continue to be demonstrated in

this world.

The ground of such faith is anything but self-evident. It is constantly

challenged, as you well know, by powerful arguments set forth in persuasive

tomes. But it is tried most profoundly by the experience of living itself, as

1 Robert Coles, Harvard Diary: Reflections on the Sacred and Secular (New York: Crossroad,

1990), p. 6.
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those of you who go forth from this commencement into the practice of

ministry will soon learn.

When you are called upon to bury a child, you will find yourself wonder-

ing about the lovingkindness of God. When you visit a young mother in the

hospital who is dying of cancer, your confidence in the goodness of God’s

creation will be tested. When you are faced in a counseling session with the

incredible hurt that people inflict upon one another in a marriage, you will

be compelled to reach down deep into your soul in order to affirm God’s

lovingkindness in that situation. When your church leadership will not re-

spond to your vision of the congregation’s ministry and mission, you will

find difficulty in affirming God’s love for such obstinate folks. When you

are confronted by the grim realities of social and economic and political

injustice, and when the powers that be will not bend to your anger and

frustration, you will need more than a theological label to undergird your

faith that God's lovingkindness is a demonstrated reality in this world.

If, in such circumstances, your experience is anything like mine as a pas-

tor, you will be driven to the meaning of suffering that is hidden in the cross

of Christ and to the hope of victory that is manifest in his resurrection. Put

simply, your daily struggle will be one of obedience to the truth of God’s

gospel. For there, primarily and preeminently, God’s lovingkindness is

demonstrated.

But, as Dorothy Day recognized, our daily struggle is not only one of

believing but also of doing. For you, as the newest leaders of the church, it

is called doing ministry. And doing ministry, in whatever demographic sit-

uation you are called to undertake this responsibility, is a matter of doing as

much justice as possible to God’s “constantly demonstrated lovingkindness.”

In a word, you are called to treat people, respond to people, serve people

in the same way that God in Christ treats, responds, and serves all people.

That sounds so simple, doesn’t it? Yet I tell you that it is anything but simple

to do. In fact, it cannot be done at all apart from taking up your own cross

and following the Crucified.

Jesus taught us that disciples are not above their teacher, nor servants

above their master; it is enough for disciples to be like their teacher and

servants like their master (Mt. 10:24-25). Which is to say that there is no

Christian ministry worthy of the name that does not involve us in some

form of suffering. So the daily struggle of obedience is not only a matter of

believing in God’s demonstrated lovingkindness but continuing to demon-

strate it ourselves in such circumstances.

And yet, you will also experience God’s love coming to you in and
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through the people whose minister you seek to be. Dorothy Day exercised

her ministry in a “hospitality house” of the Catholic Worker Movement in

lower Manhattan. Reflecting upon her experiences there, feeding the hun-

gry in a soup-kitchen, she once told Robert Coles:

We are here because we are in need. We are here because we are hun-

gry. I am always being told how nice it is that we feed them
;
but I

know in my heart that we are being fed all the time, and if it is hard

to explain that to others, then we have to keep trying, because Christ

asked it of us—the recognition that He is part of suffering, wherever

it takes place, and of course, so are we .

2

Indeed, we are. Remember these wise words as you now go forth to that

place of service to which God has called you or will yet call you. Equipped

as you are with the beginning of a theological education, excited as you are

about getting out of this place and getting on with the call that brought you

to this place, remember that your obligation—our obligation—is to follow

our Lord’s way. “All the way to Heaven is Heaven,” Dorothy Day was fond

of saying, quoting Catherine of Siena, who added, “because He said, ‘I am
the Way.’

”

2 Ibid., p. 48.



A Consuming Fire

by Karlfried Froehlich

This year’s baccalaureate sermon was
given by Karlfried Froehlich, Benjamin B.

Warfield Professor ofEcclesiastical History
at Princeton Theological Seminary.

Texts: Exodus 3:1-12

Hebrews 12:18-29

F
ires are burning. We have seen them. We have watched them burning:

in Yugoslavia, Los Angeles, Kuwait, Pearl Harbor; at Salem, Massachu-

setts, and in Nero’s Gardens on the Vatican Hill. These fires are a fright-

ening sight. A nightmare. Perhaps you remember, as I do, waking up at

night as a child after a terrible dream in which you saw the entire house in

flames. Psychologists tell us that such dream fires can be powerful symbols

of our subconscious, of our ultimate fears as well as our deepest desires. Yes,

not only of our fears. There is the other side. Biblically, “fire” may stand for

the Word of God. “Within me there is something like a burning fire shut

up in my bones; I am weary with holding it in, and I cannot,” says Jeremiah

(Jer. 20:9). “Fire” may signify the cleansing power of God which can burn

away the wood and straw of our hollow endeavors (1 Cor. 3:12-13); it can

symbolize hearts aflame with the desire for truth, burning with the love of

God and neighbor (Lk. 24:32). “Fire” describes the Holy Spirit who de-

scended upon the messengers of the Word in “tongues of fire” (Acts 2:3).

A consuming fire—what really are we talking about? A nightmare? A
blessing? An experience of spiritual ecstasy? We are all aware, I am sure,

that ambiguities of this kind, the discovery of a pluralism of meaning, is

typical of our experience with the Bible. The experience can be disconcert-

ing, frustrating. We want the biblical word to say one thing at a time, not

many. But in the biblical texts we hear God’s word in human words, words

as ambiguous and open-ended as our own words, vessels of meaning, of

course, but conveying ever new possibilities of meaning, challenging our

hearing, and prodding our imagination.

I

The lessons we have heard were taken from Exodus 3 and Hebrews 12,

both of them jewels among the great texts of the biblical tradition, texts

which have proved inexhaustible, seminal for all theologizing in generation

after generation. They were not my choice for this afternoon. They come

from the lectionary used for the scripture readings in our daily chapel ser-

vice at the Seminary, and they are the assigned readings for today. The
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choice could not have been better—or should I say: it must be providential?

We find the image of “fire” here in the story of a call, the call of Moses.

What could be more appropriate for a baccalaureate service—the burning

bush interpreting your graduation, class of 1992!

To be sure, the theophany, the appearance of God in the burning bush,

was always a highly loaded text, dogmatically, in the Christian tradition.

Much theological thought went into its interpretation, much speculation,

and much creative imagination. If the Lord God is “a consuming fire,” why

is the bush burning but not consumed? The ancient interpreters listened

carefully to the text and tried some answers. They noticed an important

detail: According to verse 3, “the angel ofthe Lord" appeared to Moses “in a

flame of fire out of a bush,” but according to verse 5, “God called him out

of the bush.” This suggested to them a christological understanding: the

appearance was of Christ, not a theophany but a christophany. Of course,

Augustine had to find the entire trinity involved in this divine disclosure

(“Undivided are the works of the trinity”): the “angel,” the “one who is

sent,” was Christ, the fire the Holy Spirit, and the voice Godself.' In medi-

eval art, however, numerous representations show the scene clearly as a

christophany. The half-figure of a nimbused Christ rises from the blazing

flames above a tree, with a teaching gesture. Do you get the point? Christ

“rules from the tree.” The bush is not a bramble; it is a leafy tree; there are

no thorns. Gregory of Nyssa already suggested that the bush burning but

not consumed signifies Mary who bore Jesus as an inviolate virgin, 2 a “rose

without the thorns of sin.”

Martin Luther, who supposedly rescued biblical exegesis from fanciful

allegory and led us back to the plain literal sense, preached a series of ser-

mons on Exodus 1-3 in 1524 in which the first part is regularly followed by

a second entitled, “Allegoria, or spiritual interpretation of the text.” 3 Luther

rejects the Marian interpretation of our story, but he thinks of the burning

bush as Christ’s divine-human nature suffering the pains of his passion and

death without sin and with God’s seal of approval in the resurrection.

All imagination aside, however, Exodus 3 is the story of a call and there-

fore worthy of our special attention today. In the narrative, the tradition has

woven together two major strands: Moses’ discovery of a holy place on

1 Augustine, Sermo 7, Corpus Christianorum Latinorum
, vol. 41, ed. C. Lambot (Turnhout:

Brepols, 1961), pp. 70-76.
2 Gregory of Nyssa: The Life of Moses , trans. A. J. Malherbe and E. Ferguson, Classics of

Western Spirituality (New York: Paulist Press, 1978), p. 59.

3 Weimar Edition, vol. 16, pp. 28-92 (no English translation).
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Mount Horeb and his divine commissioning. “The discoverer is himself

discovered,” as one scholar put it. Surely, in all this “discovering” the call

from the fire is central.

II

Let me ask you: Is there fire in your calling? In the story of your call to

the ministry? I suspect there is, even if it is not so obvious and you have to

look hard to see it. Perhaps you saw the fires of our world burning and your

heart bled; you wanted to help and heal. Perhaps your soul was burning in

love for Christ and you wanted to share the good news with an unredeemed

world. Perhaps you experienced something like the Holy Spirit coming

upon you and drafting you. Of course, we all wish it were that simple. Yet

we know how many other factors went into that call too: human voices,

lukewarm decisions, cold calculations. But there is reason to believe that

there was at least one kind of fire, the kind which played such an important

role in Moses’ call: You did decide to go to seminary after all. Moses may

have thought about vocation a lot; he had forty years to do so. But on that

one day, behold, there was this strange, alluring fire: “Moses looked, and

the bush was blazing, yet it was not consumed. And Moses said: ‘I must

turn aside and look at this great sight to see why the bush is not burnt up.’
”

I love this inquisitive Moses. I love curious students coming to seminary

wanting to find out. I guess I am incurably curious myself. Could it be that

this curiosity is a character trait of all real shepherds, persons responsible for

a flock? Remember the shepherds in the Christmas story: “Let us go now

to Bethlehem and see this thing that has taken place” (Lk. 2:15). The church

has often tried to discourage and curb “curiosity.” Don’t ask questions!

Don’t go afield to look! Don’t poke into mysteries! The story of Moses’

calling tells us otherwise. It is a precious heritage of the Protestant Refor-

mation that our churches expect a learned ministry, shepherds who encour-

age questions because they have struggled with questions themselves. It is a

blessing for God’s work in the world when churches not only tolerate but

value and support the intellectual discipline of a demanding seminary edu-

cation as a presupposition for the ordained ministry among them.

Well then, was there fire in your seminary experience? Again, I suspect

there was, although perhaps different in form from what you expected. Per-

haps these years were a nightmare, the fire of an ordeal which you wish you

could have been spared, and you are glad it is over. Perhaps you experienced

them as a cleansing fire which put to the test many of the convictions with

which you came, burning away much of that which seemed so sure and
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unshakable just a few years ago, but leaving you with a clarified faith, like

precious gold “cleansed and refined as through fire.” Perhaps you felt that

your time at seminary nourished and fanned the already strong (or not so

strong) flame of love for God and neighbor which was the most precious

gift you brought with you to this campus. Most likely, the experience was a

mixture of all of these fires
—

“bittersweet” as one of you put it. We all

would love to have a clear handle on these crucial years of our life, to see

them in one, unified perspective, under one simple heading. But it is in the

nature of all deep-going, transforming experience that it remains ambiguous

to our perception until it finally merges into, becomes part of, our story of

living out the call, the story of who we really are.

Will there be fire in your ministry, in your living out the call? I think,

you expect so and hope so. There certainly will be the blazing fires of our

world’s nightmares. They won’t go away: the fires of hatred and prejudice,

of greed and abuse against which your ministry must kindle the fire of love

and compassion, justice and prophetic anger. You will want to keep alive

and nourish the fire of the love for God in you, the fire of inquisitiveness

and of the thirst for knowledge. Ministry comes in many forms. It will not

have the same face for everyone, and even your individual ministry will

have different fires burning as you try to listen and discern. You may know
already where the next steps will take you, where you will settle and start

your new work. But if you look ahead, is it all that clear what your ministry

really will be or ought to be?

Moses did not know. Even the story is not quite sure what to make of it

or how to classify it. It presents Moses’ call as that of a prophet, like the calls

of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, or First Isaiah: A vision, the brief exchange after the

calling of the name, the commission, the hesitation, God’s assurance. Was
Moses a prophet? The author of Deuteronomy may have thought so, but

Moses’ actual ministry went far beyond the limits of that category and did

not even include the work of the priest. In any case, one thing cannot be

doubted. There was plenty of fire in the story of Moses’ ministry: the fire of

the kilns in Egypt, signs of slavery and oppression; the pillar of fire on the

long road to freedom; the fire of the divine presence on Mount Sinai when

“the smoke went up from the mountain like the smoke of a kiln” (Ex.

19:18); the fire lit by Aaron to cast the golden calf, and the fire with which

the wrath of the Lord’s minister burned the image to ashes; the fire of the

pillar of clouds leading the people through the night; and the fire on the

altar of the Lord, the sign of God’s dialogical presence among them. The

dialogue between God and the people remained Moses’ task. In the service
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of this dialogue, ministry is action and reaction, a new challenge every day,

ever expanding and contracting. Most important of all, it is not our ministry,

our possession, our pet project, our obsession to which we give the definition.

It is God’s , solely and exclusively. Moses was called into the service of Jah-

weh. He was to be a mediator, bringing the Word of God to the people and

the world, and the words of the people before God. He was to be mediator

in words and through words, and that means, in and through words which

are as open-ended and vulnerable as all our human verbiage. This, it seems,

is the real problem of ministry.

Ill

Indeed, what is “the word,” what is the message? Perhaps you knew al-

ready what the message of your ministry would be when you began your

studies at the Seminary. Perhaps you worked it out during these years, gain-

ing more and more clarity as time went on. Perhaps you are still struggling

to define the message for yourself and for others; the pieces are there but

they do not come together as they should. Perhaps you have experience with

all of the above and wonder what stage will be next. Again, the most im-

portant thing to keep in mind about the message is that it is not our message,

the message we create or decide upon. It is God’s message. “Then the Lord

said: / have observed the misery of my people who are in Egypt. I have

heard their cry. Indeed, I know their suffering, and I have come down to

deliver them.” All too often, we have it all down already, we have figured

it all out ourselves. We know what the problems are. Our soul is burning

with compassion for those in need, and we are sure we have the message of

help, healing, and hope. We know what “misery and suffering” is, what the

cries of the needy mean, and how we can challenge ourselves as well as

others to be efficient helpers. We want to alleviate what we call misery and

need because we cannot bear it.

I have a friend, a graduate of this seminary, who is a bishop of the Ethi-

opian Orthodox Church. When during the years of famine I expressed to

him my concern for his people suffering from hunger and for our churches'

obligation to step up relief efforts, he said: “Yes, they need food. But if you

have ever seen our people getting by on a handful of beans a day during the

lenten fast, you would understand that this is not the only priority. What

they need most right now is spiritual nourishment, the hope for freedom."

Moses, it seems, knew the misery of his people. He saw an Egyptian beating

an Israelite and reacted with his heart, his justice, not God’s. Did he really

know what misery was? He probably learned much more about it than he
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knew when he tried his plan for justice and peace with his own kinsfolk,

was cruelly rebuffed, and found himself in exile a few days later (Ex. 2:11-

15)-

The misery among the people to whom we are called to minister is not

misery because we feel it, we take it seriously, we sympathize. It is misery

because God has seen it and calls it so. Oppression is not oppression because

and how we define it, but because God hears the cries of the oppressed,

knows what they really mean, and determines to deliver them. The cure is

not what we devise, a little here and there, the patching up that we are so

good at. The cure is radical, nothing less than deliverance on God’s terms.

In delivering the people, God’s justice can be every bit as cruel as that of

Moses. God slew all of Egypt’s first-born; he drowned an entire army. He
had his own Son killed so that all may be delivered and have life eternal.

The same Ethiopian friend returned from a trip to liberated Ethiopa this

February, a trip that lasted three months instead of one as he had originally

planned. When I compared the totally new situation with his own almost

miraculous liberation from prison some years ago, he said: “Yes, but it is

different now when they stand before you, a crowd of many thousands,

outdoors in front of the cathedral, abused, scarred, still hungry as they are,

but waiting with glowing faces to hear God’s Word being delivered to them

in freedom.” This is the true face of deliverance, radical deliverance. A min-

ister who does not discern, who does not preach this radical deliverance, and

therefore God’s naming of misery, oppression, suffering, and deliverance

rather than his or her own ideas about them has not yet understood what

the message is. A minister who listens, who sees the task, and takes it on as

a minister of God cannot but ask with fear and trembling: “Who am I that

I should go to Pharaoh?” Yes, friends, to Pharaoh we must go, and this is

no joking matter, no political power play whose rules we can easily handle.

Advocacy for God’s true causes is not popular. “Who am I to go to Phar-

aoh?” God takes this question seriously. God does not brush it aside. There

is an answer—a promise and a sign. “I will be with you, and this shall be

the sign for you: When you have brought the people out of Egypt, you shall

worship God on this mountain.” The answer is not as clear and unambig-

uous as Moses may have hoped at that moment. We do not know whether

the original text mentioned a different, more immediate sign. As the text

stands, it simply points forward to that great event to which Israel would

always turn when it tried to gain clarity about the message of delivery and

hope which it received through the ministry of Moses: the covenant of

Mount Sinai.
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IV

This is the point where our New Testament lesson picks up the thread.

The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews compares and contrasts the old

covenant and the new: Seven terrifying phenomena at Mount Sinai versus

eight spiritual blessings of the new covenant. He asks us to compare a

threatening mountain, a blazing fire, darkness, gloom, a tempest, the sound

of a trumpet, and a voice “whose words made the hearers beg that not

another word would be spoken to them” with the beautiful gift of Mount

Zion, the heavenly Jerusalem, angels in festal gathering, the fellowship of

Christian sisters and brothers, the company of the blessed dead, God, Jesus,

and the sprinkled blood “which speaks a better word than the blood of

Abel.” You can easily see how the comparison is meant to come out. The

cry of revenge versus the word of forgiveness, earth versus heaven, word

from the mountain versus word from on high— it is obvious that our author

favors the new covenant over the old. In one word: it is better, infinitely

better.

But what does “better” mean? Words, we know by now, do not always

reveal their meaning plainly and immediately. “Better”—certainly a tre-

mendous advance over Sinai has been achieved with the coming of Christ;

a new era, a new phase in the history of salvation has begun. But the text

leaves no doubt that, by the same token, the situation is much more serious

now; there is greater need than ever to listen carefully to God’s word, be-

cause much more is at stake—not only a decent living for a nomadic people

beyond the wilderness, but eternal life or death for everyone. In the back-

ground looms the thought of still another fire which we have not even con-

sidered yet: the fire of the final conflagration, the apocalyptic shaking of the

foundations of all things created, of earth and heaven. Better? It seems that

the nightmare is back. Compared with the burden of this outlook, the event

at Sinai looks more like the “good old days,” when things were simple, laws

were clear, and consequences were predictable.

Friends, we all live more dangerously today than ever. Our ministry is

conducted in apocalyptic times. New developments, positive and negative,

come upon us at a breathtaking speed and in gigantic proportions. Nothing

seems predictable any more. Yes, there will be even greater upheavals, and

there may very well be at least one kind of final conflagration, if not by

nuclear holocaust, then by the ominous consequences of the holes in the

earth’s ozone layer. What can we do? What is the message for us in such

times of uncertainty and confusion? The author of Hebrews leaves no doubt
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about it. The sign of the times on which we should focus our attention is

not our own personal call or any final conflagration of our making but the

judging, healing, empowering presence of our God in Jesus Christ. In

Christ’s passion, death, and resurrection, in his suffering and triumph, our

God has revealed himself as a consuming fire, a fire to fear and to love.

According to the apocryphal Gospel of Thomas, Jesus once said: “Whoever

is close to me, is close to the fire; and whoever is far from me, is far from

the kingdom .”4 For the sake of God’s rule over the world, for the sake of

God’s ministry entrusted to you, keep close to the fire! Dare to live danger-

ously! If all you can hope for is a consuming fire behind you, a consuming

fire in you, and a consuming fire before you, you may begin to see that there

is nothing else to be done than to abandon yourselves to it. Let it burn! Let

it consume! It is the living flame of love; it is our God. Amen.

4 Logion 82; The Nag Hammadi Library in English , ed. James M. Robinson, 3rd ed. (San

Francisco: Harper & Row, 1988), p. 135.
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I
t is an unremarkable title for an inaugural lecture, I’ll grant, but it is

precise and accurate. It indicates why we teachers of speech are here, who
we are and what is expected of us. We are here in order to help people read

the scriptures, preach, and lead worship responsibly. We are here as servants

of those we teach, which is to say that assessing and meeting students’ per-

sonal speech communication needs is the focus of our attention. What is

expected of us, therefore, is that we put at the disposal of our students what-

ever technical knowledge we may have, so that those students may under-

stand more fully and more competently undertake the ministry of Word
and sacrament for which the Master of Divinity program prepares them and

to which the church calls them.' We have not arrived just recently. The

seminary itself is 180 years old. Teachers of speech, without letup, have been

assessing and meeting students’ personal speech communication needs here

for at least 134 of those years. 2

1 G. 14.0400 Presbyterian Church USA. Clearly there is no ordination to specialized min-

istry in the Reformed/Presbyterian tradition. Specialized ministries undertaken by ordained

persons, therefore, have this in common with the ministry of pastors in local congregations.

They are ministries performed by persons ordained to the ministry of Word and sacrament.

The Master of Divinity program prepares people to preach the Word, to administer the

sacraments, and to bear rule in Christ’s church.
2 The earliest mention of the teaching of speech at Princeton Theological Seminary is in

the catalogue of 1858-59. "Special instruction and exercise in the art of Elocution, by the best

qualified teachers in the country, at a very small expense to the student.” In the Princeton

Seminary catalogue of 1866 mention is made of exercises in reading and sermon delivery

without notes as part of the preaching requirement (p. 18). The catalogue also indicates that

“exercise in the art of Elocution, without charge to the students" is available. The catalogue

of 1869-70 for the first time mentions the names of those teaching speech. "The weekly

preaching of the senior class ... is under the direction of Dr. McGill , who also has exercises

with all the classes in extempore speaking, in writing sermons, and in preparing written

criticism upon the sermons of others” (p. 15). “Special instruction is given in the art of elo-
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I

It began with elocution, a word which today typically evokes guffaws.

Even the dictionary gives its derogatory sense: “a stilted, artificial manner

of delivery.” 3 The word is of Latin derivation, however, and simply means

“speak out.” In classical rhetoric it designated compositional style, elocutio,

a speaker’s distinctive way of bringing thought to expression. By 1750 the

term had come to refer almost exclusively to the management of voice and

body in the speaking of texts and in the presentation of formal addresses. 4

Certainly that was its meaning in the 19th century in the United States, in

Princeton, and at this seminary. The elocutionist most influential in the

United States in the 19th century was James Rush (1786-1869), a physician

and medical researcher at the University of Pennsylvania, turned speech

teacher and lecturer.

Rush invented an intricate system for marking vocal pitch, force, abrupt-

ness, quality, and rate. He also studied carefully the anatomy and physiology

of the human voice and the relationship of the voice to the mind. Disciples

of his evidently got carried away in the direction of a slavish application of

his rule governing the analysis of vocal technique, forgetting that dexterity

in the use of the voice is a means to an end and not an end in itself. Yet

Rush’s work set the tone for research and teaching in voice science and the

psychology of speech for years to come, and his vocabulary for discussing

vocal variety in the speaking of texts and in the speaking of one’s own
thoughts remains in use. 5

We still speak of pitch, intensity or force, time or tempo, and voice quality

in assessing the adequacy of vocal control in the reading aloud of the written

word. We must, for pitch always will have to vary according to sense instead

of habit. Intensity or force forever will have to change according to the

degree of vitality of a thought instead of according to the excitement or fear

of the speaker. Time or tempo will need to pick up or slow down according

cution, with appropriate vocal exercises, by Prof. S.G. Peabody

,

who is in constant attendance

at the Seminary, and by Professors Mark. Bailey

,

of New Haven, and Robert Kidd of Indiana,

by whom the institution is successively visited at different periods in each session. This is

without cost to the students, the expense being borne by generous friends of the seminary”

(p. 16).

3 Clarence L. Barnhart, ed., The American College Dictionary (New York: Random House,

1953 ). P- 390 .

4 Charlotte I. Lee, Oral Interpretation
,
4th ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1971), p. 500.

5 Mary S. Strine, “Performance Theory as Science: The Formative Impact ol Dr. James
Rush’s, The Philosophy of the Human Voice,” in Performance of Literature in Historical Per-

spectives, ed. David W. Thompson (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1983), pp.

509-528. See also, Lester L. Hale, “Dr. James Rush,” in History ofSpeech Education in Amer-
ica, ed. Karl R. Wallace (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1954), pp. 219-237.
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to the sprightliness or lugubriousness of an idea, and according to the degree

of its complexity. And voice quality will have to be modulated to fit the

mood of the moment. A tight, strident voice calling for freedom in the

church and in the world is forever unconvincing. And a voice too full of

delight in its own mellifluousness inevitably will call attention to itself: “Lis-

ten to me. I’m a cello.” Dr. Rush is dead. So are his disciples and his detrac-

tors. But Rush’s concerns live on.6

II

The elocutionists were the first to teach speech at Princeton Theological

Seminary. Their successors were the expressionists. The wellspring of ex-

pressionism in the United States was the Boston University School of Ora-

tory of which Lewis B. Monroe was the founder and dean. 7 The best known

figures of the expressionist movement all studied there: Samuel Silas Curry,

Charles Wesley Emerson, and Leland Todd Powers. Henry W. Smith

(1849-1926), who taught speech at Princeton for nearly 46 years, from 1878

to 1924, studied at the Boston University School of Oratory for two years.

He also taught there. Further, he taught speech in the Boston University

Department of Theology. 8 For the record, let us note that he had a sense of

humor. One of the questions asked on a form used to collect information

for the catalogue issue of the Princeton Seminary Bulletin of 1881 read:

6
It is interesting to note that Dr. Rush’s studies in the human voice and mind and his

conviction that art should imitate nature got him into trouble with both the literary and

religious establishments. In 1835 he was moved to observe: “The literary world have got to

worship Shakespeare, and so forget to imitate his excellence, just as the religions of the world

adore God and omit to imitate his truth and justice.” Notation by Rush, in Rush Papers, Dec.

14, 1835, Ridgwav Branch, Library Company of Philadelphia. Quoted in Karl R. Wallace,

ed.. History of Speech Education in America (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1954), p.

222.

1 Wallace, History, p. 209.
8 Princeton Seminary Bulletin 20, no. 1 (May 1926): 9-10. In the Princeton Seminary Bulletin

of 1878-79, Smith is described as an elocutionist though his training clearly marks him

off as an expressionist. Mention also is made of speech as a distinct department of instruction.

"Mr. Henry W. Smith, the instructor in Elocution, is in constant attendance throughout the

session, and gives a thorough course of teaching in this department, meeting the students

both singly and in classes, and combining a careful discussion of principles with abundant

and varied vocal exercises” (p. 16). In the Bulletin of 1918-19, Mr. Smith is identified as the

J.C. Green Instructor in Elocution, suggesting that instruction in speech now was endowed.

Further, the same Bulletin indicates that the Instructor in Elocution was responsible for

practice preaching: “Three exercises in sermonizing are held weekly, and every student is

expected to deliver, during his course, at least three sermons in the presence of his fellow

students, the instructor in elocution and the Professor of Homiletics or some other professor.

Criticism is made of the form, matter and delivery of these sermons. Each student, moreover,

is required to submit to the Professor of Homiletics for his approval, before graduation, six

written discourses” (p. 38).
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“Where, when and whom did you marry?” Smith, evidently wishing to

make his marital status at the time perfectly clear, replied: “No where, no

when, no whom.”9 Smith was given Emeritus status in 1925, but he contin-

ued to offer elective classes and to evaluate the delivery of sermons until he

died in 1926 at age 77. In the year of his death, the Princeton Seminary Bul-

letin made mention of the fact that “he had as a teacher been in association

with all those who have taught in the seminary in the hundred and fourteen

years of its history except five professors, the three Alexanders, Dr. Miller

and Dr. Breckinridge.”

10

Donald Wheeler (1883-1968) started teaching part-time at Princeton

Theological Seminary in 1919. He was made a part-time Assistant Instruc-

tor in 1923," and, in 1929, he began “full time in place of part-time service

in the Department of Public Speaking.” 12 In 1934 he was granted the degree

of Doctor of Letters fhonoris causa) by Grove City College.' 3 His appoint-

ment as a full professor in 1947 marked a watershed in the history of the

seminary and the church. As then President John Alexander Mackay wrote:

“The many hundreds of men now in Church service throughout the nation

and the world, who are former student of Wheeler, will rejoice that their

revered and honored teacher now enjoys the title of Professor of Public

Speaking. The action of the last General Assembly of the Presbyterian

9 J.H. Dulles, Information Form for the General Catalogue ofPrinceton Theological Seminary ,

1881, p. 83.

‘° Princeton Seminary Bulletin 20, no. 1 (May 1926): 10. The following are the five professors

mentioned and the years of their service at Princeton Seminary: Archibald Alexander (1812-

1851), Professor of Didactic and Polemical Theology; Joseph Addison Alexander (1833-1860),

Professor of Hellenistic and New Testament Literature; James Waddell Alexander (1849-

1851); Samuel Miller (1813-1849), Professor of Ecclesiastical History and Church Govern-
ment; and John Breckinridge (1836-1838). See, Bibliographical Catalogue of Princeton Theo-

logical Seminary , Princeton, NJ, Princeton Theological Seminary, 1977, pp. lxv-lxvi.

" Princeton Seminary Bulletin 57, no. 2 (January 1964): 130.
11 Princeton Seminary Bulletin 23, no. 3 (November 1929): 9. Note the change in nomencla-

ture from Department of Elocution to Department of Public Speaking. Dr. Wheeler’s train-

ing and teaching methods, however, make it clear that he, like Smith, was an expressionist,

whatever the administrative title given to the area of his work. Wheeler later was described

as Director of Public Speaking (Princeton Seminary Bulletin 33, no. 1 [July 1939]: 28). His

successor, W. J. Beeners had the title of Professor and Director of Speech until his retirement

in 1991. Other faculty included an Associate Director ol Speech, William Brower, and an

Assistant Director of Speech, first, Virginia Damon and, after her, G. Robert Jacks. Other
teachers of speech were designated by the title, Assistant in Speech. In 1991 all speech posi-

tions were regularized in the Department of Practical Theology and the teachers of speech,

whatever their level, were granted faculty status. The Department of Speech or of Public

Speaking then ceased to exist. A pattern emerges. In the earliest days, speech (elocution) was

offered for a fee. Later the fee was dropped. Speech teaching moved from part-time to full-

time status, then from the status of a separate department to an area of instruction in practical

theology.

u Princeton Seminary Bulletin 61, no. 3 (Summer 1968): 93.
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Church U.S.A., which approved the recommendation that a layman can be

elected as a full professor in Princeton Seminary, has put an end to what

was both an anomaly and an injustice.”' 4 Like Henry W. Smith, his prede-

cessor, Wheeler was an expressionist. He held a Bachelor of Arts degree

from Grove City College and a Master of Arts degree from Harvard.' 5 He
also studied in the Universities of Paris, Rome, and Berlin and at the Max
Reinhardt School of the Theatre. His formal study of speech, though, was

completed at the Leland Powers School of the Spoken Word in Boston,

from which he was graduated in 1908.

'

6

For Leland Powers, as for other major representatives of the expressionist

school of speech, art could best be defined as “the most successful way of

making the . . . instrument reflect the mind’s message while at the same time

calling the least attention to itself.”' 7 Decades later, the painter, Andrew

Wyeth, made the same point when he remarked, “My aim is to escape from

the medium with which I work, to leave no residue of technical mannerism

to stand between my work and the observer . . . not to exhibit craft but to

submerge it, and make it rightfully the handmaiden of beauty, power and

emotional content.”' 8 Returning to Powers, “The technique we make our

plea for,” he said, “is not the exhibition of graceful bodies, or the exploita-

tion of beautiful voices—it is rather the body and voice trained to obey and

the mentality trained to see and to choose and to direct.”' 9

In terms of interpretation theory, Powers probably should be included

among the Romantics, though he never developed a full-blown hermeneu-

tic. Just as technical competence in speech is not to be developed for its own

sake, so literary works are not to be regarded as ends in themselves. They

are not mimetic, though. They do not merely imitate life. Instead, they pro-

vide entree to life. Powers said: “We must never forget that while literature

is our fountainhead, our supply and inspiration, it is because it gives us

chosen life depicted in chosen terms. The reader’s office is to turn the

'« Princeton Seminary Bulletin 41, no. 1 (Summer 1947): 26.

s Princeton Seminary Bulletin 23, no. 3 (November 1929): 9.

16 Princeton Seminary Bulletin 61, no. 3 (Summer 1968): 93. It was during Wheeler’s tenure

that speech began to be featured yearly at the Ministers Conference, later to be known as the

Institute of Theology. See Princeton Seminary Bulletin 32, no. 1 (1938): 21; 33, no. 1 (July

1939): 28; 34, no. 1 (July 1940): 38. Wheeler also was renowned for his yearly readings of

Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol (Pnnceton Seminary Bulletin 29, no. 1 [June 1935k 18).

17 Leland Powers and Carol Hoyt Powers, Fundamentals of Expression (Leland Powers,

1916), pp. 13-14.
18 See Charles L. Bartow, The Preaching Moment: A Guide to Sermon Delivery (Nashville,

Abingdon Press, 1980), p. 94.
5 Powers, Fundamentals

, p. 14.
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printed page back into life, that the listener may have something of the

vision which inspired the poet when he wrote the lines .”20

With the expressionists, pedagogy, as W. }. Beeners describes it so well,

is largely a matter of “chipping away what you don’t need .” 21
It is assumed

that people have natural capacities to see through to the vision of life to

which a text provides access, although slovenly habits of perception probably

have diminished and not honed those capacities. It is assumed that nearly

all people have voices and bodies capable of expressing fully whatever is on

their minds. Again, however, careless habits of articulation, control of the

voice, and body posture, movement, gesture, and facial expression, limit the

fullest possible statement of thought. The goal, then, is to help everyone

discover his or her own best voice, and his or her own natural—as opposed

to habitual—way of embodying what the mind comprehends, so that the

chosen life of a text, depicted in chosen terms, may be made available to

listeners through a reader’s disciplined speech.

Instruction moves from practice to reflection on practice, from frustration

with one’s interpretative efforts—-most often provoked by the teacher’s dis-

satisfaction—to questioning, probing and constructive critique, yielding, it

is hoped, greater clarity of insight into a text’s life and self-discipline suffi-

cient to keep habitual patterns of speech from interfering with the expres-

sion of that life. The process is not always comfortable. In the following

vignette, Leland Powers shows us why.

[They have], as [students], certain physical habits, certain pet gestures,

certain vocal peculiarities which constantly cloud and dim the truth

[they] would express. When [they are] corrected for these habits and

[are] told that just as [their] audience was getting a bit of the truth, it

was brought back to [their] personality by [their] personal gesture or

vocal cadence, which had nothing whatever to do with the literature

[they were] reading, [they are] alarmed. [They say] “Oh, but that is

natural to me! I have always done that! If I lose that I shall not be

myself!” How little we know ourselves when we think our individu-

ality depends on such trivial things .

22

There is ample evidence that such controversy and confrontation hap-

pened—and happens—from time to time in the teaching of speech at

Princeton Theological Seminary. In the memorial minute for Dr. Donald

20 Powers, Fundamentals
, p. 15.

21 Author’s interview of Dr. Beeners, November 26, 1991.
22 Powers, Fundamentals, p. 18.
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Wheeler, prepared in 1968 for presentation to the faculty and for publication

in the Princeton Seminary Bulletin by Professors W. J. Beeners, E. G. Hom-
righausen, and H. T. Kerr, these words appear:

Years ago Presbyterian Life wrote several of Dr. Wheeler’s former stu-

dents. “Two reactions keep recurring: ‘Humbling experience,’ and

‘Thank God for Donald Wheeler.’ The consensus was that the

Wheeler method may be rough on the ego, but it’s the best thing that

ever happened to a preacher.”23

Ill

W. }. Beeners, upon graduation from the seminary in 1948, began his

career here as an assistant to Donald Wheeler. Ten years later, having

served at every other rank of instruction recognized by the faculty, he was

made a full professor. The University of Dubuque awarded him the degree

of Bachelor of Arts in 1943 and the honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity

in i960. 24 In addition to his work as a student and colleague of Wheeler,

Beeners, for 15 years, traveled regularly to New York City to study privately

with the dramatic actress, Maud Sheerer. 25 Sheerer, like Wheeler, was

trained in the tradition of Curry, Emerson, and especially Leland Powers.

She was an expressionist. Beeners’ acknowledged indebtedness to Maud
Sheerer is made evident by the fact that he and his wife, Dorothy, decided

to name their second daughter, Sally Sheerer, after her. With enthusiasm,

Beeners continued the intensely personal, inductive, critical, and sometimes

confrontational teaching for which Wheeler was noted. For most of his 42

years at Princeton, he held forth in studios built largely by his own hand on

the third floor of Stuart Hall. For those of us who climbed “cardiac hill to

Beenersville,” as former President James I. McCord put it, and who endured

to the end and were saved, there is thankfulness to God for Beeners.

As the seminary student body grew, Beeners determined to keep class

size small and to continue the private evaluative conferences and drill ses-

sions that were the hallmark of teaching in the expressionist tradition. In

keeping with the history of instruction in speech at Princeton, he also de-

cided that lay professionals should be active in teaching here. William

Brower, at present Associate Professor of Speech, joined the faculty in 1954.

Virginia Damon, whose retirement took effect only a couple of years ago,

2
* Princeton Seminary Bulletin 61, no. 3 (Summer 1968): 93.

24 Bibliographical Catalogue of Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, NJ, Princeton

Theological Seminary, 1977, p. 217.

Author’s interview of Dr. Beeners, November 26, 1991.
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started teaching at the seminary in the mid-1960s. Besides these professional

actors and teachers, a number of seminary graduates were mentored in the

speech program at Princeton while they pursued doctoral studies in speech

communication or other interests elsewhere, among them: Arlan P. Doh-

renburg, Dale E. Bussis, James R. Steele, Charles L. Bartow, and G. Robert

Jacks. From time to time, as need arose, adjunct faculty, too, were brought

in to help in the process of assessing and meeting students’ personal speech

communication needs.

Beeners was the first professor of speech at Princeton trained in theology

and ordained to the ministry of Word and sacrament. 26 While a seminary

student, he concentrated on studies in Hebrew and Old Testament, a not

insignificant decision on his part, for it led him to recognize the importance

of historical-critical scholarship in the interpretative reading of scriptural

and other texts. In this he moved beyond expressionism and the romantic

hermeneutic implicit in the expressionist view of literature. Now there was

no ideal view of life behind the text into which the reader gained admission

through the text. Instead, the text reflected historically conditioned and

sometimes anything but ideal possibilities for human life. The text often,

indeed, was multi-vocal, reflecting a history of its own use. There was no

ideal standard of textual interpretation, therefore, and there were no “right”

readings. There were “good” readings, however. 27 There were defensible

readings and students were free to pursue those defensible readings with the

tools of historical-critical analysis and with a careful consideration of the

denotative meanings and connotative possibilities suggested by the text’s

language.

Beeners made himself thoroughly familiar with university teaching and

research going on during the late 1940s and all through the 1950s and early

1960s in the field of the oral interpretation of literature. Still, he never was

happy with the designation, “oral interpretation of literature” as a title for

the speech discipline that grew out of the elocutionist and expressionist

movements and their antecedents in Western culture.28 He felt the title,

26 Henry W. Smith studied for two years at the seminary, but did not complete the Bach-

elor of Divinity program. See J.H. Dulles, Information Form for the General Catalogue of
Princeton Theological Seminary, 1884, p. 355.

27 In his concern for the difference between “right” readings and “good” readings, Beeners

anticipated later developments in the discipline of performance studies, e.g., Monroe C.

Beardsley, “Right Readings and Good Readings,” Literature in Performance 1, no. 1 (Novem-
ber 1980): 10-22.

28 Ronald J. Pelias briefly traces the history of performance studies from Greek and Roman
Antiquity, through the Medieval, Renaissance, Neo-classical, and Romantic periods, and the

Twentieth Century. The emphasis is on performance as aesthetic speech, a genre distinct
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“Oral Interpretation of Literature” too easily lent itself to a schoolish insis-

tence upon the purity of the art. There were those, for example, who
thought it important to hew to a very narrow definition of oral interpreta-

tion as distinct from, say, acting or public speaking. Thus some teachers laid

down incontrovertible rules to the effect that the text must always be pres-

ent, visible, and literally read—never memorized and spoken—if what is

done with it truly is to be called oral interpretation. 29 Others became pre-

scriptive about such matters as gesture and eye contact. It would be beyond

the scope of this lecture to detail those various rigidities. Suffice it to say that

some of the university teaching in oral interpretation struck Beeners as just

as slavishly obedient to precept, and just as silly as the worst excesses of the

elocutionists. Now, however, instead of a static definition of nature deter-

mining how the voice should be modulated and the body governed, a static

view of the text became the determining factor. To distance himself from

such a prescriptive approach to the teaching of his subject, Beeners preferred

the title, “interpretative speech,” as the designation for his discipline.30

The adjectival form of the term, interpretation—interpretative—defines

a process, not a conclusion, which is to say that the act of interpreting is

never fully accomplished. The possible meanings of a text never can be fully

expressed in any given moment of speech. The possible meanings of a ser-

mon never can be exhaustively treated in any single instance of proclama-

tion. A text embodied in one setting cannot be embodied in exactly the same

way in another setting. A sermon cannot be preached or heard in one service

of worship just as it was preached and heard in another. The audience or

congregation is different each time. The reader or speaker is different. The

room is larger or smaller. The liturgical or other context is not the same.

Granted denotation has greater stability than connotation, but, because of

the fact that denotation never can be perceived, spoken, or heard apart from

connotation, what a text says and does changes, often subtly, sometimes not

so subtly, from situation to situation. To say, “The Lord is my shepherd, I

shall not want”3 ’ in the context of a funeral service for a 90-year-old woman

who has died of natural causes is one thing. To say the same words at the

memorial service for a 20-year-old college woman whose body never was

found because it was blown to bits with the bombing of an airplane over

from rhetoric. See Pelias, Performance Studies: The Interpretation of Aesthetic Texts (New
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1992), pp. 26-43.

29 Ibid., p. 38.

Author’s interview of Dr. Beeners, December 1991.

3 ' Psalm 23:1.
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Lockerbie, Scotland, is something else. Beeners had a maxim. He drilled it

into us in the junior required course in speech (at the time called “Funda-

mentals of Expression”). He drilled it into us in the senior elective course,

too. That course was called “The Spoken Word in Worship” and it often

had an enrollment in excess of 100 students .
32 The Beeners maxim was this:

all speech is interpretative and situational. What is taught at Princeton is inter-

pretative/situational speech.

Over the years, in the private schools of the spoken word and in the

universities, the nomenclature used to identify the discipline of speech as it

is taught at Princeton Theological Seminary has changed. It started as elo-

cution , as an attempt to define the principles governing the control of vocal

and physical gesture as laws of nature. It moved through a humanizing

phase called expressionism where the emphasis was placed upon helping peo-

ple get rid of debilitating habits that might make it difficult for them to state

fully what was on their minds. Literature had its geniuses who, in T. S.

Eliot’s terms, turned blood into ink. Speech had its virtuosi who, as William

Brower has said, “turned the ink back into blood .”33 By the end of the first

quarter of the 20th century, the preferred name for the discipline in the

secular academy was oral interpretation

.

Attention shifted from the speaker

of the text to the text itself. Oral interpreters recognized that much of what

the elocutionists and the expressionists at their best had to say about control

of the voice and body in the reading aloud of texts was true. But they felt

that disciplined speech had as its purpose a deeper and more comprehensive

understanding of the text as a literary document. Even in the act of speaking

the text, the speaker often was expected to feature the text in its written

form. Speaking the text thus was reduced to an act of literary appreciation.

The Princeton tradition clearly was influenced by the writings of theorists

and practitioners in oral interpretation. However, the tradition all along

resisted the notion of limiting interpretative speech to the speaking of writ-

ten texts. Furthermore, it stressed interactive and situational factors in the

making of meaning. Authors, texts, speakers, listeners, physical and occa-

sional contexts had their parts to play, but the central role, the crucial role

belonged to the speaker. In his or her work, the speaker had to take into

account all the other factors. No one and nothing could be slighted. Obvi-

ously, the speaker never could be expected to perform his or her task to

perfection. Still, the demands of the task could not be ignored. There could

32 The enrollment was 1 10 students, for example, in 1986. The author, on sabbatical leave,

assisted Dr. Beeners in the teaching of “The Spoken Word in Worship” that year.

33 See Bartow, The Preaching Moment
, p. 15.
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be no ducking of responsibility. Complete success was beyond the compe-

tence of anyone, but total engagement was possible for everyone.

IV

The question remains, where do we go from here? The secular academy

has gone the way of performance studies .
34 Oral interpretation as a designa-

tion for the discipline we have been discussing has been dropped. No longer

is literature the sole source of inspiration for research, critical study, and

presentation. Instead, all of life, it is thought, profitably can be seen in dra-

matistic terms. So performance theorists examine religious rituals, folk cus-

toms, political activities, even everyday family affairs for instances of aes-

thetic communication. They look for agents (who?), for purposes (why?), for

scenes (where? when? to whom?), for acts (what?), and for agencies (how?).”

They speak of the various “voices” or “presences” speakers have to take into

account in any act of aesthetic communication those speakers may decide to

“stage.” For instance, in the speaking of texts, scriptural or otherwise, the

following voices or presences would need to be accounted for: creators or

authors (actual or implied), personae (narrators and other characters in a

text), performers (speakers themselves), and audiences (past and present).

Through it all there runs the conviction, as Ronald J. Pelias has stated it,

that “meaning . . . emerges in the act of communication, in the transactional

process of the participants. It is not something one person gives another.

Instead, people create meaning through dialogue, through talk. People con-

struct meaning in the process of communication .”36 Perhaps a good many

of us would just as soon continue calling the discipline interpretative/situa-

tional speech. Frankly the nomenclature doesn’t matter very much. The

substance of what is being asserted here, though, matters a great deal.

For one thing, it implies that those of us in service to the servants of the

Word, teaching speech in the Master of Divinity program at Princeton

Theological Seminary, are not merely involved in helping people develop

an agile professionalism in leading worship, reading the scriptures, preach-

ing, and administering the sacraments, though we prefer such profession-

alism to a clumsy amateurism. It also implies that we cannot go back to the

romantic ideal of training people in the use of vocal and physical gesture so

34 The primary journal for the discipline, Text and Performance Quarterly
, is published by

the Speech Communication Association.

35 See Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives (Berkeley: University of California Press,

1969). Burke’s theoretical work seems to bridge the disciplines of literary criticism, rhetoric,

and performance studies.

36 Pelias, Performance Studies, p. 16.
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that they can lead congregations through texts—their own or others—into

the apprehension and appreciation of a view of chosen life in chosen terms.

Instead, skillful speakers control vocal and physical gesture in order to in-

volve others in a dialogue with texts and their various voices. Granted they

do this from a particular point of view, for you have to stand somewhere to

see and hear anything. Speakers ordained to the ministry of Word and sac-

rament make interpretative and situational choices for which the church

holds them responsible. They are called to stand and in fact do stand at the

center of the dialogues they provoke. But they do not stand there as admired

soliloquists. As I have put it elsewhere, they stand there as listeners who

speak to facilitate other people’s listening .
37 True dialogue, engagement

with others and with the Wholly Other, in depth, depends upon a multi-

plicity of listeners, not a multiplicity of speakers .
38 “Let those who have ears

to hear, hear !”39

Thomas Sloane of the University of California at Berkeley, in his award-

winning book, Donne, Milton and the End ofHumanist Rhetoric, brings it to

our attention that for Erasmus (and some would say for Calvin, too) the

Word of God is “not verbum but sermo." It is “not ratio, but oratio .”4° God’s

Word is not a dead letter, that is to say, but living speech, human speech.

Furthermore, God’s speech involves divine listening. How many times do

we read in the Bible about God’s hearing the cry of those in distress. The

blood of Abel cries out to God from the ground. The groaning of slaves in

Egypt and of people in exile in Babylon is heard by God. Those whose tears

have been their food day and night, God hears and heeds. And God speaks

up for them. In God’s speech the long-silenced find a voice. Isn’t that what

it’s all about, that terrible cry from the cross, “I thirst”? 4 ' So does the divine

accommodate itself to our incapacity, “entering this life of ours to bear . . .

the weight of it
”42 even when we refuse to “bear one another’s burdens and

so fulfill the law of Christ.”43 That listening, speaking God says to those

37 This understanding of the role of the reader-preacher is central to both my books on

speech communication in ministry. See, Bartow, The Preaching Moment, esp. pp. 13-20. Also

see, Charles L. Bartow, Effective Speech Communication in Leading Worship (Nashville:

Abingdon Press, 1988).
38 Charles L. Bartow, “Listening: The Most Important Half of Preaching,” Pacific Theo-

logical Review 16, no. 4 (Fall 1983): 1-6.

39 A typical way for Jesus to conclude his teachings, e.g., Matthew 11:15.
40 Thomas O. Sloane, Donne, Milton and the End of Humanist Rhetoric (Berkeley: Univer-

sity of California Press, 1985), p. 79.
41 John 19:28.
4i Paul E. Scherer, “Prayer,” in Worship Resources for the Christian Year

, ed. Charles L.

Wallis (New York: Harper and Bros., 1954), p. 333.
43 Galatians 6:2.
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gone stone-deaf, “Hear O Israel!” And before the scriptures are read in

worship, and before the sermon is preached, do we not say, “Let us hear the

Word of God”? And, if we have any sense at all, do we not tremble?

Calvin, when asked what the Christian life was all about, quoted Augus-

tine, who quoted Quintilian, who allegedly quoted Demosthenes regarding

what rhetoric was all about. Demosthenes said that rhetoric could be re-

duced to three words:
“
pronunciatio

,
pronunciatio, pronunciation that is, “de-

livery, delivery, delivery.” Calvin said the Christian life could be reduced to

three words, “humility, humility, humilty .”44 That humility has nothing to

do with groveling before God or any human being, let me hasten to add.

Instead, it has to do with our accepting from God what can come from no

other source, namely, the Word of God, the awful Word that listens and

speaks and saves. In his unpublished poem, “Advent,” William Brower

speaks of one who has “joined us in this vulnerable flesh to place his Father’s

kiss upon our faces.” Those of us who teach speech at Princeton Theological

Seminary are in service to the servants of the Word that plants that kiss.

God grant that in our serving we may feel that kiss ourselves.

H John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion , ed. John T. McNeill, trans. Ford Lewis

Battles (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, i960), p. 269 [bk. 2, chap. 2, para. 1 1].
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Although a substantial minority of Americans live below the poverty

line, and a few enjoy enormous wealth, the vast majority constitute the

middle class. It has been the middle class that has shaped American Chris-

tianity in the past, and it will continue to do so in the future. Most Ameri-

cans attend middle-class congregations and most clergy minister to the mid-

dle class. If we are to understand the culture of American religion in the

twenty-first century, therefore, we must not neglect the special role of the

middle class.

The distinguishing feature of the middle class is its obsession with work

and money. This is not to say that the poverty class and the wealthy class

are uninterested in either. Many of the poor are gainfully employed and

desperately concerned with making ends meet. Many of the wealthy have

earned their riches and work hard at protecting their investments. But the

middle class is fundamentally defined by its pursuit of careers, the prepara-

tion of its children to participate in the labor market, and the close connec-

tion between its material well-being and its values.

To say this is not to suggest that Karl Marx was after all correct in his

diagnosis of capitalist society. The middle class was in fact Marx’s great

oversight. It is positioned between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, shar-

ing but minimally in owning the means of production, and yet experiencing

more control over the productive process than Marx ever imagined. The

middle class is actually an enormously diverse social category, being as much

influenced by ethnicity, neighborhoods, religion, and type of industry or

occupation, as by its economic standing relative to the rich and the poor. Its

values must, as Marx realized, be understood in relation to its obsession with

the material life, but these values are shaped by other forces as well.

One of these forces in the past has been the church. Always concerned

with the material life as well as the spiritual, the church has powerfully

influenced Americans’ conceptions of work and money. We all know the

story well. Puritan teachings extolled work as a supreme - virtue. The same

Maladies of the Middle

Class

by Robert Wuthnow
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teachings encouraged frugality rather than the pursuit of wealth, but fru-

gality coupled with hard work often became the means of accumulating

wealth. During the nineteenth century, the Puritan heritage lost much of its

distinctiveness, gradually resulting in a more generalized ethic of work, sav-

ing, and sobriety. The middle class tried to live morally, encouraging those

poorer than themselves to do the same. The moral life focused heavily on

such virtues as ascetic discipline, hard work, the avoidance of laziness and

idleness, devotion to a calling, and stewardship of one’s material possessions.

Many of these teachings have continued to be part of the churches’ min-

istry to the middle class. Respectability is the hallmark of the middle-class

church, and the tokens of respectability include fine dress, attractive trans-

portation, capacious homes, well-educated children, and successful careers.

Clergy emulate these values in their own lives, serving at least implicitly as

models of a certain kind of respectable morality. The churches, too, main-

tain the same morality in their emphasis on carefully orchestrated steward-

ship appeals, the application of computerized financial accounting tech-

niques, and polished buildings and grounds programs, all in the name of

honoring God.

But this is only part of the picture. While middle-class respectability con-

tinues to dominate much of American religion, it is also becoming clear that

many people are suffering the costs associated with their material obsessions,

and a growing number are looking to the churches for help in dealing with

this suffering. People are beginning to question whether affluence alone is

enough and whether the quest for middle-class respectability is itself suffi-

cient as a basis for life. They may still be devoted to the desirability of mid-

dle-class values, but yearn increasingly for something more. What they

thought would be a better life, gained through hard work and material

accumulation, is proving not only to be more difficult to attain than they

had imagined, but also less satisfying when it is attained. It is not an over-

statement to say that many are making the frightful discovery, to borrow

words from novelist Milan Kundera, that “the only reason [they were] better

was for want of anything better.”'

The Challenge of Materialism

One of the greatest challenges facing Christians in the twenty-first cen-

tury will be to face up to the realization that materialism alone is not

enough. Economic conditions themselves may facilitate this process. Few of

1 Milan Kundera, The Boo\ ofLaughter and Forgetting (New York: Penguin, 1981), p. 37.
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the world’s dominant empires in the past have been able to maintain their

economic prowess for more than a century: Spain in the sixteenth century,

the Dutch Republic in the seventeenth, France in the eighteenth, and Great

Britain in the nineteenth, all diminished in relative prominence after less

than a century at the top. The United States may be no exception, especially

as it bears the costs of policing the world and loses an increasing share of its

markets to countries with lower labor costs. But even if affluence continues,

Christians need to pay closer attention to the maladies associated with main-

taining their middle-class lifestyles.

These maladies might be calculated in such familiar litanies as the num-

ber of broken homes, abused children, alcoholics, and drug addicts that

make up the middle class. Or they might be discussed with reference to the

outcasts, such as the homeless and the jobless, who suffer the effects of a

callous economic system or government policies more concerned with tax

cuts and military spending than with economic justice. The churches have,

to their credit, focused much attention on these various problems. But too

often these problems attract only polite interest because they are depicted

chiefly as the problems of others. Christians are encouraged to minister to

the needy when they should be encouraged to take a closer look at the travail

of their own lives.

The place to begin in trying to grasp more fully the travail of the middle

class is work itself. At the start of the twentieth century, the typical working

American put in 51 hours a week on the job; today, that figure has shrunk

to about 40 hours a week. 2 In the process, most jobs have also become less

demanding physically, automation has eased the routine chores of daily life,

leisure time has become more important, and social observers point to

alarmingly high numbers of American families who spend hours and hours

each week watching television. Surely work itself is not the problem; if

anything, the issue even as Americans see themselves is one of a deteriorat-

ing work ethic. Says pollster Everett Ladd, “Again and again when asked,

[Americans] profess to see a decline in willingness to work hard and in the

inclination to take pride in one’s labor.”3 And yet this perception attests

more to Americans’ continuing commitment to the work ethic than any-

thing else.

The fact is most Americans are taking their jobs as seriously, if not more

seriously, than ever before, and many middle-class Americans are putting

2 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics (Washington, DC: Government Printing

Office, 1975), part 1.

3 Everett Ladd, “Americans at Work,” Public Opinion (August/September 1981): 21.
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in such long hours that they have little time for anything else. “Every min-

ute of my day is schedule oriented,” says dentist Fred Moreland, “I’m under

the gun from morning till night.” Typist Julie Baines says the same thing.

Although she decided to take in typing, rather than pursue a career, so she

could be at home with her three children, she finds she has to work most

evenings to make ends meet. “It’s a constant juggling act,” she admits, “I

seldom get any time to myself.”

Statistics bear out the impression that such cases are increasingly the rule

rather than the exception. Between 1973 and 1985, according to Harris sur-

veys, median working hours in the U.S. labor force actually increased by

about 20 percent, from 40.6 hours a week to 48.8 hours a week, while me-

dian hours spent on leisure activity decreased by about a third, from 26.2

hours a week to 17.7 hours a week. 4 These increases were not being picked

up by official estimates because those counted only the time hourly workers

were being paid for, whereas an increasing share of the population, like

Fred Moreland and Julie Baines, was working in professions and other sal-

aried or independent occupations. Thus, among all professionals the typical

work week averaged 52 hours, among young people in their twenties and

thirties with college educations it averaged 53 hours a week, and among

proprietors it was 57 hours a week. 5

Working this hard has not diminished Americans’ enthusiasm for their

jobs and their careers. Indeed, most studies show overwhelmingly high lev-

els of job satisfaction, especially in the professions and other white collar

occupations. And yet, when asked to choose between their work and other

parts of their lives, most people say it is the non-working hours that are

most enjoyable. Consequently, surveys also document a large number of

people who complain that they have too little time to do the things they

really want to do. In one, for example, 41 percent complained of having too

little time to spend with their families.6

What compounds the problem is that for an increasing number of fami-

lies, both parents are now working this hard. At mid-century, only about

one woman in three between the ages of twenty-five and fifty-four was gain-

fully employed; currently, 81 percent in this age group hold jobs outside the

home. 7 And with household chores and parenting still falling more heavily

4 “Leisure,” Index to International Public Opinion (1985-1986): 446.
5 Ibid.

6 “Time at Premium for Many Americans; Younger People Feel the Pressures Most,” The

Gallup Poll (November 4, 1990).

r Susan E. Shank, “Women and the Labor Market: The Link Grows Stronger,” Monthly

Labor Review 1 1 1 (1988): 3-8.
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on women than men, this means that mothers especially are feeling the pres-

sures of having much too much to do. 8

Often, as we know, it is the children who suffer most, and when they

speak, they sometimes do so with eloquence. “Mommy,” Julie Baines re-

members her nine-year old son calling to her one evening as she sat bent

over her word processor in the corner of the family room, “if you had a dog,

and you really loved this dog, and you worked real hard to earn the money

to buy him the fanciest dog house and the best dog food, don’t you think it

would be better if once in a while you played with that dog?”

The second malady that afflicts the American middle class is our love

affair with materialism. It perhaps goes without saying that we are deeply

devoted to the material comforts of American life. It is nevertheless worth

taking stock of this devotion to assess the power of its grip. When we do,

we realize not only that money and material goods have us firmly in their

grasp, but that we are painfully reluctant to admit this fact to ourselves.

The lure of material possessions can be gauged in our spending habits;

perhaps even more so, in our attitudes. According to one national survey,

“making a lot of money” is very important to more than a third of the

population, while three-quarters say it is at least fairly important to them.

“A comfortable life” is an even more widely shared value, regarded as very

important by three people out of four, and at least fairly important by 98

percent.9 “Sure, I’d like to have a lot of money,” says Walt Clinton, a com-

puter salesman, “I’d like to have about $100,000 a year, just enough to be

comfortable.”

Like many middle-class Americans, Walt Clinton feels no awkwardness

about his desire to be rich. His parents were poor, and he worked hard from

the time he was a teenager, so he feels he deserves everything he has. He
does not really expect to win the lottery, but he figures he would be happier

if he did. Still, he also worries that our society is becoming too materialistic.

Like 86 percent of the people in the survey just mentioned, he thinks the

emphasis we place on money is a serious problem in our society. And he is

also typical, judging from the same study, in that his perception of money

as a social problem does not seem to prevent him from wanting more of it

for himself. 10

8 For evidence see Arlie Hochshild, The Second Shift (New York: Viking, 1990).
9 My own analysis of data collected for my book. Acts of Compassion: Caringfor Others and

Helping Ourselves (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991).
10 Indeed, the survey showed that people who thought of money as a problem were more

lively to consider it essential for themselves than were people who did not regard it as a

problem. The percentage who considered making a lot of money absolutely essential declined
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This paradoxical—some might say, hypocritical—view of materialism, I

should note, is also one of the perspectives we have succeeded in transmit-

ting very effectively to our children. According to a national survey con-

ducted for Seventeen magazine, a majority of teenagers think the world per-

ceives their generation as being too materialistic, and nearly as many agree

with this characterization. Even more—almost two-thirds, think kids today

are too greedy." And yet, other studies of the same age group show that

being financially well-off is one of their highest values, and the percentage

aspiring to this value has risen dramatically during the past two decades .

12

However we might wish to interpret these patterns, it does not seem

likely that materialism is going to disappear anytime soon. The human psy-

che has an enormous capacity to withstand inconsistency. Thus, our worries

about being too materialistic seem not to prevent us from wanting wealth.

We cherish materialism and hate it at the same time. We may not go crying

all the way to the bank, as the saying goes, but at least we go feeling guilty.

Combine this penchant for materialism with our drive to work harder

and harder, and the result is an escalation of job stress, burnout, and related

physical and emotional symptoms. A majority of the U.S. labor force, con-

cludes a recent study conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics,

suffer from stress on a regular basis, and this proportion is highest among

people in upper-income occupations where as many as seven out of ten com-

plain of frequent job-related stress .' 3 Symptomatic of the problem, the num-

ber of stress-based workman’s compensation suits has risen dramatically in

recent years, as has the number of companies engaging professional coun-

selors to screen potential employees for susceptibility to emotional problems

before ever hiring them. In addition, alcoholism and substance abuse of

other kinds appear to be rampant in the American work force, especially in

its white-collar and professional echelons.

Jack Zellers is a highly successful attorney who specializes in leveraged

buy-outs. He likes his work and devotes most of his time to it, but he also

from 1
1
percent among those who thought emphasizing money was an extremely serious

problem in our society, to only 5 percent among those who did not think of it as a problem.

" Susan Chance, “My Generation,” Seventeen (October 1989): 99-106.
12 Annual surveys conducted in the United States among college freshmen have docu-

mented an upward trend in the proportions who list being very well-off financially among
their top values: from 39 percent who did so in 1970 to 71 percent in 1985; see Cooperative

Institutional Research Program, The American Freshman: Twenty Year Trends, 1966-1985 (Los

Angeles: Higher Education Research Institute, 1987), p. 97.

'3 National Center for Health Statistics, Health Promotion and Disease Prevention: United

States, 1985 (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services), series 10,

no. 163, p. 30.
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thinks it is insane the way law schools crank out increasing numbers of

graduates, and then law firms make them compete with each other for

fewer and fewer positions. “It’s like a pressure cooker,” he says. “At one

time you could have a life outside the firm, but now my life is just domi-

nated by work. It’s antithetical to my view of a balanced life.”

If a growing number of Americans are buckling under on a day to day

basis, the number who experience severe burnout is also rising. According

to the best estimates, about one person in every ten changes occupations each

year. Many of these changes occur for reasons other than burnout, of course,

but the reasons given often suggest considerations other than sheer financial

reward or career advancement. Among these are wanting to find more

meaning and fulfillment, feeling trapped or bored, and hoping to make a

greater contribution to society. But, whatever the reasons, career change

itself is often a source of added stress, anxiety, and even questioning of basic

beliefs and values.

Diversions from our Discontent

Before turning to the question of what the churches might have to say

about all this, let us consider the two perspectives on these issues that have

become decidedly more prominent in middle-class culture over the past cen-

tury. Both of these perspectives supply meaning or legitimation to the eco-

nomic habits of the middle class, but they also frame the issues in a way that

diverts attention away from the deeper sources of our discontent. One is

rooted in economic logic, the other in a medical framework.

The economic perspective emphasizes marginal utility. Give people a

choice between working and not working, this perspective suggests, and

people will choose rationally by estimating the marginal utility of the in-

come earned from working over against the value they associate with leisure

time. For more people, willingness to work will increase as long as added

income rises accordingly, but eventually a point will be reached when they

would rather have free time than extra money. Nuances of this perspective

include the possibility that marginal income can be based on a lower wage

scale than basic income (as clergy and college professors demonstrate when

they take on added assignments to earn a few hundred dollars here and

there), and that meaningful work can shift the equation (as it often does for

professionals) by reducing the value they attach to leisure activities not con-

nected with work itself.

Other nuances could be introduced as well, but the main point needing

to be recognized is that this perspective essentially reduces life to a series of
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monetary calculations. The trade-off suggested between income and leisure

time in effect places a monetary value on all time not spent working as well

as the time a person does spend working. Implicitly this perspective suggests

the following response to someone like Julie Baines when a child cries out

to be played with: “Okay, I’ll play with you for an hour—and this will cost

the family budget $30.75.”

The other point to be recognized about the economic perspective is that

it is explicitly neutral with respect to the way in which leisure time is used.

An hour spent shopping is no different in its view from an hour spent play-

ing with your children. The values that might lead a person to choose one

activity rather than the other are assumed to be outside the framework,

matters of individual taste that money gives one the freedom to exercise.

And yet implicitly the perspective does present its own values insofar as it

turns things into commodities by placing a monetary value on them. The

ways in which it does this are, of course, myriad—from encouraging leisure

time to be packaged and sold as vacations or tennis club memberships, to

imposing goal-oriented quality standards on the time one spends with one’s

children just as a manufacturer may set up quality controls for the consumer

goods produced.

The medical perspective has become the principal alternative to the mar-

ginal utility model, perhaps because it posits health as a much more basic

consideration in balancing work and other activities, rather than focusing

entirely on money. In my research, the one thing busy people said they took

time for, or tried to make time for, was physical exercise. They did so both

to keep physically and mentally alert and to alleviate stress and anxiety. It

was also clear that physical exercise provided a symbolic boundary in peo-

ple’s lives. Working all day with their minds, white-collar workers said

physical exercise was a needed contrast that helped them shut off their

brains so they could relax.

Stress reduction techniques of all kinds also bespeak the prominence of

the medical model. Recognizing that valuable workers may burn out, quit,

or die young, more and more corporations have instituted programs to iden-

tify the early warning signs of overwork and job-related stress. Workers

may be encouraged to take routine breaks, meditate, repeat formulaic

prayers to themselves, go for a walk over the noon hour, sign up for bio-

feedback sessions, or enroll in scream therapy classes. The hope is that feel-

ings, emotions, and other bodily signals can provide an adequate measure

of when one has pursued the dollar long enough. M

14 Anetta Miller, “Stress on the Job,” Newsweek (April 25, 1988): 40-45; Emily T. Smith,

“Stress: The Test Americans Are Failing,” Business Weel{ (April 18, 1988): 74-76.
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But the medical model often plays into the hands of those who believe

work and money are the highest aims of human life. Keeping fit can be a

positive factor in closing the big deal and getting that next promotion. Stress

management (note the administrative language itself) can be a way of get-

ting through a rough afternoon, but it may be less useful in getting through

life. In the right hands, medical considerations may actually be presented as

an argument for working hard and making more money, rather than a

reason for putting on the brakes.

“Does prosperity kill?” asks Forbes magazine. So say Marxist sympathiz-

ers ever on the lookout for evidence that capitalism is bad for people’s

health, it reports. But better evidence conclusively supports “the common-

sense notion that people are healthier when they are more prosperous.” And

how do we know this? By charting mortality rates against the business cycle.

When this is done, it may appear to the naive observer that mortality is

actually higher in times of boom than in times of bust. But of course we

need to realize there is probably a three- to five-year lag between stress and

death, so it is actually bust rather than boom that produces health prob-

lems .' 5

As I say, these two perspectives help the middle class legitimate its obses-

sion with work and money, rather than raising fundamental questions about

this obsession. The economic perspective suggests the need to limit one’s

work life and one’s quest for money, but does so only by pointing out that

if time is money, one may indeed opt for time instead of money. It does not

say why one might prefer time instead of money. The medical perspective

suggests a natural biological limit to the quest for money, but it too offers

little guidance other than staying healthy. Taking time out to go jogging

may be essential to keep up one’s stamina, but otherwise one can presumably

live by the motto “Shop till you drop.”

In times past, the churches and religious leaders would have had more to

say on these matters. Limiting the material life would have been placed in

the wider context of responsibilities to God, family, community, and self.

But in our society the churches have often bought into the two perspectives

I have just described. Time and money given to God are viewed in much

the same way as any other leisure activity or family expenditure. Tax laws

encourage these donations to be treated in economic terms, but so do pas-

tors. The best reason they may offer for not working on Wednesday eve-

nings is being available to serve on the finance committee at the church. Or

15 Robert Teitelman, “Does Prosperity Kill?” Forbes (August 26, 1985): 127-128.
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the side-benefit that might encourage people to pray more often is prayer’s

medical usefulness in reducing stress.

More likely, the churches say nothing at all about the material life, except

to voice an occasional jab at the worship of mammon, adding hastily that

there is nothing wrong with money as long as we do not love it too much.

Even those most concerned about such social issues as peace, poverty, in-

equality, and economic injustice have been surprisingly blind to the eco-

nomic realm. An overwhelming share of their attention has been focused

on government, wanting it to do more, wanting it to do less, lobbying, send-

ing it petitions, and treating it as the way to get anything done. And yet, by

comparison, the economy is by far a more powerful institution in our society

than government.

As a result, much of the American middle class seems to have forgotten

even the most basic claims that religion used to make on the material world.

Asked if their religious beliefs had influenced their choice of a career, most

of the people I have interviewed in recent years—Christians and non-Chris-

tians alike—said no. Asked if they thought of their work as a calling, most

said no. Asked if they understood the concept of stewardship, most said no.

Asked how religion did influence their work lives or thoughts about money,

most said the two were completely separate.

Ministries to/of the Middle Class

What were the moral claims that religious leaders once voiced to their

prosperous, hard-working congregations? They were of course admonitions

to work hard and prosper. There is much truth to the view that the Puritan

work ethic spread widely through the American colonies, was soon shared

in Quaker, Anglican, and Presbyterian communities, and eventually took

on the cultural characteristics of Poor Richard, and later of Horatio Alger.

But there was another part of the story.

Religious leaders also cautioned against the material life. Drawing on

biblical distinctions between the spiritual and the material, they championed

higher values that put work and money in a lower position. Work was

understood as a means, not an end in itself. It was a means, not simply to

the accumulation of wealth, but for self-improvement, happiness, and ser-

vice. Work was thus not only gainful employment, but a disciplined orien-

tation to all of life. Money was also a means, rather than an end. It was not

understood as the inevitable outcome of hard work, but as a by-product that

might or might not eventuate in material gain according to the will of an

inscrutable God. It was thus important to keep work and money in their
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place, remembering always that duties to God, family, community, and even

self came first. The material life was a necessary element of the human

condition, but not the highest to which it should aspire. “We cannot live on

work. We must have courage, inspiration, greatness, play,” wrote Horace

Bushnell in 1864. In his view it was the spontaneity and freedom evident in

play that came closer, even than the sober devotion of work, to representing

the true worship of God. “Religion,” he counseled, “must, in its very nature

and life, be a form of play—a worship offered, a devotion paid, not for some

ulterior end, but as being its own end and joy.”'
6

These arguments have perhaps never been proclaimed as loudly as the

counsels of economic responsibility and productivity, but they provide a

place to start in ministering to the middle class. They do so because people

themselves are increasingly becoming aware of the need for moral restraint

in their economic lives. Following the decades of greed and selfish ambi-

tion—which are by no means over—there is a groundswell of interest in

rediscovering deeper commitments and more fulfilling pursuits. Julie

Baines, responding to her son’s eloquent plea for attention by putting her

word processing aside and vowing never to let anything stand in the way of

just enjoying her children, is but one example.

The middle class needs the moral guidance of the churches in charting

its material commitments. Certainly it needs this guidance in matters of

ethics, as the recent scandals that have brought major corporations and po-

litical figures to their knees indicate. But the middle class also needs the

bold voice of moral authority in limiting its commitments to the work place

and the counting house. It needs to have better arguments than those pro-

vided by marginal utility calculations and medical considerations. It needs

to know that it is right, good, worthy, legitimate, proper—whatever words

are used—to hear the laughter of children, to alleviate the anguish to the

poor, to explore the inner depths of our souls, and to seek God.

The churches can minister to the middle class by articulating these mes-

sages of faith and moral commitment, but they must also do their part in

mitigating the pressures imposed by the economic realm itself Day care,

nursery school, and latchkey programs are obvious needs as the number of

dual career and single parent families increases. Many churches have re-

sponded actively to these needs. But there is room for much more to be

done. Rather than limiting their financial ministries to the annual steward-

ship sermon, they need to explore ministries to professionals experiencing

16 Horace Bushnell, Wor!{ and Play (London: Alexander Strahan, 1864), pp. 21-22.
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the trauma of burnout and career changes, provide support groups to coun-

teract the stress of job pressures, and promote active discussion of the con-

tradictions inherent in our views of materialism.

These are needs requiring ministries by the churches to the middle class,

and within the middle class itself, as individuals and families provide ser-

vices and support to each other. They fall within the realm of treating one’s

own maladies before railing at those of one’s brother or sister. But the mid-

dle class also has vast resources that can be used to address the needs of

others besides its own members. One of the ways to promote healing is

through service, and one of the paths to a heightened commitment to some-

thing other than material success winds through the bypassed alleyways of

the desperately needy.

The danger of making moral arguments about the limitations of work

and money, without keeping the needy clearly in mind, is the same danger

that emerged in discussions of the so-called “peace dividend.” For many

years, peace activists have argued that the money saved by curbing military

expenditures would make possible social programs of major importance.

But the trade-off between guns and butter, as it was so often described, was

never as compelling to the middle class as the trade-off between guns and

VCRs, between paying higher taxes for anything and a new boat, a new car,

or a trip to Disneyworld. The same materialist calculations are likely in the

realm of personal commitments as well. Too often, the people who opt for

a shorter work week and a less costly lifestyle do so with the chief result

being more time spent watching television, more time spent relaxing, and

cutting back only marginally on consumer expenditures—as one man I

talked to did in settling for a used BMW.
The desperately needy must not become merely a symbol of our own

quest for meaning in life. But the middle class must share its resources, if it

is to have anything more than the hermetically sealed meaning of a self-

serving social enclave. And doing so is likely to require genuine sacrifice

—

a word that has never been popular in economic circles, let alone in Amer-

ican politics. The time will perhaps come when sacrifice will be a necessity

for all. In the meantime, a theology of sacrifice may be a high priority for

the Christian to rediscover. If the twentieth century has not yet taught us to

limit our material wants in order to gain the greater good, then the next

century surely will force us to that realization. For what shall it profit us if

we gain the whole world and lose our own souls?
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The doctrine of creation is not simply one item of Christian doctrine

among many others. It is also that, of course, but it is more than just

that, because the plausibility of believing in God depends in a particularly

decisive way on the possibility of interpreting the world as God’s creation.

More precisely, our confidence in the biblical God to be truly God and to be

the only true God depends on the world’s being God’s creation. The situa-

tion may be somewhat different in the case of the Jews, to whom God is

their God primarily because of his covenant with their forbears. For Chris-

tians, however, who came from the Gentiles to believe in the God of the

Jews, the reality of this one God is based on the belief that it is he from

whom the world and all humankind took their origin. This was the situa-

tion and the basic task set to Christian theology from the very beginning.

Martin Luther hit the point in his exposition of the first article of the creed,

when he answered the question of why we believe in God the Father Al-

mighty. His answer was: No one else could create the heavens and the earth.

No one else could possibly be the origin of the world. No alternative expla-

nation of its reality succeeds. These are indeed very strong statements.

In the course of modern history this confidence has become less and less

plausible, and this is the main reason for the increasing lack of persuasive

power in the Christian affirmation of the reality of God. A god without

power is no god at all. Moreover, the power attributed to the gods in the

history of human religions always had to manifest its effectiveness in the

particular field of reality in human experience that was considered to be the

field of that god’s activity. The divine power had to show itself, at least to

the satisfaction of the believers of that god. Correspondingly, belief in only

one God is sustainable only so long as the entire world can be understood as

God’s creation and as being the manifestation of God’s power. But in the

course of modern history this persuasion has faded, and the main reason has

been the development of modern science. Not that the scientists, especially

the leading scientists of the early modern period, were atheists. Some of

them, like Isaac Newton, expected that their science would provide new and

convincing evidence for the reality of God. But in fact and contrary to in-

Theology and Science

by Wolfhart Pannenberg
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tentions like Newton’s, the development of modern science for a long time

tended to explain the natural world in terms of an autonomous, self-sustain-

ing system of movements and the production of ever new forms. The early

model of such a description, in the eighteenth century, was the idea of na-

ture as a pervasive system of mechanical movements; and later develop-

ments like the field theories in physics and even the Darwinian doctrine of

evolution were taken by many scientists and observers as completing the

mechanistic and deterministic description of nature. The effect on Christian

theology could only be disastrous, because such a description left no room

for any activity of God in the events of nature. The idea of God became

superfluous. The assumption of God’s existence made no difference.

This challenge continues to the present day, though the situation has be-

come more complex in the age of quantum theory and scientific cosmology.

As Christians we must not permit ourselves to be deluded by the fact that

there are still scientists around who personally believe in God. This fact

could be quite accidental. The decisive question is whether the natural

world as described by modern science is open to an interpretation in terms

of the Christian faith in the creation of this world by the God of the Bible.

We would be excessive in demanding that the scientific description of nature

require such a theological interpretation. It is sufficient that the scientific

description be consonant with and susceptible to such an interpretation. This

presupposes, however, that the scientific description of nature is not taken

to be ultimate, but as providing approximate accounts of the reality of na-

ture. The approximate character of scientific theories is admitted, at least in

principle, by most scientists, and it is manifest in the simple fact of the his-

toricity of science. The overall picture of nature has changed dramatically

in the course of the last three hundred years, and even in our century, the

changes have continued from decade to decade. There is good reason to

assume that this will also continue in the future because otherwise there

would be no further scientific progress. And this means that scientific de-

scriptions of nature are not ultimate, not even on their own level of descrip-

tion. Our visions of what the world of nature is like always surpass the

empirical evidence and its theoretical explanations. Even the comments of

physicists on the world of nature at large continue to involve a considerable

ingredient of philosophical reflection. It is on this level of philosophical re-

flection and intuition, not on that of mathematical description, that at each

time the questions about the ultimate character of the natural world are

answered—answered, to be sure, in provisional forms. These philosophical

visions and the interpretations deriving from them have to take account of
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the actual work of scientific explanation. They represent an integrative in-

terpretation, and the degree of their persuasiveness will depend on the po-

tential and range of such integrative interpretation. It is on this level of

philosophical reflection on the work of science that a Christian theology of

creation can move and participate. The dialogue between theology and sci-

ence, then, always involves philosophy as a third partner. Consequently, the

degree of persuasiveness of the theological interpretation of the world as the

creation of the biblical God depends on the same criteria that a comprehen-

sive philosophical interpretation has to meet.

I

After these introductory considerations three remarks on the concept of

creation are necessary. After that, I will discuss several aspects of the inter-

action of theological and scientific interpretations of the natural world.

The first remark on the concept of creation is that it involves a very spe-

cific way of perceiving the relationship of the world to the one God. To be

created does not only mean to depend on some cause, but to be an utterly

non-necessary product of a completely free action. A creature, in the strict

sense of the word, did not come to exist by any necessity. It would never

have come into existence, except for the free act of God the creator. If the

entire world is a creation of God, that means that its existence is completely

and thoroughly contingent. There could have been no world at all. In no

other form of monotheism was the dependence of the world upon the one

God conceived in such a radical way. It is the peculiarly biblical way of

conceiving of the world’s dependence upon God, and that corresponds to

the biblical idea of God’s unlimited freedom in his actions.

There follows the second remark on the notion of creation: The divine

act of creation should not be conceived as having taken place once for all at

the beginning of the universe. Rather, the act of creation as an act of the

eternal God should be conceived as relating to the universe in its entire pro-

cess, in its history throughout time. It is true that the first chapter of the

Bible envisions the creation of the world in terms of its beginning. The

seven days of creation describe the initial phase of the world’s existence, and

after that it is assumed to continue in the order established in that initial

phase. This idea of creation as related exclusively to the beginning of the

world has had a powerful and lasting influence in Christian thought. It was

easily overlooked that there are other biblical passages, for example in Sec-

ond Isaiah, where all of God’s actions in history are described as acts of

creation (e.g., Isa. 43:12, 19; 45:7-8). This implies the view that God contin-
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uously acts as creator, not only in the beginning of the world. In the New
Testament a similar idea is suggested in the word of Christ according to

John 5:17: “My father is working still, and I am working too.” Thus the

biblical witness is not unanimous on this question, though the most influ-

ential view has been that of the first chapter of Genesis. But this view relat-

ing the act of creation exclusively to the beginning of the world does not

correspond as well to the thoroughgoing biblical conception of God’s free

action in the events of history as does the prophetic view. Furthermore, the

idea that the order of the cosmos was established entirely and definitively in

the beginning is basically a mythological concept. In mythical traditions, the

order of the cosmos as well as of society was always considered to be estab-

lished in the beginning. Though the priestly account of creation in the first

chapter of Genesis is not a myth in the technical sense of that word, its way

of thinking about the world is still structured by the mythological way of

conceiving of reality rather than by the experience of God’s creative actions

in history. Therefore, this view should no longer be considered to be nor-

mative in Christian theology. Thinking of creation as incomplete at the be-

ginning corresponds more fully to the Christian conception of God’s action

in history as culminating in Jesus Christ. The continuous activity of God in

the world, then, is not only conservation and government of what was cre-

ated in the beginning, but should be envisioned in terms of a continuous

creative activity , corresponding to the unity of one single, eternal act of cre-

ation that comprises the entire history of the universe.

A third remark on the concept of creation concerns the question of who

is to be understood to be the creator. According to the Christian doctrine of

God, the creator is not only God the Father, but the entire trinity. This was

not always duly emphasized in the history of Christian theology. Quite often

God’s creative activity was described as if a unitary transcendent God pro-

duced the world, whereas the biblical witness speaks of the Son and the

Spirit as partaking in the work of creation. This is of particular importance,

because both Logos and Spirit can be conceived as not only transcendent

causes of the world, but in contrast to the Father as active within the world.

The implications of this will become more apparent as we turn now to the

first two issues of interaction between theology and science in the doctrine

of creation: the question of contingency and order within the creation, and

the question of God’s relation to time and space. Since the issue of contin-

gency and order as well as assumptions about time and space concern science

as well as theology, it seems appropriate to explore the relationship between

theological and scientific statements about these matters. Afterwards, the
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sequence in the emergence of finite forms of reality as seen from the per-

spective of a theological doctrine of creation and from the perspective of

science will be compared. Finally, the question of the beginning and end of

the universe will be addressed by comparing theological and scientific cos-

mology.

II

The contingency of events and of all created existence is intimately re-

lated to the fact that the biblical God is the God of history. Every event is

seen as a product of free divine activity, and on the part of the creature this

means that in every moment of its life the creature depends upon God for

its continuing existence. But contingency also has a role in the scientific de-

scription of natural processes, though they are governed by laws. The im-

pact of laws upon the course of nature can suggest and did suggest to people

during the classical period of modern science that a thoroughgoing deter-

minism governs the course of nature in every detail so that no place for

contingency is left. But the very concept of natural law requires something

contingently given to which the law is applied. What is given in this way

may itself result from another law so that the course of nature is governed

by a network of laws, but that does not change the basic fact that each

concept of law has its correlate in something contingently given. The law

describes some regularity in what is contingently given. Are the events of

nature, then, basically contingent, notwithstanding the regularity that can

be discovered in their sequence? That this is the case seems to be suggested

by the nature of time , and it seems to be confirmed by quantum physics and

by non-linear thermodynamics.

Time is irreversible. We cannot travel backwards in time, though our

imagination can play with ideas like that. One speaks of the arrow of time

pointing invariably from the past to the future. Though the point of the

present that divides the past from the future is always dependent on the

observer, the underlying thrust from earlier to later events is not. This di-

rectedness of time has often been somewhat mysterious to the scientist, since

most natural processes as described in physics are conceived as reversible,

with the exception of thermodynamics and quantum physics. The reversi-

bility of processes as described by physicists, however, may be due to the

abstract nature of their description in terms of equations. Therefore, it is

unlikely that the irreversible directedness of time is itself based on a law, as

some physicists assumed, namely, the second principle of thermodynamics,

the famous entropy principle. Rather, the law of increasing entropy that
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occurs in all natural processes producing heat may simply serve as an indi-

cator of the irreversibility of time, constituting a more basic fact of nature.

If time is irreversible, one important consequence is that no event can be

exactly like any other event. In the final analysis, each event is unique, and

this uniqueness already entails that the sequence of events is basically con-

tingent, notwithstanding the regularities that can be observed in nature.

Consequently, the description of natural processes in terms of repeatable

patterns can at best achieve approximation of the unique reality of each

actual process. Nevertheless, the regularities of natural processes that are

described in formulas of natural law are of basic importance in the emer-

gence of enduring forms of finite reality. The emergence and survival of

enduring forms presupposes some stability in the course of nature, a stability

that is provided in part by the regularities in the sequence of events and

furthermore by the elementary forms that emerged from such regularities

and became the basis for the development of more complex forms of endur-

ing existence.

Therefore, a theological doctrine of creation should evaluate positively the

occurrence of repeatable patterns in natural processes; and yet, if the flow

of time is irreversible, the emergence of repeatable patterns that may be

described by formulas of natural law is itself contingent. The consequence

is that the most basic form of order in natural processes cannot be that of

natural law or of the corresponding occurrence of repeatable patterns, but

rather must have the form of historical sequence. In the theological descrip-

tion of nature, the order of nature has its ultimate basis in the divine Logos.

And this Logos is to be conceived of in terms of a generative principle of ever

new events and forms of finite existence in such a way that the sequence of

those events and forms is related to the occurrence of an incarnation of the

Logos himself at a particular point in the history of creation. The divine

Logos on the way towards his incarnation and towards a reintegration of

all creatures into the incarnate form of his existence epitomizes the historical

order of natural processes in distinction from the abstract description of the

order of nature in terms of natural law. In a theological perspective, this is

the ultimate reason why any description of the order of nature in terms of

law can only achieve approximate descriptions of its reality.

Ill

A second aspect of interaction between theology and science in the doc-

trine of creation is the task of accounting for the concepts of time and space.

In physics geometrical descriptions of space and a corresponding description
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of time underlie all descriptions of movements of bodies within time and

space. In theology, it is not possible to account for the eternity ascribed to

God without clarifying its relation to the time of physics and of human

experience. If such a clarification is not given, we end up with a variety of

docetism in the doctrine of creation, i.e., a theology whose talk about God
becomes empty language. The same is true concerning the infinity and om-

nipresence of God with regard to the concept of space. In order to be om-

nipresent, God cannot be merely transcendent in relation to the world of

space, but must be conceived of as also present in each part of space.

The great Isaac Newton conceived of space as the medium of God’s om-

nipresence, since God is present to each creature at its particular place in the

act of creating it in its own place. Leibnitz accused Newton of pantheism

because he had treated space as an attribute of God himself. But Samuel

Clarke defended Newton against that criticism by declaring that God of

course is not composed of spacial parts, but that the divine immensity is

equivalent to undivided infinite space. Divisions in space already presup-

pose, according to Clarke, the reality of an infinite and undivided space.

That is to say, all distinctions between places and spaces presuppose the

infinite space of God’s immensity and move within its comprehensive real-

ity. It is important to see that even Immanuel Kant felt the power of this

argument when he affirmed that we can imagine different spaces only by

presupposing a comprehensive intuition of space as an infinite and undi-

vided whole. Kant, to be sure, did not interpret this phenomenon in theo-

logical terms, since he considered the intuition of space as only a subjective

peculiarity of the human mind. But human subjectivity cannot account for

the primordial intuition of infinite space as precondition of any conception

of limited spaces.

Analogous considerations apply to time. In distinguishing between earlier

and later, between past, present, and future, we presuppose time as an infi-

nite unity, because all those distinctions are made already within time. They

presuppose an undivided whole of time. The undivided unity of time, how-

ever, that comprises all temporal distinctions, is equivalent to the concept of

eternity. Eternity in this sense, not as timeless, but as infinite unity of life,

was considered as early as in Plotinus’ doctrine of time to be basic in any

account of temporal distinctions and especially of the transition from one

temporal moment to another. God’s infinity, then, has to be conceived of as

presupposed in any experience or description of temporal or spacial rela-

tions, and it comprises everything that exists in time and space. The occur-
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rence of spacial and temporal distinctions, however, coincides with the cre-

ation of finite reality in distinction from God.

Now we take another step. Time and space do not represent different

entities. They belong together in the description of natural processes. But

time seems to be the more fundamental reality, for the concept of space is

dependent upon time for its definition: To be related in space presupposes

simultaneity. Creatures can exist side by side in space only if they exist si-

multaneously. Now the idea of simultaneity is a difficult one in the perspec-

tive of the theory of relativity. It is not independent from the movements of

bodies relative to each other. Therefore, spacial relations and distances are

relative to movements and velocities.

The unity of time and space together with the movements of bodies is

expressed in the field concept. In modern physics, the field concept has had

a breathtaking career, from the days of Michael Faraday and his concept of

physical force in terms of fields to Albert Einstein and his description of the

universe and the movements of all its parts in terms of one single field. The

field concept integrates time and space, but also the natural forces. Is there

a relationship of the field concept also to the concept of God? The question

should not seem inappropriate after our previous consideration ol the de-

pendence of the concept of time upon eternity and of space upon the im-

mensity and omnipresence of God.

There is indeed an important affinity between the biblical language about

God and the field language of modern physics. This affinity is rooted in the

biblical concept of God as spirit but it was overlooked for many centuries.

The reason for this oversight is that since the theology of Origen in the third

century, the biblical description of God as spirit (Jn. 4:24) has been inter-

preted in the sense of mind. The traditional doctrine of God, therefore,

described the nature of God as infinite mind, possessing intellect and will.

In distinction from other biblical descriptions of God, the ideas of intellect

and will were not considered to function as metaphorical expressions when

applied to God, but they were taken as properly—if analogically—desig-

nating the reality of God. In modern discussions doubts emerged whether

this concept of God in terms of infinite mind is not in fact overly anthro-

pomorphic, and these doubts became an essential argument of modern the-

ism. Now this concept of God as mind was introduced by Origen as an

interpretation of the biblical term “spirit.” But neither the Hebrew nor the

Greek term for spirit is equivalent to mind. In Hebrew the root meaning of

spirit (or ruah ) is wind or breath. The image the Hebrew term spirit evokes

is that of air, but air in the state of dynamic movement. The word pneuma
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in the New Testament retained this root meaning of the Hebrew term.

Thus we read in John 4:8: “The spirit blows where it wills, and you hear

the sound of it, but you do not know whence it comes or whither it goes.”

Thus,pneuma originally meant wind or breath, air in the state of movement.

The Stoic philosophers still used the word pneuma in this sense. They con-

sidered pneuma, the moved air, to be the finest of the material elements,

pervading and moving everything else in the cosmos.

But how does all this relate to the field concept of modern physics? Ac-

cording to a renowned historian of science and of scientific terminology,

Max Jammer, the pneuma concept of the Stoics was the predecessor of the

field concept of modern physics, the difference being mainly that the

pneuma of Stoic philosophy was a material element, though the finest one,

while the modern field concept suggests the idea of dynamic movement, of

force, together with spacial and temporal extension, but without requiring

a material element serving as a medium of field dynamics. This issue was

definitively clarified when the assumption of a so-called “ether” functioning

as a medium for the wave effects of fields was dropped. This is not unim-

portant theologically in view of the affinity of the concept of God as spirit

to the field concept of modern physics. The polemic of Origen against the

use of the Stoic idea of pneuma in Christian theology had been that God
cannot be imagined as a material body or element, since then the deity

would be composed of parts. If God were divisible into parts, that would

imply that he could not be identical with the first cause of the universe, since

everything that is composed needs another cause to explain its composition.

This polemic was decisive for adopting the idea of mind as the referent of

the biblical conception of God as spirit. But now we can see that the modern

field concept comes much closer to the biblical description of God as spirit,

without involving the concept of God in the problems of bodily existence.

We may imagine, then, the reality of God in terms of the comprehensivefield

of eternity
,
comprising time and space and dynamically producing the tem-

poral existence of creatures in space through its futurity in relation to all

potential events.

IV

The third aspect of interrelatedness of science and theology may be men-

tioned briefly. According to the first chapter of Genesis, as well as to modern

science, the creatures emerged in a sequence—light being the first and hu-

man beings the last to appear on the stage of creation. In spite of the many

differences in detail, there is a striking similarity here, except for the fact
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that in the Genesis account the sequence of emergent forms is limited to the

initial phase of the world’s existence, while in the evolutionary perspective

of modern science it extends over the entire course of cosmic history. My
reason for disregarding the restriction of the sequence of emergent forms to

the initial phase of cosmic history has already been offered. If this issue can

be solved along the suggested lines, there is no basic opposition left between

evolution in the Darwinian sense or in the broader sense of a cosmic evolu-

tion on the one hand, and the Christian faith in the creation of the world on

the other. Evolution can be considered the instrument of God’s creation, if

the concept of evolution is conceived of in a way that (the form of epigenesis

or emergent evolution) leaves room for the contingent emergence of ever

new events and forms that cannot simply be derived from an earlier phase

of the process in the fashion of mechanistic or otherwise deterministic con-

ceptions of nature.

V

The evolutionary perspective of the modern view of nature leads finally

to modern scientific cosmology, the last item on the list of issues between

science and theology to be dealt with here. While the worldview of Chris-

tian theology always assumed a beginning and a future end of this world,

modern science first abolished the assumption of a cosmic eschatology, and

from the eighteenth century the assumption of a temporal beginning of the

universe was also increasingly disregarded in favor of the idea of its tem-

porally unlimited (and in this sense infinite) existence. Only in this century

has the so-called Hubble effect changed this picture dramatically. The dis-

covery of a continuous expansion of the universe entailed the conclusion that

the process of cosmic expansion must have started several billion years ago

at a point of extreme density of contraction of its matter. For several decades

now the standard theory of scientific cosmology has assumed that the pro-

cess of cosmic expansion began at that finite point in time, expressed in the

figures of a definite “age” of the universe.

The options differ with respect to the future of the universe. The alter-

natives are whether the expansion of the universe will continue until its

movement disappears in the vastness of cosmic space, or whether the expan-

sion will reach a point of balance between its centrifugal power and the

opposite forces of gravitation, or finally whether the expansive movement

will slow down until gravitation gets the upper hand, and in that case

—

which is called the case of a closed universe—it will at some future point

collapse in a “big crush” corresponding to the “big bang” at the beginning.
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The new cosmological vision, especially concerning the beginning of the

universe, was welcomed by many Christians (including Pope Pius XII) with

relief, as if the long controversy with modern science had finally ended in a

victory for the teaching of the church. The Pope even believed that a begin-

ning of cosmic expansion at a finite time would yield a new demonstration

of the existence of God as the source of the universe. Some scientists, on the

other hand, were so deeply afraid of such a vindication of Christian doctrine

that they apparently looked almost desperately for alternative models of cos-

mology. Without entering into details here, it may be said that the standard

theory still seems to stand, while the conclusions of theologians, including

the Roman Catholic magisterium, have become much more cautious. A cer-

tain degree of unexpected convergence between science and theology, how-

ever, seems hard to deny concerning the question of a finite beginning of

the cosmic process. Beyond that, however, the empirical evidence is open to

different interpretations. In any event, Christian theology may claim conso-

nance with scientific cosmology in speaking of a finite origin of the universe,

though not in the sense of an origin of the universe in time, but rather in

the sense of an origin of time itself together with the universe.

The conception of the expanding universe may be even more important

in its consequences for the understanding of the emergence of the sequence

of finite forms of reality. The process of expansion opens up the necessary

space for the simultaneous existence of a vast variety of creatures. The pro-

cess of cooling down that went along with the expansion of the originally

hot universe provided the indispensable conditions for the emergence of

enduring and more complex creatures. The process of cosmic expansion

looks like the instrument of the creator to produce the conditions for the

emergence of increasingly complex and increasingly independent crea-

tures—all the way to the self-organization of organic life and to the emer-

gence of human beings at the end of the evolutionary process.

Some discussion has recently focussed on the question of whether the

cosmic process is governed by a final cause, a teleological principle, that is,

whether the universe was designed from the beginning to produce intelli-

gent life. Most scientists believe that the evidence is not such as to justify

such a strong assumption. Nevertheless, there exists a puzzling correlation

between the arrangement of natural constants and other cosmic factors, and

the conditions that are necessary for the emergence of intelligent life. The

appearance of human beings on the cosmic stage is no longer simply acci-

dental in comparison with the vast spaces of the universe. It is no longer
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inconceivable that this vast universe exists precisely to provide the necessary

conditions for the final emergence, among other creatures, of human beings.

The question of the future of the universe is even more speculative. But

two of the three scenarios for the cosmic future provide at least possibilities

of imagining an end of this world, be it by disappearing in cosmic space or

by final collapse corresponding to its beginning in the Big Bang. Neither of

these possibilities, to be sure, corresponds exactly to the biblical eschatology

with its expectation of a near end of the present world, together with the

full manifestation of the eternal kingdom of God and of a resurrection of

the dead to receive judgment and to be transformed into eternal life. But

there is at least one cosmologist, the physicist Frank Tipler of New Orleans,

who claims that the final state of the universe after the Big Crush could very

well include a resurrection of the dead in terms of a perfect simulation of

their earlier existence. He even postulates such a future because otherwise

—

according to the anthropic principle—the emergence of intelligent life in

the history of the earth would make no sense. This argument, of course, is

highly speculative. But such is the entire discussion between scientific cos-

mologists. It manifests, on any account, an interesting change from the ear-

lier antagonism between science and theology. The situation offers a new

and exciting prospect for an intellectually serious development of the Chris-

tian doctrine of creation, but on the condition that theologians sacrifice their

emotional subjectivity as well as the splendid isolation of a supposedly self-

sufficient doctrine in order to participate in a pilgrimage of interdisciplinary

discussions on conjectural interpretations of our world. Only in doing so can

theology interpret the traditional assertions of God the creator with a new

element of plausibility and thus contribute to restoring and strengthening

the plausibility of our talking about God in general.
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angston Hughes, a gifted African-American poet, asked,

What happens to a dream deferred? Does it dry up like a raisin in

the sun or fester like a sore and then run? Does it stink like rotten

meat, or does it crust and sugar over like syrupy sweets? Or maybe it

just sags like a heavy load, or does it explode?

We have assembled here today amid these hallowed walls to celebrate the

life and legacy of one whom we affectionately call “The Dreamer.” We are

not here simply to reflect on the life of Dr. King, but we are also here to

receive a diagnosis and a prognosis of the dream. Many people, both black

and white, viewed Dr. King as a modern-day Moses. They embraced him

and his views and sought to bring about equity and parity to a people op-

pressed and disenfranchised. The agonizing question today is, “Now that

Dr. King is gone, what has happened to the dream?”

Some, if not most, of you in this room today are in the dawn of life, and

you find that your life is pregnant with possibilities. Some of you plan to be

engineers, educators, or administrators; others, doctors, lawyers, judges; still

others, entertainers and entrepreneurs; and still others, actors, theologians,

or pastors. Whatever course you choose, some of you will be dealt the unen-

viable hand of having to follow some great person whose life and works can

only be described in superlatives.

When a nation loses a Franklin D. Roosevelt or a John F. Kennedy; when

a fledgling nation like Israel loses a Moses; when an oppressed people like

African-Americans loses a Martin Luther King, there is a paralyzing anxi-

ety that raises the question, “Can he or she be replaced?” Although quite

adequate and capable, those who follow the great ones are often forgotten

by history. Giants and memory makers leave large spaces. Those who are

the successors are often swallowed up in the wake of those who have been

tapped by destiny. A brief stroll down memory lane will attest to that. Who
followed Cryspus Attucks, who was first to die in the Revolutionary War?

Who followed Abraham Lincoln as President of these United States? Who
followed Booker T. Washington at Tuskegee? Who followed Mary Me-
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Leod Bethune at Bethune Cookman? Who followed W. E. B. DuBois as a

student at Harvard? Who followed Spurgeon at Metropolitan Tabernacle

in London? Who followed Fosdick at Riverside Church in New York?

Who followxd Augustine at Hippo? Who followed Willie Mays in center

field for the Giants? Who followed Hank Aaron in right field for the

Braves? Who will follow Magic as guard for the Lakers?

So often, those who follow the great ones are forgotten by history. This

does not mean, however, that God runs out of genius. Neither does it mean

that those who follow the great ones are inevitably doomed to failure or

anonymity. What it does suggest is that there is that rare moment in life

when the road of desire intersects with the road of opportunity. So often,

one travels the road of desire and never crosses the road of opportunity.

Unfortunately, some travel the road of opportunity, and it never intersects

with the road of desire. There is that rare moment in life when at a certain

time and at a certain place, around a certain issue, a certain person, by the

sovereignty of God, will connect. Out of that certain moment, destiny will

come. It w'ill take a particular individual like a Dr. Martin Luther King in

Montgomery and catapult him to a level that is unprecedented, that few

men or women will ever achieve.

I don’t know what God has in store for you, but some of you will follow

a great man or a great woman who has autographed his or her work with

excellence. The question in your mind will be, “How does one walk in the

footsteps of one who has done a great job?” Well, that scenario describes

what happened to young Joshua. We didn’t know a lot about Joshua when

he succeeded Moses. In fact, history tells us only three things: He was the

son of Nun, he was the servant of Moses, and he was 80 years old. Yet, our

text says that after Moses died, God called Joshua to assume leadership re-

sponsibilities. Joshua was not the mighty man that Moses was. Joshua did

not have the inherent gift that Moses had. He never studied at the presti-

gious university of Egypt. He never had victory over the magicians with

natural plagues. He never stretched out his rod and saw' heaven’s hydraulic

system come down and divide the torrent waters of the Red Sea. His face

never shone with the afterglow of the Shekinah glory of God. He never

prayed and, for forty years, watched God rain down manna from heaven.

He never struck a rock and provided water for his people’s thirst. He was

an ordinary man. He didn’t have what Moses had, but what Joshua did have

more than compensated for what he did not have. Joshua knew Moses’ God,

and the God of Moses made all the difference. You may not have what your
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predecessor had, but my message to you today is that you are the Joshua

generation.

I

First, note the providence of the dream. Approximately five to six hun-

dred years before Moses, God had invited Abraham to walk west with Him.

As a reward for Abraham’s obedience, God made Abraham a promise that

He would make of his seed a great nation. Abraham’s seed was trapped

down in Egypt for 430 years, and God raised up Moses so that He could

keep His promise to Abraham. That puts the life of Moses in perspective.

Although greatly used by God, the life of Moses was simply a link in the

chain of providence. The dream did not belong to Abraham; it belonged to

God. The dream did not belong to Moses; it belonged to God. The dream

did not belong to Dr. King; it belonged to God. All three were nothing

more than links in the chain of providence.

Notice the structure of the text. In verse two, it says, “Moses my servant

is dead; [semicolon] now, therefore, arise.” The Word of God teaches ex-

plicitly, and it is also teaches implicitly. There is implicit teaching in this

punctuation. “Moses my servant is dead; now. . .
.” That’s unusual, for to

us, there is no “now” after death; but the text reads, “Moses my servant is

dead; now. . .
.” To us death is final. To us death is a period, but there is no

period here. There is a semicolon. To us death brings all things to finality

—

an end, but to God, death is an interlude. To God, death is an interval. To
God, death is simply a pause. A semicolon suggests that the clause that is to

come carries equal weight with the clause that precedes it. To us then, death

is final, but to God the next clause has equal weight. Therefore, after death,

the passage reads, “.
. . ;

now,” which means a continuation. To us death is

a cataclysmic period, but to God, death is a metamorphic semicolon. It is at

the place where we change the clothes of mortality for the clothes of im-

mortality.

There is implicit teaching between the “dead” and the “now.” The Word
says much between the “dead” and the “now.” It suggests to us that the

death of Moses did not handcuff the sovereignty of God. The death of Moses

did not stop, hinder, or eradicate the continuity of what God was doing in

the life of Israel. The death of Moses was painful, but it was not paralyzing

because the dream belonged to God. We all remember that fateful day,

August 28, 1963, when Dr. King stood in front of the Lincoln Memorial

before that throng of people who had converged on Washington from all

over the world. He stood there and raised his symphonic voice and declared.
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“I have a dream.” He said, “It is a dream that is deeply rooted in the Amer-

ican dream, that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true mean-

ing of its creed—that all men are created equal.” Dr. King went on to de-

clare that he had a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons

of former slaves and the sons of former slave owners would be able to sit

down at the table of brotherhood. He said that he had a dream, but when

Dr. King declared that he had a dream, he was not suggesting that it was

his dream. He was not the originator nor the owner of the dream. He was

just a steward of the dream, for this dream was not the product of human
imagination but of divine revelation. The dream belonged to God. That’s

w'hy we are here today.

The dreamer has been assasinated, but the dream keeps marching on. I’m

thankful that the dream did not belong to Dr. King. Had the dream be-

longed to Dr. King, Bull Conners’ dogs would have eaten it up. Had the

dream belonged to Dr. King, Lester Mattox’s water hose would have

drowned the dream. Had the dream belonged to Dr. King, Mississippi

would have lynched the dream. Had the dream belonged to Dr. King, Bir-

mingham would have bombed the dream. Had the dream belonged to Dr.

King, Izola Curry would have stabbed the dream. Had the dream belonged

to Dr. King, James Earl Ray would have assassinated the dream. But thanks

be to God, the dream was larger than Dr. King. The dream is cosmological

in scope. The dream is cosmopolitan in nature. The dream possesses the

properties of providence. It is woven into the very fabric of the universe

because the dream, that all men ought to be free and equal, comes from

God.

II

Second, let us examine the pursuit of the dream. That third verse says,

“Every place that the sole of your feet shall tread upon, that have I given

unto you as I said unto Moses.” The effective dreamer must have the cour-

age to pursue his or her dream. Many dreams never come to fruition because

the dreamer lacks the courage to pursue the dream. Two things about that:

i) We must confront the giants in the land. Those of you who are ac-

quainted with the history of Israel will recall that when they were in the

wilderness, Moses sent twelve spies to spy on Canaan. Ten returned with

the majority report. They said to the entire congregation. “There are giants

in the land, and the cities are well fortified. We are not able to go up. In

fact, they are giants—physically superior, and in their eyes, we look like

grasshoppers.”
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I wonder how they knew. There are such things as personality disorders.

As a matter of fact, Christians and non-Christians alike suffer from person-

ality disorders. All of us have some kind of idiosyncratic tendencies. We are

either introverts or extroverts, but then there are complexes that are more

serious—paranoia and schizophrenia. However, I hazard the hunch today

that the most paralyzing of them all is the grasshopper complex. When one

has the grasshopper complex, he or she will never stand up to the giants in

the land. Sometimes these giants have changed their faces but not their na-

ture. There is a giant of racial bigotry in this land. There is a giant of eco-

nomic exclusivism in this land. There is a giant of educational repression in

this land. There is a giant of political intransigence in this land. There are

giants in the land. These giants have had a social face-lift. They don’t look

like they used to look, but their nature is still the same. No longer do they

look like overt, defacto segregation. Now they look like subtle, institutional

segregation. Racism is not only alive and well in America, it is a growth

industry. The form of our slavery has changed, but the substance remains

the same. Segregation is a sequel to slavery. These types and others are still in

the land.

Twenty-four years after the death of Dr. King, giants are still in charge

of the land. These giants have a pernicious effect upon our society. These

giants bring us physical togetherness, but our hearts are yet apart. They

allow us to sit elbow to elbow, but our focus and our perspectives are still

far apart. They bring us physical proximity without spiritual affinity. There

are giants still in the land. We must face these giants. We must slay the

giants, but we must do it together—black and white. We must join hands

and together, like the Rainbow Coalition did and even in Dr. King’s day,

blacks and whites, arm in arm, came together to sing “We Shall Overcome.”

Not only must we face the giants in the land,

2) We must cultivate the barrenness of our people. “Our” here means the

sons and daughters of color, those of us who are of ebony hue. We must

cultivate the barrenness of our people. Protest has its place because there are

some things that are beyond our control. As Roy Wilkins once said, “If we

can spend twenty billion dollars for war, if we can revive a whole continent

of Europe, underwrite the economics of Germany, France, Italy, England,

and see that these people recover their equilibrium, then we can underwrite

the cost of recovering the equilibrium of our own native Black people now.”

Therefore, we must unite to have our voices heard. Protest has its place, but

protest must be used to focus the nation’s attention upon the injustice and

the denial of human dignity. However, protest alone is no substitute for
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productivity. Protest is at its best when it is set in juxtaposition to productiv-

ity. We must cultivate the barrenness of our people.

In some communities in our nation, the high school drop-out rate is at

fifty percent. There is a barrenness in our people. When one looks at the

drug epidemic among our people, there is a barrenness in our people. When
one looks at the fact that one million people carry the AIDS virus, many of

whom are African-Americans, there is a barrenness in our people. When
one looks at the grim realities and faces the devastating fact that one out of

every four African-American males is somewhere in the criminal justice

system, there is a barrenness in the people. When one looks at the rise in

homicide all over America—in Dallas where I live, we topped five hundred^

homicides; Houston topped eight hundred; in Chicago, there were 921; and

ninety percent of those were African-American males—there is a barren-

ness in our people. We must cultivate the barrenness of our people.

Years ago, the poet Longfellow said,

The heights by great men reached and kept

were not attained by sudden flight,

but they, while their companions slept,

were toiling upward in the night.

Our upward mobility will never come to fruition apart from an educated

head and a consecrated heart. I rejoice to see those of you who are sons and

daughters of color in this prestigious institution, but I must remind you that

a head full of sense and a heart full of sin is a menace to society. I want to

remind you, while you rub your heads up against these academic walls, that

a Ph.D. without some G-O-D makes you a smart devil.

We must understand the impracticality and imprudence of an infantile

dependence upon others for what we need. We must stop looking to others

to do for us what we must do for ourselves. Surely, Euro-Americans must

be held accountable for their responsibility regarding the plight of African-

Americans. However, African-Americans must assume responsibility for

cultivating their own barrenness. Yes, racism and oppression are dastardly

deeds. When a people is forced to depend upon others for their sustenance

and their strength—for their mobility and ability, something within them

very well may die. Ambition is castigated and initiative is eradicated when

one must depend upon another for his or her needs. Nevertheless, we must

not allow these things to become excuses for moral, economic, and spiritual

barrenness. Go back to your people, and lead them out of the quagmire of

ineptness.
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We are the only people in the world who call progress moving out of our

own neighborhood. Our boys and girls need mentors. Who better to mentor

them than those of you who have broken loose from the gravitational pull

of negative situations. Go back home and lift your people. The next gener-

ation of African-American children will be less educated and will experi-

ence less in terms of life-knowledge than my generation. They will be more

mentally inept, materially disenfranchised, psychologically impaired, and

culturally ambivalent than those who preceded them. Cultivate the barren-

ness. We must overcome racism, sexism, neo-colonialism, imperialism, fas-

cism, and socialism. We must overcome brutal communism and exploitive

capitalism. This will be accomplished only as we cultivate ourselves accord-

ing to the biblical and moral ethics of Jesus.

Ill

Third, consider the promise of the dream. Down at the end of verse five,

God says, “As I was with Moses, so I will be with thee. I will not fail thee

nor forsake thee.” Do you know that God promises here both His power

and His presence? In his book Strength ofLove, Dr. King said that one night

he was awakened by a phone call. The angry voice on the other end said to

him, “Nigger, you’re going to regret ever coming to this city. It won’t be

long before you’ll be out of here.” He said that he tried to go back to sleep,

but sleep would not come. He got up and went into the kitchen. It was there

in the kitchen that fear overtook him. He tried to figure out a way to get

out of town without losing his respect, a way he could try to turn his back

on what he had started. He said that he got a cup of coffee and sat down at

the table. There at that moment when he was looking for a way of escape,

unlike any other time in his life, the power of God overshadowed him. He
said he heard the voice of God say to him, “Martin, I called you to do what

you are doing. Press on, and I’ll be with you. I will never forsake you.”

Praise God for the promise of the dream! So, you see, it doesn’t matter

whether the dreamer lives or dies. Because the dream originated with God,

it will outlive the dreamer.

As I close, let me remind many of you who remember the world famous,

champion chess player, Bobby Fisher. He was known the world over for his

brilliance and skill in the game of chess. One summer, while on vacation in

Europe, Fisher continued what was his favorite hobby—visiting art galleries

and museums. In one particular museum, he came across a very interesting

painting. The picture so captivated him that he stood there approximately

six hours, studying, staring at it. As you might imagine; since he was a
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connoisseur of chess, the picture was of a chess game. It was, however, un-

like any other game he had ever seen. On one side of the board sat the devil

with a smug, sinister smile on his lace. On the other side sat a young man
with tears rolling down his face, sweat cascading from his brow, biting his

fingernails nervously. The devil was reaching out to make the last move.

The young man was terrified at the prospect of how the game would end.

One look at the name of the picture reveals why the devil was smiling and

the young man was petrified. The name of the painting was “Checkmate.”

As the devil reached to make the last move, there was absolutely nothing

that this young man could do to resolve or change the situation.

Having stood there approximately six hours, Bobby Fisher finally said to

somebody nearby, “Bring me a chess board.” He duplicated on his board

the game that was in the picture. After a few more moments, a smile came

across Fisher’s face. He said, “Young man, I wish that you could hear me,

for I have some good news for you. Things are not as dark and bleak as

they seem. I have studied this game more than six hours, and I have discov-

ered that it’s all right to allow the devil to make his move because after he

makes his move, I have found that there is one more move on the board!

Let him make his move; you will be the one who says, ‘Checkmate,’ because

there is one more move on the board.”

I want you to know that God is on our side. He has been on our side ever

since the beginning. God called the Son and Holy Ghost, saying, “Come

here and let us make humanity.” God moved and created Adam. Satan

countered God’s move and caused Adam to sin. God would not be outdone.

He cut an animal and made a coat to cover the sins of humankind, but Satan

countered again, causing Cain to kill his brother Abel. God, however, would

not be outdone. God raised up Seth to start a new godly race. Satan, again,

countered and caused the sons of God to intermarry with the daughters of

earth. He created a mongrel race that was the antithesis of who God was.

God would not be outdone. He knocked on Noah’s door and said, “It’s

going to rain.” Satan countered again in the great chess game of life. He

raised up a man by the name of Nimrod, who created the centralization of

humanity and tried to build a tower to heaven. It was an expression of

humanity’s pride and pomposity. God moved again because He would not

be outdone. He sent down a multiplicity of languages that decentralized

humanity, causing confusion among the people. God would not be outdone.

God came down to a place called Ur, the land of the Chaldaens. He called

a man by the name of Abraham, saying, “I’ll raise up my own monument,

a people who will obey.” Then God’s people got trapped for 430 years in an
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idolatrous Egypt, but God would not be outdone. He went down at the

meridian to a desert and called Moses and said, “Moses, go tell Pharoah to

let my people go.”

All the way through the Old Testament, we have moves by God and

counter-moves by Satan. All the way through, God is seen to raise up kings,

while Satan brought idolatry into the land. Then they went into the inter-

testamental period, and there was no word from heaven. They didn’t know

who was winning the battle. The battle raged on out of sight, behind closed

doors as it were. Then Matthew opened up with “Abraham begat Isaac.

Isaac begat Jacob,” and so on until it got to that sixteenth verse. There it

says, “And Jacob begat Joseph, who was the husband of Mary. From them

came Jesus.” Until now God had allowed His business to be handled by

human beings. Now He says, “Move aside. I’m going to handle my own
agenda.” God said, “Nobody can handle my agenda like I can.”

Jesus said to the Father, “Make me a body.” Jesus wrapped himself in

flesh, divested himself of all of the visible vestiges of his heavenly and kingly

glory. He crossed the nine month sea, got off in a little town called Bethle-

hem and grew up into manhood. And Satan counter-moved again. He put

Jesus on a cross. They stretched him wide. They dropped him low. He
dropped his head in the locks of his shoulders, and cried out, “It is finished.”

They put Him in a borrowed tomb. All of humanity began to sweat. All of

humanity began to cry. All of humanity began anxiously to bite their fin-

gernails. Every good Baptist knows that it was early. ... It was early Sunday

morning that God would not be outdone!

Even after Sunday morning, God had one more move on this board. God
said, “It’s your move.”
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I
heard it first on CNN Headline News. So perhaps it’s true. The other

morning, over breakfast, there on TV was an excited, bleached-blond

woman, about forty I’d guess, bundled in a winter coat. She was telling the

reporter she had just “seen Mary,” the Blessed Virgin Mary—seen her, right

there. Now mind you, this was not in some Polish village, or at a popular

Mediterranean shrine, or in some remote Mexican town with an unpro-

nounceable Aztec name. No, this ordinary, middle-aged American had just

seen the Virgin Mary, in Denver, of all places: “I don’t know why she ap-

peared to me. I am not important. I am only Mary’s instrument. Yes. I saw

her.”

In this cable age of ours, word spreads fast. Hordes are now trooping

daily to a shrine outside Denver where Mary is currently appearing. They

keep vigil with rosary beads and Polaroid cameras. They elbow passed sou-

venir hawkers and TV journalists. They’re straining, all straining, to

glimpse the Virgin. With Elizabeth of old, they too are chanting: “Blessed

are you among women, and blessed is the fruit of your womb!” (Lk. 1:42).

Of course, the official church is embarrassed by all the fuss. I phoned a

friend of mine, a priest, out in Ridgewood, New Jersey.

“Anthony, have you heard the news? The Blessed Virgin is appearing in

Denver.” Detecting Presbyterian glee in my question, Anthony snorted,

“Well, if she is, Jim, I wish she would just go away. We have the church

and the sacraments—what more do we need?”

Yes, we have the church and the sacraments—not to mention the Holy

Spirit. What more do we need?

But still the Virgin keeps visiting Czestochowa, Lourdes, Fatima, Gua-

dalupe, and, now, Denver.

The odd thing about these multiple appearances of Mary is just how

rarely she actually appears in the pages of our Bible. The Apostle Paul never

mentions Mary’s name. Mark’s Gospel, perhaps our oldest, skips the birth

of Jesus altogether. Mary, with Jesus’ brothers, does make an appearance in

Mark 3:31, but Jesus seems indifferent to her presence. True, the Gospel of

John (19:25-27) puts Mary at the foot of the cross. But this same Gospel also
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finds Jesus rebuking Mary when his mother mentions at Cana that wedding

guests have run out of wine (2:4). My colleague, Beverly Roberts Gaventa,

points out that “apart from this one scene in John, only Luke narrates words

spoken by Mary.”' Only Luke. But even in Luke, where Mary finally talks,

the focus is not really on Mary, but on her God. She exalts the God of Abra-

ham, she exults in the God of Israel. Even in Luke, the focus is not really

on Mary, but on her God.

No doubt many are seeking Mary today. And, perhaps, some are really

finding her. But are they finding Mary’s God? If the Mary they seek is the

one shown in Luke’s Gospel, then the real question is where do we find

Mary’s God ?

Who is her God anyway?

In the Magnificat, Mary tells of her Savior who has “looked with favor

on the lowliness of his servant” (Lk. 1:48). Lowliness. The Greek behind

our English word is not talking simply about the humility of Mary, but

about her poverty, her low station in life, her abject condition. Like so many

pregnant, teenage girls in this city, Mary belongs to what we now call the

underclass. John Calvin commented, “in the eyes of the world she was of no

account, and she rated herself no higher.” 2 But this little one, this wretched

one, this lowly one, this one, God raises up!

But Mary’s God is not her God alone. Oh, no. Mary sings a freedom song

on behalf of all the faithful poor in the land. She sings a freedom song for

all the poor and the powerless who in their wretchedness still believe that

God will make a way.

Despite all the evidence, and against all the odds, Mary rejoices (Lk. 1:46-

55): She tells of the God who “has scattered the proud in the thoughts of

their hearts”; the God who “has brought down the powerful from their

thrones and lifted up the lowly”; the God “who has filled the hungry with

good things and sent the rich away empty”; the God of Abraham and Israel

who is faithful to his promises. Mary’s God is the God who keeps faith with

faith, who remembers the least and the last and the lowly. Mary’s God is

the God who dethrones the rich and the proud, who reverses fortunes

—

economic and political—who makes a way for the faithful poor where no

way can be found. This is Mary’s God, the God of Jesus Christ.

1 have to confess that Mary’s God sounds mighty radical and awfully

' “A Place for Mary in Protestant Preaching? "journalfor Preachers 14, no. 4 (1991): 35.
2 A Harmony of the Gospels: Matthew, Mark, and Luke , trans. A. W. Morrison, ed. David

W. Torrance and Thomas F. Torrance (Edinburgh: Saint Andrew Press, 1972; reprint,

Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1980), 1:35.
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revolutionary. The Magnificat is not easy to sing when we busy our lives

with what we have, or with “those in the know,” or with what we can steal.

Is it really possible for us to sing the Magnificat on Madison Avenue? Is it

really possible to worship Mary’s God here this morning? Can Mary’s God
really be our God?

Please understand. I am not accusing. I am confessing. After all, I work

in Princeton, New Jersey! And, I am so rich and so comfortable and so

insulated from “the sufferings of this present age” (Rom. 8:18) that I can

only confess that Mary's song sticks in my throat.

Oh, yes, I have the church and the sacraments. After all. I’m a minister;

they’re in my portfolio. What more do I need?

Well, if I’m to sing Mary’s song and to believe in Mary’s God, I may just

need Mary’s help. I’m not talking about a supernatural vision. Well, not

exactly. But I do need vision, a renewed vision of the coming of God’s will

and way on this earth and in this land. I need to hear and to see those “who

are poor, for yours,” says Jesus, “is the Kingdom of God”; I need to hear

and see “those who are hungry now, for,” says Jesus, “you will be filled”;

and, I need to hear and see “those who weep now, for,” says Jesus, “you will

laugh” (Lk. 6:20-21). In the voices and faces of these least and last, we may

just hear and see the witness of Mary.

This week, I think I caught a glimpse of her. I read Joelle Sander’s riv-

eting interviews. Before Their Time: Four Generations of Teenage Mothers

A

One of the mothers Joelle Sander interviews is Louise Eaton, an African-

American of some eighty-six years. Louise is one of thirteen children. She

used to work alongside her daddy cutting tobacco and shucking corn down

in St. Mary’s County, Maryland. When she was only sixteen, she had to get

married. Her husband, William, a short-order cook, was an alcoholic. Even-

tually, he and Louise separated. But Mrs. Eaton supported herself and her

daughters by taking in as many as ten youngsters at a time in her modest

six-room house in Queens. Even during the Great Depression, Mrs. Eaton

never went on welfare and, with her second husband’s pension, managed to

pay off her home mortgage.

But Mrs. Eaton can testify for herself:

“Darlin’ ... I know what God tells me from the Bible. He has blessed

me. . . . I’m Blessed. . . . When I was a child, if I didn’t have somethin’ to

eat on my table ... I would take my little basket to a neighbor’s house and

he would give me apples, potatoes, greens. You don’t find that today. All

3 With a Foreword by Robert Coles (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1991). The
quotations that follow are taken from pp. 68-69 ar*d 175-176.
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those poor people lying in the streets. I saw a lady with six children outside

on the pavement. How can children grow up like this? You know, God put

aplenty in this world for all of us, and when you elect a President . .
. you

want him to care for the poor. . . . People can’t work for S3.50 an hour

anymore. Maybe you can get something to eat, but how could you pay these

rents today?

“God has taken care of me. I have carried out his wishes, been good to

people, and He has always rewarded me with his kindness.”

Joelle Sander comments, “From the time I first met this energetic and

generous woman, she has downplayed her troubles. She speaks more about

her gratitude than of her great struggles. Clearly, she never thought she

would get as much as she has received in life, and she never forgets to thank

God for her well-being. . . . ‘He has done it all for me.’

“Characteristically, Mrs. Eaton speaks of two important goals she still

looks forward to achieving. ‘I want to learn how to play the guitar. . . . And

I want to live to be one hundred and ten years old! I have no intention of

dying before that. I’m having too good a time,’ (and this] despite her swollen

ankles and diseased leg.”

The last thing Joelle Sander and Mrs. Eaton spoke about was the manner

in which Mrs. Eaton wants to be buried. “I want to be laid out in my nice

white dress, and I don’t want hundreds of flowers. No, that’s a waste of

money. . . . That money should go to the poor.”

And Mary said,

“He has brought down the powerfulfrom their thrones and lifted up the lowly.

“He hasfilled the hungry with good things and sent the rich away empty."
“
Darlin’ . . . , when you elect a President . .

.
you want him to care for the

poor."

And Mary said,

“He has looked with favor on the lowliness ofhis servant."
“
Darlin ’ . . . , God has taken care of me. I have carried out his wishes, been

good to people, and He has always rewarded me with his kindness."

And Mary said,

“My soul magnifies the Lord, and my spirit rejoices in God my savior."
“
Darlin’ . . . , He has done it allfor me. ... I want to live to be one hundred

and ten years old! I have no intention ofdying before that. I’m having too good

a time."

Though CNN did not report it, I saw Mary this week. I heard anew her

freedom song, her song of praise and prophecy, from the earthy and angelic

Mrs. Eaton out yonder in Queens.
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And when Advent turns to Christmas, and when I get back to Princeton,

I too want to sing once more with Mary, and with the whole company of

heaven, “Glory to God in the highest!”

Glory to God whose will shall be done on earth as it is in heaven!

Glory! Glory to God! To Mary’s God—our God—forever and ever!

Amen!



Memorial:

Hugh Thomson Kerr

(July i, 1909-March 27, 1992)

by Thomas W. Gillespie

This tribute was given at the memorial ser-

vice for Hugh T. Kerr held in Miller

Chapel on April 11, 1992.

W e gather here in the presence of God to remember, with joy and sor-

row, with gratitude and hope, the life of Hugh Thomson Kerr. Each

one of us brings to this service our own special memories of him. Preemi-

nent are the remembrances of Dr. Kerr’s family, but also included are those

of students and colleagues, of friends and neighbors. Someone has said that

we are what we remember. Our memories of Tim Kerr testify, therefore,

to the influence of his life upon ours. We are who we are in some measure

because of the grace and truth of God that have come to our lives through

his. That is the ground of our gratitude and the occasion of our sadness.

Ever the careful editor, Dr. Kerr planned this service from the opening

sentences to the benediction. The scripture readings and the prayers are of

his choosing, as are the hymns and their respective tunes. I mention this

because we need to recognize that the service, in structure and content, rep-

resents the final witness of Hugh Thomson Kerr in this life to the faith

which he lived and taught into his eighty-third year. The only freedom he

gave us was penciled in a marginal note that reads, “Here may be given

‘Remarks’ if appropriate.” We have chosen to upgrade the genre of Re-

marks to a Memorial Tribute, well aware that even now Dr. Kerr is urging

us to come to the point quickly. So let us avoid his red pencil by honoring

his abiding desire for directness.

I

In the context of Miller Chapel, on the Seminary campus he loved so

dearly, it is natural to remember Hugh Thomson Kerr in terms of his call-

ing as a minister of the gospel and a theologian of the church. Undergirding

both aspects of his vocational life, of course, was his faith in Jesus Christ.

Dr. Kerr once defined theology as “reflective interpretation of faith,” ex-

plaining:

It is not itself faith; it is not necessary for salvation; it is not everyone’s

idea of a fascinating subject for study. First comes faith, the gospel, and

one’s own most cherished religious convictions as well as one’s doubts,
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anxieties and questions. Whenever we reflect on these, we are theolo-

gizing—whether we know it or not. 1

It is this understanding of faith in the gospel, engendering deep convictions

and yet allowing for doubts, anxieties, and questions, that made Dr. Kerr

both an authentic believer and an approachable theologian.

While it may be the case that all who think about their faith engage in

the task of theology, a professional theologian requires academic credentials.

Dr. Kerr’s education was impressive. Graduating from Princeton University

in 1931, he received a Bachelor of Sacred Theology degree from Western

(now Pittsburgh) Theological Seminary and a Master of Arts degree in phi-

losophy from the University of Pittsburgh, both in 1934. His doctoral studies

were pursued at the University of Edinburgh which awarded him the Ph.D.

degree in 1936 upon the completion of a dissertation on The Person of Christ

and the Principle of Redemption. Those were the days, we may recall, when

John Baillie and H. R. Mackintosh were the theological luminaries at New
College.

Returning home that year, Dr. Kerr began his teaching career at Louis-

ville Presbyterian Theological Seminary and married Dorothy DePree two

years later. In 1940 he was called to the faculty here, and therein lies a tale.

In a preface to a collection of Dr. Kerr’s essays published in 1979 under the

title of Our Life in God’s Light
,
President Emeritus John A. Mackay divulged

the occasion of this appointment. Recalling that he first met Hugh T. Kerr

on a Pennsylvania highway in the summer of 1939, Dr. Mackay described

this encounter as only he could:

We chanced to be rambling at the time in recreational mood in oppo-

site directions. We stopped along the road, greeted one another, and

entered into conversation. ... In the course of our conversation I was

thrilled to discover that this young man was the son of a distinguished

Presbyterian minister in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania—a gentleman

whom I had come to know personally and to admire greatly. It was

but natural that I should later become interested in receiving further

information regarding Tim Kerr. 2

By such ‘‘chance” meetings the providence of God is worked out in human

life. For when the incumbent of the Benjamin B. Warfield chair of theology

' Hugh T. Kerr, The Simple Gospel: Reflections on Christian Faith (Louisville: Westminster/

John Knox Press, 1991), pp. vii-viii.

2 John A. Mackay, “On the Road,” in Our Life in God's Light: Essays by Hugh T. Kerr, ed.

John M. Mulder (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1979), p. 23.
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died the following year, Dr. Kerr was invited to succeed him. “This he did,”

Dr. Mackay attested, “becoming a most popular teacher.” For the next

thirty-four years Tim Kerr served Princeton Seminary with distinction as a

member of its faculty until his early retirement in 1974.

As one of his former students, I can affirm the claim that Dr. Kerr was a

popular teacher. For not only was he personally approachable, he also made

theology accessible to novices. When I say that he was less a theologian’s

theologian than he was a student’s teacher, I mean that as a high tribute.

Dr. Kerr read and understood the theological tomes of the past and present,

but he wrote none himself. Rather his unique gift was the ability to identify

the issues and options buried in those tomes and to set these before students

for their own consideration. No one ever had to say to him what was said

to a visiting minister one Sunday who was preaching at a stratospheric theo-

logical altitude. From the back pew a deep voice finally declared, “Preacher,

put those cookies on a lower shelf.” Dr. Kerr understood that the command
of our Lord was “Feed my sheep,” not “Feed my giraffes.”

No doubt it was his uncanny eye for the essential that enabled him to

publish widely read compendia of Luther’s theology and Calvin's Institutes.

The latter volume was translated into Japanese and Korean, revised and

reissued in 1964 and again in 1990. It is not fortuitous that the final volume

from his pen, published last year after a half-century of interpreting and

evaluating contemporary theological fads, trends, and movements, was en-

titled The Simple Gospel. Recognizing the provocative character of the title,

he explained:

There is always a need, especially in times of great confusion and in-

tellectual perplexity, to risk making simple statements about faith and

life, while, at the same time, resisting the temptation to oversimplify.

Ours is such a time, and it takes some resolve and persistence to affirm

the simple gospel when many are ready to decry what they denigrate

as reductionism. 3

Thank God for such resolve and persistence.

Commenting on what Dr. Kerr describes as our time of “great confusion

and intellectual perplexity,” Nathan A. Scott, Jr. writes:

What is clear beyond question is the extreme unlikelihood that the

people of the West shall ever again be presented with any great, over-

arching speculum mentis that subdues all the entanglements of modern

3 Kerr, The Simple Gospel
, p. 1.
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intellectual life and integrates the various fields of culture, assigning to

each its proper place within the terms of some magnificently compre-

hensive map of the human universe.4

As Dr. Kerr’s awareness of this increasing fragmentation of our intellectual

culture increased, his understanding of theology shifted from systematic ex-

position to intuitive insight. This is expressed by the title of the course he

offered annually as a visiting lecturer since his official retirement. The Sem-

inary’s Catalogue lists it as “Theology as Critical Insight,” and the descrip-

tion includes such phrases as “hearing and seeing the truth”; “critical insight

and personal perception”; “theology as doctrine and faith as understand-

ing.” The professor himself gives us this account of his pedagogical method:

It is “free” in the sense that there are no prerequisites, so the class is a

mixture of first-, second-, and third-year students, some master’s can-

didates, international students just finding their way around, and a few

special non-degree auditors. At first, I thought the experiment would

be utter chaos, with seniors regarding first-year beginners with disdain.

But nothing of the sort has transpired. I tell the class at the beginning

that we will try to learn from one another and that we will accept in

good faith anything that anyone wants to say on any subject. We move

the regimented chairs around, we sometimes get up to examine a pic-

ture or object, and we try to hear and see the gospel in new and uncon-

ventional ways. 5

The effectiveness of this approach to theology is attested by one of our

international students who was a member of Dr. Kerr’s class at the time of

his death. Speaking to one of our faculty and a librarian, this student said

of his teacher, “He taught me to see things that I had never seen before. He
opened my eyes! I loved him for that. How I look at things has been

changed because of him!” Truly Hugh Thomson Kerr is and will be re-

membered as a student’s theologian.

II

It is appropriate that we also remember him today as the editor of The-

ology Today. For forty-eight years this quarterly journal was Tim Kerr’s

labor of love. At the time of its first issue in 1944 he was associate editor

4 Nathan A. Scott, Jr., “The House of Intellect in an Age of Carnival: Some Hermeneutical

Reflections,” in The Whirlwind in Culture: Frontiers in Theology , ed. Donald W. Musser and

Joseph L. Price (Bloomington, IN: Meyer-Stone Books, 1988), p. 43.

5 Kerr, The Simple Gospel
, p. 4.
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with Dr. Mackay. In 1951 he was appointed editor and in 1987 senior editor.

Under his leadership the quarterly developed the largest circulation of any

comparable religious publication in the world.

Journalists, like members of Congress, are not held in high regard today.

Perhaps they never have been. In his own tribute to Dr. Kerr in Our Life in

God’s Light (the motto of Theology Today), John M. Mulder recalls Kierke-

gaard’s judgment that “the lowest depth to which a person can sink before

God is defined by the word ‘journalist.’ ” Dr. Mulder goes on to say, how-

ever, that journalists and editors “rarely receive sufficient credit for under-

taking the onerous task of trying to perceive what is new and make sense of

it for others.”6 Today let us give this one editor his due. For if Schleierma-

cher was “a Moravian of a higher order,” even so Hugh T. Kerr was a

journalist of an elevated kind. Four times a year for over forty years he kept

his readers abreast of theological developments by means of his column

“Theological Table-Talk.” His editorials, as Dr. James I. McCord aptly ob-

served, bear “eloquent witness to the author’s conviction that theology is not

a dismal science, remote and aloof, but a joyous one, relevant to human life

in all its dimensions of aspiration and striving.”7

In the last edition of Theology Today published before his death, Dr. Kerr

editorialized on “The Everlasting Arms.” He wrote:

Those who are familiar with the late nineteenth century gospel song

based on the text from Deuteronomy 33:27 know how the church raft-

ers can rattle with the refrain:

Leaning, leaning,

Leaning on the everlasting arms.

It is a song of praise, comfort, and assurance. Not sophisticated enough,

musically or verbally, for most mainline hymnals, the words of the text,

“the eternal God is your dwelling place, and underneath are the ever-

lasting arms,” are well-known and often cited in various liturgical con-

texts as well as in personal affirmations that whatever may happen, we

are protected and safe because of the Almighty’s sustaining power and

presence. 8

The editorial includes a reference to the third verse of the gospel song,

which begins with the words, “What have I to dread, what have I to fear?”

6 John M. Mulder, “The Journalist as Evangelist,” in Our Life in God’s Light
, p. 15.

1 Ibid., p. 21.
8 Theology Today 48 (January 1992): 381.
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“That is the bold rhetorical question of faith,” Dr. Kerr acknowledged, and

then goes on to note that “in other hymns we can voice ‘the rising doubt,

the rebel sigh’ as we plead to ‘take the dimness of my soul away,’ and that

is the equally bold confession of doubt.” He then cites the aphorism of the

Spanish philosopher Miguel de Unamuno, “Life is doubt, and faith without

doubt is nothing but death.” The editorial concludes with the comment, “It

is a paradoxical view that many would today find congenial and helpful, on

the way to awareness that ‘underneath are the everlasting arms.’
”

Clearly the senior editor of Theology Today was in life a man on the way

to such awareness. Now, in his death, there is for him no more doubt. As

Dr. Kerr’s father expressed our hope in his well-known and beloved hymn
“God of Our Life”:

God of our past, our times are in Thy hand;

With us abide.

Lead us by faith to hope’s true promised land;

Be Thou our guide.

With Thee to bless, the darkness shines as light.

And faith’s fair vision changes into sight.

Ill

Finally and most importantly, it is necessary to remember Hugh Thom-

son Kerr as an authentic human being. In the introduction to his compend

of Calvin’s Institutes, Dr. Kerr noted that the personality of the Geneva

Reformer

has always been a lively subject for debate. Calvin the theologian, the

scholar, the preacher, the church leader was also a human being

—

though his detractors have questioned even that. 9

The personality of Tim Kerr was never a lively subject for debate but an

occasion for enjoyment. There were no detractors who questioned that Kerr

the theologian, the scholar, the preacher, the church leader was also a grand

human being. This is a claim that is made best by way of illustration. And

we all have our favorite Dr. Kerr story, each a vignette that endeared him

to us because of his humanity. Let me share several with you briefly.

Professor Emeritus Edward A. Dowey, Jr. tells of arriving on the Semi-

nary campus in the fall of 1940, the same year that Dr. and Mrs. Kerr came

» Hugh T. Kerr, foreword to Calvin's Institutes: A New Compend , ed. Hugh T. Kerr (Lou-

isville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1989), p. 10.
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to Princeton. Immediately he knew that he would like this freshman faculty

member because he and his wife Dorothy drove about town in a relic Cad-

illac convertible with the top down. Shortly thereafter, according to Dr.

Dowey, Princeton got to Dr. Kerr and the convertible was sold. But he

remembers that sporty, free-spirited, glad-hearted Cadillac convertible as a

signature of Tim Kerr’s personality.

Our Vice President for Seminary Relations, Dr. Fred Cassell, recalls sit-

ting here in Miller Chapel during his junior year and listening to a lecture

delivered by H. Richard Niebuhr. Niebuhr was the Stone Lecturer that year

and his topic was “The Knowledge of Faith,” a heavy-duty treatment of

religious epistemology. Suddenly this junior student realized that he did not

understand a word of what was being said. Looking around the room at all

the others who were listening intently and apparently knowingly, he con-

cluded that he must be the dumbest seminarian ever to come down the pike.

Filled with self-doubt, he began to wonder how he could ever be a minister

if he could not grasp the argument being offered by this prominent theolo-

gian. Just then he looked down the pew and his eyes met those of Dr. Kerr

who was sitting alone at the other end. In that moment the B. B. Warfield

Professor of Theology raised his hands, palms up, as if to say, “I don’t get it

either.” That one humane gesture saved a Princeton Seminary student lor

the ministry.

The personal remembrance of Dr. Kerr that sticks in my own mind re-

lates to his eightieth birthday party at Meadow Lakes. My wife and I walked

into the dining hall while the celebration was in full swing. And there was

the guest of honor leading with great energy and enthusiasm those gathered

in a raucous song. It was his party, honoring the beginning of the ninth

decade of his life, and he was having a wonderful time. So were we all.

William O. Harris, our Archivist, may have been the last person to talk

to Dr. Kerr. On Sunday afternoon, March 24, Bill received a telephone call

from his former teacher. Dr. Kerr said that he was not feeling well and

asked Bill to cover his class on Tuesday of that week. Driving out to

Meadow Lakes, Bill Harris picked up the videocassette on Christian mysti-

cism that was to focus the class discussion, received detailed instructions on

how to introduce it, and listened as Dr. Kerr testified to the high quality of

his students. In a letter to me this week, Bill wrote that although Dr. Kerr

was not feeling well he “would not stop talking about the students. I left

him about 4:45 p.m. The maid found him fallen on the floor about 5:20

p.m.” He concludes by stating, “I think it is remarkable that a man who
had taught at the Seminary for fifty-two years should be discussing his stu-
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dents and planning for them in his last words.” Remarkable, indeed, but

then Hugh Thomson Kerr was a remarkable human being.

To the members of Dr. Kerr’s family who are with us this morning and

to his sister and brother who are unable to be here, let me say in behalf of

all who have gathered in this place today that we too remember your loved

one with gratitude before God, affirm his victory in Christ over death, and

in our own small but heartfelt way share your sorrow. Let us all rejoice with

Hugh Thomson Kerr that “the eternal God is our refuge, and underneath

are the everlasting arms.”
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Beker, J. Christiaan. Heirs of Paul: Paul’s Legacy in the New Testament and in the

Church Today. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991. Pp. 144. $8.95.

In this book Chris Beker applies to the deutero-Paulines some of the insights that

emerged from his work on Paul (Paul the Apostle [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980] and

Paul's Apocalyptic Gospel [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1982]). He summarizes “Paul’s

method and message” as follows: “[Paul’s] gospel has actually three distinct com-

ponents that compose its particularity: (1) an abiding coherent core; (2) a contingent

target; and, (3) coherent strategies that serve to correlate the abiding core of the

gospel and the demands of its contingent target” (p. 122). There is of course a

fundamental difference between Paul and his “heirs.” Paul correlates the coherent

core of his own gospel with the contingent situations he addresses, whereas the

deutero-Paulines apply an already existing Pauline teaching to the contingent situ-

ations they face. It is unavoidable that, whereas Paul “does not sever the [coherent

core of his] gospel from its contingent applicability” (p. 39), the deutero-Paulines,

as interpreters of Paul, have his teaching as a given which they can only secondarily

apply to new contingencies. Beker’s implied criticism of the deutero-Paulines at this

point of the study is that they do exactly what Paul avoids, namely, the relationship

between coherent core and contingent application, “becomes a matter of imposing

casuistically a fixed body of authoritative teaching on the situation at hand” (p. 39).

As heirs of Paul the deutero-Paulines by definition have a body of teaching at their

disposal which they try to apply to new situations.

There is a third alternative to Beker’s two, either not severing the core ot Paul’s

gospel from its contingent applicability, or imposing it casuistically as a fixed body

of authoritative teaching on the situation at hand. His own clarification of the ap-

propriation of a text suggests a third, non-casuistic, alternative. “Readers of impor-

tant and normative [my emphasis] texts are not wont to engage in a scholarly recon-

struction of ‘what it meant.’ Rather they are attentive to ‘what it means,’ i.e., to the

meaning the text holds for their particular situation and needs” (p. 78). In the case

of the deutero-Paulines, with the possible exception of Ephesians, it is of course not

a matter of the reading of texts but of the tradition of Paul’s teaching. What Beker

has in mind nevertheless applies to the appropriation of tradition as well. What a

text (or tradition) means “is the product of a dialogical encounter between reader

and text,” which “includes necessarily the insertion of the reader’s own frame of

reference (sociological, cultural, temporal) into her or his understanding of the text.

. . . The process of appropriating a text goes through several stages. Readers receive

a text first of all by absorbing it within their own world or framework. Only after

this absorption has been pondered and digested are readers able to verbalize the

meaning of the text anew” (p. 78).

What Beker opposes is an interpretation of the deutero-Paulines that measures
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them against the Paul ot the recognized authentic letters, without consideration of

the new situations to which they adapted the Pauline tradition. In order to avoid

such one-sidedness Beker employs a dual method which incorporates a comparative

and a traditio-historical component. “The comparative component . . . must deter-

mine the extent to which Paul’s early interpreters were able to do justice to the

claims of Paul’s original gospel. The traditio-historical component . . . must deter-

mine how these interpreters adapted Paul’s gospel as a living and relevant voice to

the new' historical circumstances of their time” (p. 1 6). The results of the compara-

tive investigation of the deutero-Paulines are devastating.

In tracing the comparison between the tradition, i.e., the authentic gospel of Paul,

and the traditio, i.e., the traditioning process, we have discovered that most of the

post-Pauline authors fall short of translating Paul’s gospel properly. In the first

place, most post-Pauline waitings misinterpret or disregard Paul’s most distinctive

theological contribution, i.e., the opportune interplay between the gospel’s coher-

ence and its situation-specific contingency. Even when they address contingent sit-

uations, they portray Paul as an authoritative, dogmatic figure who refuses to enter

into dialogue with his opponents [and] imposes his unquestionable teaching on his

church (p. 95).

Nowhere does Beker question these results, but he does question the adequacy

of the method itself. “Notw'ithstanding the comparative method’s necessary task of

correcting the basic misappropriation of the historical gospel ot Paul, the method

contains some severe shortcomings. Its historicizing procedure precludes consider-

ation of the factors involved in the tradition-process, as well as of the necessities of

adaption” (p. 95). According to Beker, “the comparative method decontextualized

not only the original Pauline tradition, but also its necessary adaption by Paul’s

tradents” (p. 96). This is an amazing criticism in view of the comparative investi-

gation’s conclusion that it was the deutero-Paulines who decontextualized Paul’s

teaching, with the inevitable consequence of a “suppression of the contingent fea-

tures of Paul’s theologizing” as an essential part of their attempt “to universalize

Paul’s letters so that a catholic Paul can be transmitted to subsequent times” (p. 95).

Beker accepts these as valid conclusions, but nevertheless maintains that “the

[comparative] method contains some severe shortcomings” because it “overlooks

not only the necessary modifications of the tradition that later times demand, but

also the often creative and imaginative w'ays in which later interpreters adapted

Paul’s gospel to make it living speech for the needs of their time once again" (pp.

95-96). For that reason it needs to be “balanced and corrected” by the traditio-

historical method which “views Paul’s adaptation by his later tradents as holistic

texts in their own right, which ought not only be compared with the historical Paul,

but deserve also to be evaluated in terms of the realistic demands and possibilities

that their own historical location imposed on them” (p. 97).

Correct as these observations are, the question is how they apply to the issue at

hand. Beker does not show that complementing the comparative method with a
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traditio-historical approach alters the conclusions he has drawn concerning the deu-

tero-Paulines’ appropriation of Paul. They did not adapt Paul’s teaching to their

own situations, but violated some of its most fundamental features. Their failures

are exposed further by Beker’s discussion of a valid appropriation of Paul for our

own, contemporary situation: “When we attempt to adapt Paul for the church to-

day, we must pay close attention to the metaphorical character of Paul’s thought,

i.e., to Paul the image maker instead of to Paul the thinker of coherent propositions.

. . . Images, metaphors, and symbols have an inherent power to transcend their

historical specificity and confinement and therefore are able to evoke new and ap-

propriate symbolic universes in the readers of Paul’s gospel.’’ Furthermore, “our

adaption of Paul is only a faithful imitation and reenactment of his gospel when it

allows the picture language that is manifest in Paul’s coherent strategies to execute

its transparent power” (pp. 123-24). Beker’s investigation has shown that also in this

regard the deutero-Paulines failed: they suppress “the contingent features of Paul’s

theologizing” in a process in which Paul’s teaching becomes universalized (p. 95).

In this study Beker exposes the limitations of an interpretation of the deutero-

Paulines that one-sidedly measures them against the teaching of the original Paul.

In addition he provides an excellent description of what is required in a valid ap-

propriation of tradition to new situations. In so doing, against his intentions, he also

shows that in this regard the deutero-Paulines are dismal failures, models of how

such an appropriation of Paul should not be attempted.

Hendrikus Boers

Candler School of Theology

Emory University

Charlesworth, James H., ed. Jesus’ Jewishness: Exploring the Place of Jesus within

Early Judaism. New York: Crossroad, 1991. Pp. 288. $24.95.

I can think of few better books to put into the hands of a student wishing to

understand why the study of Jesus is once again the most crucial work to be done

in any serious theological training. The purpose of this collection of already-pub-

lished essays and abstracts is to combat anti-Jewish theologies by reminding Chris-

tians that Jesus himself was a Jew. If Jesus lived by the word of God in the Jewish

Bible, Christian theologians cannot lightly despise his Bible; if Jesus belonged to his

own people and never repudiated them, Christian theologians do so at their peril.

The collection is introduced by a Protestant theologian (Cox, who tells us what

happened on a bus ride from Jerusalem to Galilee) and concluded by a Catholic

theologian (Kiing). A Protestant biblical scholar and two Catholics give us four

articles: the editor, a warning on the importance of using the right terms and an

impressive survey that has already appeared in this Bulletin on the contributions a

study of the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Nag Ham-
madi Codices, Josephus, and archaeology can make to the understanding of Jesus
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the Jew; Meier, an account of “what ‘all reasonable people’ [can] say with fair prob-

ability about the historical Jesus”; and, Harrington, some reflections on the prob-

lems raised by the Jewishness of Jesus. The most striking contributions come from

the Jewish scholars: Flusser gives us detailed evidence about the importance of Da-

vidic descent at the time of Jesus—even though he thinks Davidic descent was

ascribed to Jesus after the event—and he highlights the distinctiveness of Jesus’

command to love our enemies; Vermes portrays Jesus as a Galilean wonder-worker;

Segal argues Jesus was an apocalyptic revolutionary whose movement somehow
became stable and permanent; and, Rivkin says that what killed Jesus was the Ro-

man imperial system and the principle, “Render to Caesar what is Caesar’s and to

God what is God’s.”

There is much discussion in these pages as to what sort of Jew Jesus was—

a

prophet, a teacher of wisdom, an apocalyptist, a charismatic teacher, healer, won-

der-worker, or “a charismatic of charismatics.” A great deal of attention is focused

on what is distinctive in his teaching—the command to love our enemies, the

heightened awareness of God as Father, “a somewhat more imminent eschatology”

(p. 185), an as-yet-unheard-of claim to authority over the law. Some of Jesus’ follow-

ers may have thought he was the Messiah, but only one contributor (Meier) raises

the possibility that Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem “implied but did not define some sort

of messianic claim over the ancient Davidic capital” (p. 101); Jesus “implicitly made

himself the pivotal figure in the final drama he was announcing and inaugurating”

(p. 98). The general assumption is that Jesus was made into Messiah by his follow-

ers, and the dominant theme throughout the book is that in the subsequent history

of the church a prophet was elevated to divine status: the faith of Jesus became faith

in Jesus. (All seem to have forgotten the passage about faith in the Teacher of

Righteousness in iQpHab 8.2-3.)

This raises a problem, a problem that may be put in the form of a question. If

Jesus would have repudiated my worship of him, can I go on worshipping him?

Fortunately there are two contributors who point a way forward, the editor and

Segal. The editor gives us the salutary reminders that many ideas once labelled

“Pauline” or “Johannine” or “Christian” are in fact Jewish, and that we have dis-

tinct evidence of what he calls “pre-cross Christology” (pp. 64, 69, 70). Segal, al-

though he is adamant that the attribution of messiahship to Jesus only occurred as

a result of the superscription on the cross and that the idea of the divinity of Jesus

only arose as a result of Christian interpretation of Psalm no, nevertheless reminds

us of Hellenistic and mystical Judaism and its talk of the human form of God’s

glory and the divine participation of some angels and of Moses in God’s divinity.

Who Jesus thought he was is the main piece of unfinished business (p. 98).

The book contains much else to make us think. For example, there are many

different estimates of Jesus’ attitude to the law, and a lovely hostage to fortune: the
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repetition of the assertion that no one identified the sufferer in Isaiah 53 exclusively

with the Messiah in Judaism before Jesus (p. 223).

All in all, this is a goldmine of a collection.

J. C. O’Neill

New College

The University of Edinburgh

Fenn, Richard K. The Secularization ofSin: An Investigation ofthe Daedalus Complex.

Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1991. Pp. 208. $14.95.

Maxwell M. Upson Professor of Christianity and Society at Princeton Theologi-

cal Seminary, Richard Fenn is well-known for his sociological examinations of the

secularization process and its impact on legal and religious rhetorics. His inquiries

have sought to characterize the secular culture and to portray it in its limitations,

rather than trace its antecedents and genesis. Now in this new book he offers us a

broader meditation on his theme, endeavoring to understand the denatured spiri-

tuality for which the secular culture provides dwelling.

A spirituality, of course, is not a thing; one cannot speak about it meaningfully

by means of the denotative force of one’s words. Fenn uses the narratives associated

with the mythical Daedalus figure to speak of the secular spirituality; specifically

he conjures up the kind of personality that he sees as typical of the secular world.

Much in the manner of Sigmund Freud, who used another complex of Greek leg-

ends, Fenn draws parallels between old stories and universal human faults, infantile

wants and adult accommodations, the primal guilt of sinfulness and the uneasiness

of not having more for oneself. What is true of secularity in the face of such demons

is that one cannot combat them; without secular ritual one cannot enlist in St. Mi-

chael’s heavenly army.

The ancient tale presents Daedalus as an accomplished craftsman who served a

king who had no good purposes. His means of escaping the king’s island realm

occasioned the loss of his own son Icarus, leaving Daedalus neither guiltless nor

guilty of the boy’s death. Later, having inspired Perdix, his protege and nephew, to

craft even better works than his own, he turned jealous and sought, but failed, to

kill the hapless youth. It seems that the goddess Minerva metamorphosed Perdix

into a less threatening creature. Hence when Daedalus sought to save Icarus along

with himself he lost a life, and when he sought to take a life a greater power inter-

vened. He was not an innocent victim of circumstances but a flawed character who

could not rejoice in good without qualification or perpetuate evil without mitiga-

tion; the sources of good and evil were simply beyond his considerable powers. The

vile worm of sin was always there to spoil every delight, but it was never more than

a worm. The same vexatious parasite leaves the secular character flawed too, flawed

and ambivalent despite marvelous works.
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Such a character cannot contribute to the well-being of the community for the

joy of it, but must rather render sacrifices out of a morbid dread of a vague guilt.

This flaw goes beyond the individual’s quality of psychic life because the compul-

sion to perform sacrifices, to acquit oneself of one's duties, moves one to act irre-

spective of the objective merit of the deed performed. “Societies and communities

differ whether the tribute to the Deity is to be paid in harmless ritual, blood sacri-

fice, or the draft of young men for the army” (p. 139). One must be dutiful at all

costs, and purge oneself of any rivals, any Perdix, who might supplant oneself at

the center of performing such sacrifices. Thus the dutiful thug feels righteous in

brutally purging his world of whoever cannot pass as a clone of himself.

In a most interesting twist, Fenn points out that churches fail to address the

spiritual problem of the Daedalus complex when they preach against such social

purge, so long as they play on a sense of vague guilt. They need to preach liberty to

the captives first.

The author speaks with a rhetorical gift, with an almost liturgical moment, in

chords, with the most obvious textual level occasioning significant progressions at

less obvious ones. There is chatter about myths and psychological complexes, but

Fenn is a sociologist and ethicist who fathoms the bigger picture and touches the

soul.

Anthony J. Blasi

Muskingum College

Shaull, Richard. The Reformation and Liberation Theology: Insightsfor the Challenges

of Today. Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1991. Pp. 136. $11.95.

This latest work by Richard Shaull, Henry Winters Luce Professor of Ecumen-

ics. Emeritus at Princeton Theological Seminary, is the culmination of years of

involvement and reflection on the need for, and possibility of, renewing the church

for authentic Christian mission in the world. Though long troubled by the inability

of the institutional church to live up to its own vision, Shaull finds in many non-

institutionalized Christian base communities indisputable signs of renewal.

In one sense, this book may be considered as the spade work for some of Shaull’s

earlier publications, such as Heralds ofa New Reformation (Maryknoll: Orbis Books,

1984). The fact is, however. The Reformation and Liberation Theology is much

broader in historical scope and is a vigorous call to remember, to see, to hope, and

to act. It is the product of repeated dialogues with a wide spectrum of Protestants

and Roman Catholics as well as the substance of several lectureships and ecumenical

seminars Shaull has led for clergy and lay leaders. These occasions motivated him

to reflect anew on his own Reformed heritage and attempt to discern the similarities

and differences in the sixteenth-century upheaval and what he calls the “New Ref-

ormation” occurring today. Both reformations, Shaull insists, began not with the

church hierarchy nor with people of influence and power. Rather they began with
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individuals and communities on the margins, with those who were politically and

socially insignificant and who were suffering and struggling to make sense out of

life in the light of their faith.

Because of my own theological background and my own experience during the

past decade, this book speaks with uncommon force to me. I am gratified by the

comprehensive and inclusive presentation of the Reformed tradition and impressed

with the incisive analysis of the historic role of the Bible. Also, I find helpful the

specifics for what Shaull calls “the reinventing of the church.” Too often references

to the Reformed tradition are limited to one or two historical personages or theo-

logical systems. Shaull paints a much broader picture and recognizes the truly im-

portant insights and contributions of Lutheran, Calvinist, and Anabaptist reformers.

He contends, moreover, that the essence of what it means to be Reformed and

Protestant is not to be found in a doctrine or set of doctrines, not even allegiance to

the authority of the Bible. It is in living out as a reformed community—that is

continually being reformed—what it means to be the church of Jesus Christ in a

world saturated with hurt, alienation, hypocrisy, injustice, and hopelessness.

There is no romanticizing of the sixteenth-century Reformers. Some of them,

Shaull notes, stopped short and failed to follow through on the implications of their

own revolutionary convictions. But what they did was history-changing, and the

core of what they believed and achieved has not been lost. For what many partici-

pants in the Christian base communities now are discovering about the relevance

and authority of the Bible is precisely what the Reformers discovered, namely, that

when the study and message of the Bible are freed from ecclesiastical control, they

will spark, through the presence and power of the Holy Spirit, a new awareness of

what God purposes and the needed revitalization of the church.

Though the book is written primarily for persons with limited knowledge of

Protestant theology and history—and, therefore, is a valuable resource for layper-

sons—it represents solid scholarship and includes practical, clearly-stated prescrip-

tions for recovering our heritage and renewing our hope for the future of the

church.

Alan Neely

Princeton Theological Seminary

Barth, Christoph. God with Us: A Theological Introduction to the Old Testament. Ed-

ited by Geoffrey W. Bromiley. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,

1991. Pp. 403. $29.95.

The subtitle of Christoph Barth’s God with Us tells us what this book seeks to be:

“A Theological Introduction to the Old Testament.” The book was born out of

Barth’s experience of teaching Old Testament in Indonesia. It is a condensed form

of a larger four-volume work designed “for the use of lay Christians and their

pastors” in the Indonesian context. The author is the second son' of Karl Barth and
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shares his father’s concerns for the use of the Bible for the church, the emphasis on

“God’s dynamic initiative,” the interplay of theology and scripture, and a focus on

the present form of the biblical text rather than a reconstructed history of traditions.

Barth arranges the chapters of his book around nine acts of God in the Old

Testament: creation, election of the patriarchs, exodus, wilderness wandering, Sinai

revelation, gift of Canaan, election of David (kingship), election of Jerusalem, and

the sending of the prophets. Barth’s criterion for choosing these nine topics is two-

fold: either they have a broad “resonance” throughout much of the Old Testament

literature, or they are included in the biblical summaries of salvation history isolated

by the German Old Testament scholar Gerhard von Rad (e.g., Deut. 26:5-9).

Barth is clearly indebted to von Rad with his emphasis on the recital of the acts

of God, the avoidance of abstract doctrines in doing Old Testament theology, and

the focus on the Old Testament summaries of salvation history. The book is more

a direct teaching book and less a scholarly argument or case for a particular point

of view. As such, it contains a rich storehouse of detailed exegetical treatments of

many Old Testament words and texts. Anyone interested in learning more about

the theological perspectives of the Old Testament will learn a good deal from this

book.

But in the present context of turmoil and diversity in approaches to the questions

of Old Testament interpretation and theology, Barth’s work inevitably has some

shortcomings. These shortcomings are not so much weaknesses of Barth taken in

his context, but shortcomings that arise when the book is read within the contem-

porary scene of biblical interpretation.

In his introduction, Barth claims that “a consensus on the primary task of the

discipline” of biblical theology has been reached (p. 5). More recent studies, how-

ever, have tended to emphasize the diversity of voices and lack of consensus both

within the Old Testament itself and among contemporary interpreters of the Old

Testament.

Second, Barth frequently uses word studies as grist for his theological mill. While

often done well, a certain methodological danger lurks here. Such word studies

sometimes ignore the particular meaning and function of key words within the

larger contexts of whole passages and even within the structure of biblical books

themselves. And why does Barth sometimes focus on the earlier “original” meaning

of a word rather than its meaning within a given scriptural context (e.g., “covet,”

p. 146)?

Third, Barth shares with von Rad a depreciation of the importance of creation

as a theological theme in the Old Testament. Barth highlights the exodus out of

Egypt as historical and primary in contrast to creation which is “secondary,”

occupying a “modest place and function” in the Old Testament (pp. 5, 39). But

some more recent scholars (e.g., Terence Fretheim) have argued that even the his-

torical redemption of the exodus has been incorporated within the larger frame-

work of God’s continuing creative activity (e.g., the plagues as the return of chaos,
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the parting of the waters, the creational motifs in the poem in Exodus 15, the pro-

vision of food and water in the wilderness).

Finally, Barth argues that Old Testament theology “must let scripture speak for

itself’ (p. 5). But the history of biblical interpretation teaches us that the Bible can-

not simply “speak for itself’ in any age. Contemporary readers, and their circum-

stances and assumptions, inevitably shape how the Bible speaks to us; that is the

Bible’s “incarnational” reality. As an illustration of this problem, Barth seems to

have avoided any direct engagement of his biblical theology with the peculiar issues

of Indonesia in its rise to independence. A chapter on how that particular context

shaped his teaching and interpretation of the Old Testament could have been an

interesting exercise anticipating more recent developments in biblical interpreta-

tion.

Even with these misgivings, however, I recommend this book to students seeking

some kind of overview of the richness of the theology of the Old Testament.

Dennis T. Olson

Princeton Theological Seminary

Birch, Bruce C. Let justice Roll Down: The Old Testament, Ethics, and Christian Life.

Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1991. Pp. 383. $19.95.

After years of relative neglect, Old Testament ethics is seeing a modest revival as

an area for fresh scholarly writing. One of the foremost representatives of that re-

vival, Bruce Birch of Wesley Theological Seminary, here contributes yet another

treatment of the topic to join his earlier valuable work on Bible and Ethics in the

Christian Life (with Larry Rasmussen [Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1989]). In this case,

it is important for the reader to hear what Birch disavows as his aim in this book.

It is
“
not a book on Old Testament ethics,”

“
not an introductory text or an attempt

at the comprehensive survey of the subject,” and
“
not intended to address topical

issues in the life of the church.” Rather, it is “concerned with the manner in which

traditions from various Old Testament periods and settings put together in their

present canonical shape are claimed as the scripture of the church and are thus

foundational lor Christian ethics.” The author’s claims and disavowals are accurate.

The title of the second part, “The Old Testament Story as Moral Resource,”

essentially describes its contents. They are a retelling of the biblical story in a theo-

logical fashion with attention to moral dimensions of that story along the way but

by no means focusing on those in any narrow sense. The headings of each section

will convey their contents fairly easily to anyone familiar with the general lines of

an Old Testament theology: Creator and Creation, From Promise to Deliverance,

People of the Covenant, Royal Ideal and Royal Reality, Exile and Return, Wisdom

and Morality. Birch’s discussion of these broad topics is competent, conversant with

relevant contemporary literature, and readable. He is unrepentantly theological and

confessional. His presentation is careful and non-idiosyncratic.
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At the risk of frustrating the author by focusing upon what he explicitly denies

as his aim, this reviewer admits some disappointment that a volume with this title,

by one so knowledgeable and able in the study of Old Testament ethics, is more

prolegomenon than it is a forthright wrestling with ethics and morality in the Old

Testament or in its light. What we have here is a kind of biblical theology that one

can compare with Paul D. Hanson’s The People Called (San Francisco: Harper &

Row, 1986) or John Bright’s much earlier work, The Kingdom of God (Nashville:

Abingdon, 1957). It is difficult to see how it extends the discussion ofOld Testament

ethics beyond such works or offers a more practically useful volume. What is very

much needed are treatments of just those matters that Birch did not choose to take

up. The notes reveal his awareness of the literature of theological ethics, but there

is no serious engagement with its practitioners. Critical issues such as land and

property, economics, justice, and the like are dealt with but somewhat superficially

and all too quickly in the context of the rehearsal of the story. The treatment of

such topics as these that one finds in the works of Christopher Wright, for example,

or James Mays’ essay on justice in the eighth-century prophets, one of the best pieces

on Old Testament ethics in the English language (both of which are referred to by

Birch), go much deeper into the ethical issues than Birch is able to by sticking so

totally and extensively to his recounting of the theological story. No treatment of

Old Testament ethics can fail to deal fairly extensively with the Decalogue, but here

we have only two or three pages summarizing the basic concerns of each com-

mandment. Again, what is there is quite satisfactory but insufficient.

The author, therefore, has accomplished his aim and done that well. Because we

need so much an effort at the tasks he rejected and because he is so competent to

address them, one looks forward to his continuing work in the field and notes that

this volume does not replace or supersede his excellent earlier volume, Bible and

Ethics in the Christian Life.

Patrick D. Miller

Princeton Theological Seminary

Fewell, Danna Nolan, and David Miller Gunn. Compromising Redemption : Relating

Characters in the Boo\ of Ruth. Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1990. Pp.

141. $11.95.

This volume represents the editors’ own contribution to their series, affording

them the opportunity to exemplify the particular kind of interpretive focus they

would like “Literary Currents in Biblical Interpretation” to feature. They have

chosen to give a fresh interpretive reading to the book of Ruth, largely ignoring

extrinsic matters germane to its typical historical-critical treatment, so they can con-

centrate on the intrinsic literary features by exploring the implications of the book's

language, the integrity of its final form, and how literary gaps and ambiguities in

the text can suggest interpretive possibilities.
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The title points to two overriding characteristics of the work: first, a certain

“deconstructive” flavor to the understanding of the text, which sets this work apart

from most other interpretations of Ruth; and, second, an approach which, on the

basis of both textual clues and “gaps,” uses imagination to construct how the story’s

major protagonists reflect on what happens.

The book is divided into two major parts, prefaced by a brief introduction. In

the latter the authors describe how they intend to read the text of Ruth, focusing

especially on what other readings have missed. This has produced what they call “a

(relatively) subversive reading . . . that offers no model heroes, no simple messages,

no unambiguous examples of how we are to live” (p. 13). In Part I the story is retold

from the imagined perspective of each major character, interspersed with a pro-

logue and some interludes presenting some unexpected excerpts from the Genesis

stories of Judah and Tamar, Laban and Jacob. The rationale for these is explained

in Part II, whose main burden, however, is justifying the way each character’s re-

action to events has been described. Endnotes to each part cite references to suppor-

tive and differing scholarly opinions, add further evidence for the interpretations

given, and treat some relatively minor exegetical points.

The authors’ most provocative, sometimes controversial, contribution lies in their

reinterpretation of the characters of Naomi, Boaz, and Ruth. Against the more

traditional portrayals, they cast Naomi as a woman who harbors ethnic prejudice

toward Moabites. This is reflected in her interpreting the childlessness of her sons

and the death of both them and her husband as divine retribution for their coming

to Moab in the first place. It is also seen in her far from altruistic desire that Ruth

and Orpah remain in Moab, and in her laconic relationship with Ruth, not only

when they arrive back in Bethlehem, but also later when Ruth’s son is born.

Though eventually her feelings toward Ruth ameliorate, she still thinks that Boaz

did not explicitly propose marriage on the threshing floor because of Ruth’s ethnic

identity, and at the end, her resentment can still be sensed when she acts as if Ruth’s

son fills her emptiness more than Ruth herself has. From the larger biblical context

(the stories of Sarah and Hagar, Rachel and Leah), if not the story itself, Naomi’s

male-centered values are challenged—but not her prejudice.

Fewell and Gunn agree that Boaz’s portrayal as a “man of worth" is probably

what the narrative community perceived, but not the narrative itself. It does not

depict him with any overriding interest in Naomi. Rather he is interested—pri-

marily sexually—in Ruth, and while out of his semi-inebriated state on the thresh-

ing floor he is unsure whether or not he has had intercourse with her, he concludes

he must quickly arrange to marry her. But because Ruth is a Moabite, he must

make his marriage intention public in a context where neither his reputation nor

communal social standing will be damaged. Thus, in a cleverly devised legal strat-

egy at the city gate, he misrepresents Naomi as wishing to sell Elimelech’s property

in a ploy to get the nearest kinsman to forego his right to it when he learns of Boaz’s

marital intentions designed to produce a male heir, whom he quickly realizes could
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eventually threaten his sole right to Elimelech’s land. The strategy works, and Boaz

wins the approval of the witnesses for his seeming primary concern for Naomi, at

the same time presenting an acceptable rationale for his desire to marry Ruth and

beget an heir. What he accomplishes pays tribute to the patriarchy (a negative in

the authors’ views), but also mocks it, because in reality he has no commitment to

the name of Elimelech, as the concluding genealogy affirms by making no mention

of it.

As for Ruth, Fewell and Gunn find her characterization puzzling, either because

of her lack of expression or its ambiguity. They read her as not simply selfless and

self-emptying, but more mixed in her motivations. Though she believes Naomi is

rather superstitious, she is nonetheless committed to her, and she assumes the task

of drawing Naomi out of herself, to give her a feeling that she is wanted and secure,

but most of all, to stimulate her to action in a real world. Ruth’s faith is more

manifest in her action—doing hesed—than in any talk about faith matters. Still her

action is regularly conditioned by the patriarchal system that “sets her story going

and which remains firmly in place as it ends” (p. 105). In the final analysis she is

overshadowed by an unacknowledging Naomi and absorbed into Boaz’s household

and genealogy. Was she a “redeemer” in her own right, or was that only Naomi or

Boaz? There is no clear answer.

I have no doubt that the text of the book of Ruth allows the authors’ subversive

interpretations. The question for me is how often can one say the text invites them?

And what if it doesn’t? As Fewell and Gunn would readily admit, the interpreta-

tion of many biblical texts is not univocal; more than one meaning is often possible.

Sometimes hints within the text itself limit the choice of meanings; at other times,

when such hints are not present or not clearly so, the resulting interpretation may

be more influenced by the reader’s social and other concerns. I have a sense that the

latter plays a larger role in this monograph than the former. And there is nothing

wrong with this—to some extent it has probably always been so—but in these days

w'hen a kind of hermeneutical anarchy is introducing confusion into biblical inter-

pretation, one would like to see more thought given than appears here not simply

to how' one arrives at meaning, but to the factors involved in the adjudication

among meanings and in their evaluation. In the meantime, we can say that Fewell

and Gunn’s rereading of Ruth will definitely appeal to a number of people’s her-

meneutical tastes, but by the same token, not to others. The reasons for this are

worth discussing.

George M. Landes

Union Theological Seminary

Crossan, John Dominic. The Historical Jesus: The Life of a Meditenanean Jewish

Peasant. San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991. Pp. xxiv + 507. $30.00.

Radio and TV7 appearances by Professor Crossan, who teaches New Testament

at DePaul University, have generated numerous inquiries about this book. Even
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some of our “Christmas and Easter” parishioners are asking me if they should buy

it. My warning, that Jesus would disappear behind chapters on the sociology of

peasant movements and the Jewish revolt until page 227, was sufficient to deter

most of them. However, an interview on Boston Public Television in which Crossan

spelled out his unorthodox view of the resurrection brought more suspicious and

hostile questioning. Is this man really the Christian he claims to be? In our town,

at least, his theological views belong in the Unitarian Church.

Since readers of this publication are more likely to be confronted with questions

from parishioners and other interested lay persons than from academics, I shall

concentrate on the second half of the book. The extensive reconstruction of what

the author claims was a consistent revolutionary temper among Galilean peasants

leading to the Jewish War of A.D. 70 in the first half has very little to do with the

account of Jesus in the second half. Scholars can argue over Crossan’s interpretation

of the literary evidence, application of models drawn from colonized peasant soci-

eties, and selective use of archaeological evidence.

To begin with what most concerns the parishioners, what about Easter? Stripped

of its elaborate facade as a reconstructed history of the passion and resurrection

narratives, Crossan’s view is typically modernist. The resurrection refers to a con-

tinuation of the religious experience that Jesus’ disciples had with their leader dur-

ing his ministry among them. Since the disciples had all fled, there were no wit-

nesses to Jesus’ death or burial. The details of the passion accounts all stem from

the Old Testament materials used to explain how Jesus’ fate fit into God’s plan.

The Easter witness, itself, took years to develop.

Crossan claims to demonstrate that the original Gospel of Mark ended with the

centurion’s confession that the crucified was Son of God. By arguing that the Gos-

pels as we have them are diverse assemblages of tradition, Crossan assumes the

liberty of assembling his own text. Though he alleges that the most authoritative

elements will be based on multiple attestation, the real criterion is to give priority

to non-canonical traditions which deviate as far as possible from established Chris-

tian belief. The gospel without Easter comes from an elaborate source critical re-

construction of the apocryphal Gospel of Peter and a gnostic Secret Gospel of Mar\

that circulated in late second-century Alexandria. Crossan also rejects any link be-

tween the Lord’s Supper and a sacrificial understanding of the death of Jesus. He
presumes that the original Christian meal tradition was developed from the inclu-

sive meal practices of Jesus during his ministry.

A persistent parishioner asked me, “Suppose I ignore the stuff on resurrection,

will I get to know Jesus better?” If you think that Jesus was a wandering, Jewish-

Cynic philosopher, you might be interested. If you can imagine a message of a

kingdom that does not demand “mediation” and enacts an egalitarianism rooted in

peasant society as relevant to Christian faith today, you might find this book a

challenge. Some who work with the poor, homeless, or other marginalized persons

may wish to pick up elements of Crossan’s depiction. He argues quite plausibly that
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Jesus did not seek a political revolution but a social transformation in the depths of

the human imagination. There is actually one parishioner who probably will read

this book with interest, but I have to steel myself for the onslaught of questions.

Pheme Perkins

Boston College

Reid, Jennings B. Jesus: God's Emptiness, God’s Fullness: The Christology of St. Paul.

Newr York: Paulist Press, 1990. Pp. 145. $7.95.

Jennings B. Reid, whose doctoral w'ork in New Testament was done both at

Princeton Theological Seminary and at New College, Edinburgh, has produced in

this volume a very accessible introduction to the life and thought of the Apostle

Paul. Indeed, the book’s subtitle, “The Christology of St. Paul,” would perhaps

have been a more apt main title than “Jesus: God’s Emptiness, God’s Fullness.” It

is not that Reid does not discuss Jesus. He does, but this is essentially a book about

Paul, and the Jesus whom Reid focuses upon is neither the Jesus of the Gospels nor

of the historical quest. It is, rather, the Jesus one can see through the lens of Paul,

the Christ who is the central theological substance and primary symbol of Pauline

thought.

The book begins with a handy and gracefully-written summary of Paul’s life.

Reid’s goal here is not to provide a hard-surfaced historical treatment, but rather to

provide a softer, more readable biographical statement evoking the main contours

of Paul’s life and personality. Thus, Reid moves smoothly between the details of

Paul’s life that are fairly well established (born in Tarsus, Roman citizen) and those

aspects of Paul’s life that are a matter of conjecture ("it is reasonable to think that

Saul’s father was most likely a tentmaker”; “with our mind’s eye we can see [Paul

as a young man] working diligently as a rabbi in some synagogue in Cilicia”). He
is, however, careful always to distinguish between the two.

The heart of this book, though, is not biographical, but theological. In two crisp

chapters, Reid develops what he sees as the central and paradoxical theme of Paul’s

theology: Jesus is both God’s fullness [plerdma

)

and God’s self-emptying endsis ).

Reid then seeks to show' how the two prongs of this paradoxical claim work them-

selves out logically in Paul’s positions on three other theological issues: the incar-

nation, the atonement, and the church.

In regard to the incarnation, the Pauline paradox exposes the irony of the cross

—

the very place where Jesus’ humanity and vulnerability are most evident is also the

clearest disclosure of the nature and glory of God. As for the atonement, Reid ar-

gues that the “fullness” aspect of Paul’s thought leads him to the conviction that the

atonement must be “complete and absolute,” that is, adequate for all, while the

“emptiness” motif guides Paul toward the position that the atonement takes place

not abstracted from the ambiguities of the human condition, but rather as a move-

ment “from human need Godward.” Likew'ise, the church in Paul’s thought, is both
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“the fullness of Christ who fills all in all and a servant people whose life and mission

are shaped by Christ’s sacrifice and self-emptying.”

Reid does not venture very far into the contemporary debates over Pauline

thought. Little attention is given, for example, to the role of apocalyptic concepts in

Paul’s christology. Instead, Reid has a more modest aim, and one at which he suc-

ceeds admirably: to present a readable treatment of Paul’s theology along classical

and orthodox lines. (Not surprisingly, he defends Paul against the familiar charge

that he was the corrupter of the simple gospel.) Pastors and seminarians will learn

much from Reid. Moreover, he writes about difficult matters with such elegant

clarity that lay groups seeking a primer on Paul’s life and theology would also do

well to consider this book.

Thomas G. Long

Princeton Theological Seminary

Stenger, Werner. Strukturale Beobachtungen zum Neuen Testament. Leiden: E. J.

Brill, 1990. Pp. 320. $77.25.

This fine twelfth volume in Bruce M. Metzger’s “New Testament Tools and

Studies” series provides a challenging and serious set of essays for anyone interested

in a “total” approach to New Testament interpretation, that is, one which considers

both diachronic and synchronic methods. Comprising thirteen essays already pub-

lished in respected journals by the late Werner Stenger (of Cologne), this volume

aims to connect historical-critical methods of exegesis with questions raised by rhe-

torical, literary, linguistic, and semiotic studies (p. vii). It accomplishes its purpose

—

and does so on a grand scale. Logia (the divorce sayings of Jesus), pericopes (Mat-

thew’s genealogy and birth story, the Beatitudes, the parables of the rich man and

Lazarus and ol the talents, the Emmaus episode, the raising of Lazarus, and the

Pentecost list of peoples), chapters (1 Corinthians 15), book sections (John’s Easter

story and Paul’s [ideal] biography in Galatians 1-2), and even whole books (Mark)

are analyzed synchronically according to their “structure” (patterns of actions or

thought), which patterns are normally symmetric and often concentric (e.g.,

ABCBA). Findings are then, generally, related to diachronic (e.g., tradition- and

redaction-critical) concerns.

It is important to note that Stenger’s basis for structural analysis is, according to

his own assertions, not content but “surface” textual features of a formal nature (p.

207, n. 9), such as time, place, and persons (p. 2), text type (p. 3), theme (p. 4), key

vocables (p. 52), morphology (p. 122), and syntactic structures (p. 301). Working

from larger elements to smaller to produce a total picture (p. 6), Stenger is careful

to consider the relationship between elements as part of the total structure (p. 6), a

part which helps to give semantic significance to the larger whole (p. 33).

How, then, may Stenger’s approach to structural analysis be characterized? It is

perhaps important to say what it is not. It is not a structuralist approach. Stenger
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denies specifically that he deals with an abstract “deep structure” of a text (p. 206,

n. 9). It is not a reader-response approach. Meaning is not seen to reside in the

experience of reading but w-ithin the text itself. And it is not a post-structuralist

approach, though he does agree with the latter’s assertion that a text is constituted

anew by each different reader (p. 202). Positively expressed, Stenger’s structural

approach may be styled “early Jack Dean Kingsbury” (pre-revised Matthew as Story

[Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986]); that is, his analysis focuses on textual content

rather than strategies used by implied authors and the effects those strategies have

upon text processing.

The strengths of this volume are many. Its scope is impressive. Its attention to

detail is exemplary. It detects many patterns which surely must be acknowledged,

even by the most skeptical critic of patterned-structure analysis. It draws forth

meanings from the patterns which are helpful theologically and pastorally (cf. the

focus on Jesus and the comparison of him to Israel in Mk. 1:2-13 [pp- 35-36] and

the revelation of the ascension of Jesus to the Father in the Mary Magdalene and

Thomas episodes in John 20 [pp. 229-234]). And it takes a “both/and” rather than

an “either/or” approach to diachronic and synchronic methods. There are, of

course, weaknesses. Stenger’s basis for analysis does not seem entirely clear (how

does content, which is not the basis for analysis, differ from “thematic” factors [p.

30]?). Neither is his basis for determining the meaning of a given structure apparent

(how exactly does one move from a pattern to its meaning'). One might also men-

tion that, in the end, Stenger’s interest and focus seem diachronic rather than syn-

chronic, as differences in structural characteristics occasion for him almost inevita-

bly different developmental histories. But, as he himself observes, these essays have

an experimental character (p. vii) and must be evaluated in that light. One final

note: be prepared for academic and, at times, almost impenetrable German made

more difficult by grammatical irregularities.

James W. Voelz

Concordia Seminary

Orlinsky, Harry M., and Robert G. Bratcher. A History ofBible Translation and the

North American Contribution. Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1991. Pp. xv + 359. $44.95/

$29.95.

The authors of this jointly-produced volume are experienced translators of the

Scriptures. After World War II, Harry Orlinsky, professor of Bible at Hebrew

Union College, Jew-ish Institute of Religion (New York), was appointed as editor-

in-chief for a new translation of the Hebrew- Scriptures intended to replace the 1917

version issued by the Jewish Publication Society. He has also served since 1946 as a

member of the Old Testament panel of translators of the Revised Standard Version

(1952) as well as of the New- Revised Standard Version (1990). Robert Bratcher, as

consultant for the American Bible Society, has been involved over the years in var-
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ious Bible translation projects, including the preparation from 1962 onwards of the

Good News Bible.

In this volume the authors trace the history of Bible translating down through

the ages. They begin with the production of Jewish translations (the Greek Septu-

agint and the Aramaic Targums). This is followed by briefer attention to various

Latin renderings (chiefly that of St. Jerome) which were used throughout Europe

during the Middle Ages. The next period of Bible translation involved the produc-

tion of Protestant versions made in the emerging vernaculars of Europe. These

were renderings in French, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Bohemian, and Scandinavian

languages, as well as, of course, English. Noteworthy in English was William Tyn-

dale’s pioneering work (1526), which was followed by the revisions of Miles Cov-

erdale and others, culminating in the version of 161 1, commissioned by King James

I. The bulk of the book is devoted to the many English translations that proliferated

in succeeding centuries. Some were produced by committees, while others were the

work of individuals who felt they could meet a special need in a given reading

public.

There is a certain amount of repetition in the volume because the two authors,

in dealing with the English translations, discuss American translations under the

headings, “Chiefly New Testament” and “Chiefly Hebrew Bible,” but the reader

will not be likely to find this annoying. Rather, all readers will be enlightened (and

amazed) to learn of the very great number of different English translations that

have been produced over the centuries. For example, during the nearly forty years

between the publication of the RSV in 1952 and the NRSV in 1990, no fewer than

twenty-six other English translations of the Bible were published, as well as an

additional twenty-five different translations in English of the New Testament.

As would be expected, the authors also include a chapter on “Male Oriented

Language Originated by Bible Translators.” Readers will also find information con-

cerning such things as the origin of chapter and verse numeration, the production

of “immersionist” Bibles (“John the Immerser”), and the idea that God and the

angels speak Hebrew. The authors, however, express their regret that “two very

important Bibles in English appeared too late to be given a full and adequate treat-

ment in this survey: the New Revised Standard Version and the Revised English Bi-

ble." Despite this unfortunate circumstance, all readers will learn much from this

otherwise full and detailed account of translations of the Bible through the ages.

Bruce M. Metzger

Princeton Theological Seminary

Coggins, R. J., and J. L. Houlden, eds. A Dictionary of Biblical Interpretation. Lon-

don: SCM Press; Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1990. Pp. xvi + 751.

$49 -95 -

This is a different kind of Bible dictionary. It is not so much about the contents

of the Bible as it is about the way in which the Bible has been interpreted in the
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past and how it is being interpreted today. There is, of course, an article devoted to

each book of the Bible, showing the history of its interpretation and the part that it

has played in the interpretation of the Bible in general. There are also articles on

each of the main periods of biblical interpretation—patristic, medieval, and mod-

ern—as well as articles on the major schools of interpretation.

Beyond such articles, which might have been expected to be included, the editors

have commissioned essays on a broad range of topics that are not to be found in

other Bible dictionaries. Articles are devoted to social, political, cultural analysis,

and attention is given to most of the newer types of approach to the Scriptures.

Thus, besides historical and literary criticism, there are articles on rhetorical criti-

cism, structuralism, reader-response criticism, narrative theology, and canonical

criticism. Various types of current emphases have articles describing their contri-

butions as well as limitations. These include black, feminist, materialistic, and what,

for the want of a better term, is called wholistic interpretation. Still other entries

are devoted to the interpretation of the Bible in art (no pictures, however, are pro-

vided), the Bible and other faiths, the Bible in poetry, Jewish exegesis, Muslim bib-

lical interpretation, cultural relativism, and the use of the Bible in new religious

movements.

The two editors of this useful volume, R. J. Coggins and J. L. Houlden, teach at

King’s College, London, one in Old Testament, the other in New Testament. They

have invited a distinguished assemblage of contributors, chiefly British scholars (un-

derstandably the largest number is from King’s College), but with a scattering of

American contributors and a few from the continent and Australia. Most of the

articles conclude with a selective bibliography.

This volume provides up-to-date information on a whole range of subjects and

schools of thought, new and old, pertaining to the interpretation of the Bible. Those

who were graduated from seminary a generation ago will find here much that will

bring them au courant with contemporary investigation.

Bruce M. Metzger

Princeton Theological Seminary

Tillich, Paul. Theology of Peace. Edited by Ronald H. Stone. Louisville: Westmin-

ster/John Knox Press, 1990. Pp. 190. $10.95.

Essays and talks by Paul Tillich in different contexts on the theme of peace have

been collected here in an anthology edited by Ronald H. Stone, Professor of Social

Ethics at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. A person’s anthropology and basic the-

ology are decisive elements for the way he or she reflects on issues of peace and war.

It is therefore of interest to study how one of the great theologians of our century

brought his theological understanding and interpretation of human nature to bear.

He makes it very clear that he is not a propagandist for peace but a theologian
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developing his perspective on how to reflect and act in relation to issues of peace

and justice.

As a Lutheran pastor, I was struck by the strength of Tillich’s Lutheran orien-

tation. In his critique of Pope John XXIII’s Pacem in Terris (1963) as well as in

distancing himself from what he calls legalistic pacifism, Tillich emphasizes that

genuine hope must be grounded in reality as opposed to utopianism. Such attitudes

confirm the character of Tillich’s Lutheran anthropology. His reflections on possi-

bilities for peace are based on the understanding that evil can never be excluded

from any historical circumstance bounded by time and space. For Tillich, speaking

both as a Protestant theologian and as an existentialist philosopher, this requires us

to acknowledge the pervasive ambiguity of human nature. This gives him a more

restrained and critical view of what is possible to achieve in history than is suggested

by either Pacem in Terris or Christian peace activists.

In relation to his native country, Germany, as well as to the United States, his

adopted country, Tillich also exhibits a healthy skepticism, a rather welcome con-

trast to the highly nationalistic views of religious figures as disparate as Reinhold

Niebuhr and Billy Graham. It would, for instance, have been impossible for Tillich

to endorse a description of the Soviet Union as “the evil empire,” or to project

everything evil on the other, as was done during the American buildup for the Gulf

War. Tillich completely rejects the Cold War temptation of preventive war on be-

half of the West as beyond the limits of tolerable policy, and made this view known

as a member of the Federal Council of Churches, which published The Christian

and Weapons ofMass Destruction shortly after World War II.

Peace remains for Tillich “a religious hope,” as Ronald H. Stone formulates his

view in the introduction. This means that while Tillich sees the necessity for the

churches to honor pacifism as a symbolic representation of the kingdom of God,

they must refrain from imposing pacifist demands on political leadership. The logic

of Tillich’s argument is related to his understanding of good and evil as permeating

everything—all human beings, but also all societies—and the consequent need to

resist violating the dignity of the individual. He also questions the degree to which

a political group can be judged by the same standards as individuals. Should one

expect government to follow the Ten Commandments or the Sermon on the

Mount?

Tillich’s argument seems related to the traditional Lutheran concept of seeing

the work of God in two spheres, the spiritual and the worldly, expressed by Luther

as the two hands of God. This Lutheran teaching was, however, deeply criticized

after World War II, even by Tillich, as being the basis for the passivity of the

churches in prewar Germany, especially in their failure to oppose Hitler and na-

tional socialism. Tillich is affirming a prophetic-critical role for the churches in

society; but his fear of utopianism makes him emphasize that the kingdom of God,

fulfilling all the expectations of justice and peace, cannot be expected on earth.

There is, however, according to Tillich, hope for “partial victories over the forces
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of evil in a particular moment of time,” even if he did not hope for a final stage of

peace on earth within history. “For the Kingdom of God does not come in one

dramatic event sometime in the future. It is coming here and now in every act of

love, in every manifestation of truth, in every moment of joy, in every experience

of the holy.” Genuine hope arises because “there is something present of that which

is hoped for, as in the seed something of the coming plant is present." The four

concrete seeds in the present, out of which a future state of peace can develop, are

themselves ambiguous. He points to the atomic threat as creating a still rather weak,

unreliable inhibition on war, one that might be easily overwhelmed by stronger

feelings of national and ideological conflicts, but that over time seems to be creating

a common destiny based on a “community of fear.” A second and third basis for

genuine hope, as Tillich saw it in 1965, is the technical union of humanity and the

cross-national and cross-ideological fields of cooperation. The fourth basis, finally,

is the shared legal framework at the global level tor all these types of limited groups.

Since Tillich’s was one of the great minds in this century, it is exciting to have

this exposure of his theological perspectives in relation to issues of justice and peace.

The relationship between the environmental crisis and issues of peace and justice is

not part of Tillich’s understanding. He is sensitive to racism and sexism as crucial

elements in contemporary analyses of war and peace. But maybe his contribution

should not be judged from our points of departure more than twenty years after his

death. At the end of his life, he did begin an impressive reevaluation and reformu-

lation of his theological perspective in order to acknowledge the particularity of all

other religions and theological social locations in history. This collection of essays is

valuable, both as a way to connect wr ith a historic and continuing reflection on what

makes human progress possible and to find an authentic basis for hope in our time.

Elisabeth Gerle

Princeton Theological Seminary

Walsh, David. After Ideology: Recovering the Spiritual Foundations of Freedom. San

Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1990. Pp. xix + 296. $24.95.

What is an ideology? The term is charged with passionate, unclear meanings.

For its inventor, Destutt de Tracy, it was the science of ideas, the foundation of all

other sciences, theoretical and practical, for the guidance of human life. Napoleon

scorned it as a system of theories with no practical relevance. Karl Marx saw it as

the habit philosophers have of dealing with real life problems in the realm of ideas

alone, thus undermining social change. Karl Mannheim defined it as the structure

of ideas by which a society justifies and gives meaning to its culture and its institu-

tions, and he contrasted it with utopia which is the vision and pursuit of a new

order.

Lenin, however, turned ideology itself into an agent of revolution. Since all con-

sciousness is the product of social existence in the class struggle, there can be no
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universal truth, but only the ideology of the exploiters defending the status quo, or

the ideology of the oppressed workers fighting to overthrow it and establish a new,

classless, universal humanity. This last is the concept of ideology which David

Walsh in this book adopts, and against which he struggles.

Ideology, for Walsh, a professor of political science at Catholic University, is a

monstrous disorder of the human mind and spirit. Rooted in the scientific-techno-

logical humanism of the past three centuries in the West, it is the attempt to develop

systems of human thought and action that will control the world and solve all the

problems of human life. It is at heart a revolt against God and divine order in the

name of humanity and human power. It is Gnosticism: the rejection of eternal order

in creation on behalf of an ideal realm where reality will be totally transformed.

But in modern guise it would bring about this transformation within human history

by human revolutionary action. The result, where it succeeds, is inhumanity, raised

to a system of destruction.

Against this disorder, Walsh believes, no rationality can prevail on its own, cer-

tainly not that of natural law. One must rather follow the experience of those who

have probed its depths in their own experience, through their despair, their cathar-

sis, and their conversion to a new participation in the mystery of a transcendent

order being realized in the world. His guides in this journey through hell to resur-

rection are first Friedrich Nietzsche, who exposed the humanist project in all its

nihilistic consequences, then Fyodor Dostoievsky, Albert Camus, Alexander Sol-

zhenitsyn, and finally the political philosopher who is Walsh’s mentor, Eric Voe-

gelin. Not all of them break through to the “ultimate ordering center,” which for

Walsh is Christ, but each expresses the “experiential movement toward transcendent

reality” that is the basic desire of all humanity. Finally, Walsh pleads both for a

recovery of this dimension as the basis of value and order in the whole of society

and for a true poise in the tension between the mystery of eternal order and the

transfiguring reality of Christ in the world, which is the source of so many of the

hopes and actions that later take ideological form.

There is much more, of comment on philosophers and movements of western

history and of insight into Christian politics, in this book. It is rich in suggestive

thought. Its religious and philosophical perspective, however, will be strange to

most readers. It is more allusive than analytical. Nowhere is ideology really defined.

Marxism seems to be its prototype, but at various times Nazism, Fascism, Positiv-

ism, and Freudianism are mentioned. Descartes, Bacon, and Hegel are blamed for

cultivating it, the Renaissance is accused of being its seedbed, and, among Chris-

tians, Joachim of Flora, Thomas Miintzer, and the Puritans of England and Amer-

ica are charged with giving it theological expression. What all these have in com-

mon is not clear, except, perhaps a sense that all is not well in this sintul world and

a determination—creative or demonic—to change it. We need a more discriminat-

ing analysis than this.

Walsh, in short, is a romantic with mystical overtones, about human experience,
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about the transcendent, and about the conflicts and struggles of human society. The
encounter of human interests and principles with one another is sharper than he

realizes, and ideology as a human-centered understanding of reality expressing

these interests is more pervasive than he allows, even among the Solzhenitsyns and

the Voegelins of this world. Order is not, in the providence of God, the transcendent

ultimate to which justice and love contribute. Rather the reverse is the case. Walsh

needs a doctrine of the justification of the sinner by grace alone, of the continual

transformation of human perspectives by divine judgment and forgiveness, to res-

cue his vision of Christ the center of history from captivity to Eric Voegelin’s ulti-

mately impersonal Platonic order.

But these comments illustrate the dialogue which this book stimulates and bear

witness to its substantial challenge. It is worth the attention of any reader who cares

about the problem of ideology.

Charles C. West

Princeton Theological Seminary

Thiemann, Ronald F., ed. The Legacy ofH. Richard Niebuhr. Minneapolis: Fortress

Press, 1991. Pp. ix + 148. $13.95.

The legacy of H. Richard Niebuhr is not easily captured. For thirty years until

his death in 1962, he was America’s acknowledged senior scholar in the field of

Christian ethics. His brother Reinhold was more wddely known and his impact was

more direct, but it was to Richard that students w'ent to be educated in the subject.

It was from him that they learned the methods of committed, yet open, Christian

scholarship in the wide range of western spiritual and intellectual history. He was

the teacher of a generation of teachers of Christian ethics.

He did this, however, by stimulating, not dominating, the minds of those he

taught. He did not bestride the field like a colossus, as did Karl Barth. He created

no system, as did Paul Tillich. Rather he engaged his students in a never-ending

struggle and pilgrimage of mind and spirit, which reflected his own believing yet

dissatisfied genius. His books were few, but seminal. They w'restled with problems

rather than resolving them and pointed beyond themselves to a divine truth and

grace that could never be too simply stated lest mental and moral pride obscure the

saving reality itself. Small wonder that, as this collection of essays shows, H. Richard

Niebuhr’s students have, w'ith a few exceptions, used his thought as a springboard

for their own, even as they puzzle over what the essence of that thought truly u'as.

This book is in one sense a tribute to the seminal quality of Niebuhr’s influence

and in another sense a disappointing collection. The late Hans W. Frei of Yale, in

his opening essay, sets a standard of careful interpretation and further development

of Niebuhr’s theology that the rest of the essays do not match. Harry Stout, his

colleague, comes close in his interpretation of Niebuhr's historical thought, though

more critically. Francis Schiissler-Fiorenza of Harvard and Linell Cady of Arizona
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State University develop their own thought projects, using Niebuhr as stimulus and

sometimes as foil. Replies to each of these by James Gustafson and Robin Lovin are

insightful and pointed, but make one wish they had been the essayists.

Perhaps the mixed character of this effort to explore H. Richard Niebuhr’s legacy

is fortuitous. It shows how complex, how suggestive, and how undigested the her-

itage of our teacher still is, thirty years after his death. We have not solved the

questions of faith and morals into which he guided us, though some of us claim to

be surer of ourselves than he ever was. We can still hear the echo of his probing

questions coming from angles we had not thought of. We still argue with him, and

we are still learning from him. There should be more books like this one about his

legacy, because another generation is waiting to encounter it as we did.

Charles C. West

Princeton Theological Seminary

Goodpasture, H. McKennie, ed. Cross and Sword: An Eyewitness History of Christian-

ity in Latin America. Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1989. Pp. 313. $29.95/$ 14.95.

In view of the dramatic changes taking place in Latin America and the quincen-

tenary of the first voyage of Christopher Columbus to the New World, the publi-

cation of this collection of church history excerpts written by firsthand observers

could not have come at a more propitious time.

Arranged chronologically according to epochs generally accepted by Latin Amer-

ican church historians, namely, the period of Hispanic Christendom (1492-1808),

the collapse of the old order and the coming of Protestantism (1808-1962), and the

era of liberation and new beginnings (1962-1985), Goodpasture’s selections repre-

sent a variety of well-chosen examples which individually and cumulatively dem-

onstrate the fact that the most important and insightful history often is written by

persons not generally recognized as historians. Most of the collection are personal

descriptions of events drawn from journals, correspondence, sermons, reports, and

travel notes of a hundred or so individuals—women, men, and one precocious

child—who either were personally involved in, or were astute chroniclers of, the

history they recorded.

Each of the three principal sections, as well as the fourteen chapters, is preceded

by a historical resume of the more important developments affecting the church

during that particular timeframe, and interspersed throughout the text are more

than a dozen illustrations ranging from a sixteenth-century etching of Bartholome

de Las Casas to a black and white reproduction of Rodolfo Arellano’s “The Good

Samaritan,” first shown as a part of the Solentiname, Nicaragua, collection in 1981.

Virtually all of the selections are available to anyone who is willing to do the

research, but their accessibility in a single volume makes them a captivating and

useful introduction for those who are not familiar with Latin American church

history. Especially valuable are the sections dealing with the religious motivations
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of the European explorers and conquerors, the intense debates regarding religious

syncretism, the checkered social and spiritual role of the clergy, the integral relation

between church and state, the changing views of Protestants toward Roman Ca-

tholicism, and the incessant, and often violent, struggle for social justice that contin-

ues until this day.

Each excerpt is engaging, but particularly noteworthy are the memoirs of seven-

year-old Helena Morley (1893-95) regarding religious life in Brazil, Francisco Ju-

liao’s descriptions of the reactions of various Catholic and Protestant leaders to the

peasant movements in Northeast Brazil in 1959-60, and the remarkable work of

Juana Ines de la Cruz, a seventeenth-century Mexican nun who by wit and deter-

mination learned to read and write and entered the convent to continue her edu-

cation. Forbidden by her superior to read books, she turned her attention to the

world around her and recorded a series of remarkable observations that were as

liberated as they were philosophical and scientific.

Not every observer, of course, proved to be correct. The famed Harvard zoolo-

gist, Louis Agassiz, for example, in a report on his scientific expedition to Brazil in

1865-66, noted that Protestantism held little attraction for people in the southern

hemisphere, adding almost as an afterthought an ill-fated prediction: “and it may
be doubted whether its advocates will have a very wide-spread success.”

The breadth of history represented by these readings, the sprinkling of pathos

and humor, and Goodpasture’s concise but helpful commentary fully justify the

book’s subtitle.

Alan Neely

Princeton Theological Seminary

Stout, Harry S. The Divine Dramatist: George Whitefield and the Rise of Modern

Evangelicalism. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1991. Pp. xxiv +

301. $14.95.

An achievement of the highest level, this accessible biography matches trenchant

observations with telling phrases. Those who know Whitefield well will find here

a bounty of fresh insight and keen analysis; those who know Whitefield hardly at

all will understand, for the first time, why his name is one to be reckoned with from

the eighteenth century to the present, and all across the western world. Rescuing

George Whitefield from his friends as well as his foes, Professor Harry Stout (of

Yale University) gives us both the private and the public man, helping us to see that

in most respects the two were one.

Stout’s pervading motif is announced in the title: the dramatist. Whitefield and

the theatre provide the plot, as the divine drama is played out on an ever-moving,

ever-expanding stage. In his youth, the theatre tempted Whitefield to become an

actor. In his early evangelism, it provided him with the techniques for an oratorical

success that was astounding. In his urban evangelism in England, the theatre op-
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posed him as a competitor in the market place, with Whitefield condemning it for

its deception and its immorality even as he admired it for its imaginative power.

He told the story of the actor who, in response to a cleric’s complaint about the

dullness of the churches, stated: “We actors on the stage, speak of things imaginary,

as though they were real, and you in the pulpit speak of things real, as if they were

imaginary” (pp. 239-240). George Whitefield would not make that mistake.

But, say today’s critics, all he did was preach the old-time religion in an old-time

way. As the author demonstrates, nothing could be further from the truth. For

Whitefield, everything was new: the opportunities for an evangelism that moved

from sacred space to the waiting world; the eagerness of audiences that paid little

attention to divisions of denomination, class, gender, or condition of servitude; the

growth of a popular press that could be turned from enemy to ally; and, the rising

power of the people to resist any order, ecclesiastical or political, imposed from

above. George Whitefield made history from the bottom up. And the people loved

him for it.

Though he was fond of his English homeland and enchanted with Scotland, his

most enduring geographical romance was with America. Making repeated voyages

across the Atlantic between 1739 and 1769, he won friends in far greater number

than enemies. Many of the latter, moreover, found themselves drawn, almost help-

lessly, to the ranks of the former. In Georgia, he founded an orphanage when that

colony was still in its infancy. By unceasing fund-raising efforts, Whitefield had in

a quarter-century brought some twelve thousand pounds to the colony, “a figure

exceeding the entire budget of the Georgia legislature in 1764” (p. 256). In

Pennsylvania, he formed a fast if surprising bond with the skeptical Benjamin

Franklin, a friendship and mutual-aid alliance that lasted until death. In North-

ampton, Whitefield and Jonathan Edwards made common cause in a new evangel-

ism that gave first priority to personal experience.

Though he initially offended the faculties of Harvard and Yale, he later won

them to his side. Princeton was “his” from the beginning, as he identified especially

with the labors of Gilbert Tennent. Indeed, the great (though unfulfilled) ambition

of his life was to create out of his Georgia orphanage an evangelical college modeled

on Princeton. In the patriot passions preceding the American Revolution, White-

field—unlike Wesley—threw his voice on the American side. Against his own

church, he even joined dissenters in resisting the dispatching of any Anglican bishop

to the colonies. In England, where the bishops continued to harass and persecute

the “methodists,” Whitefield clearly saw that their tyrannical ways would not be

diminished across the ocean. Though Whitefield was not a celebrated Whig fight-

ing for the rights of Englishmen, he did understand what liberty was all about. By

the 1760s, and “in ways that Whitefield never fully understood, he had become an

American hero whose life and words reflected the yawning ambitions and libertar-

ian rhetoric of the young colonies” (p. 218). And when he died in America (where
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he also wished to be buried), the outpouring of grief from Maine to Georgia was

exceeded only by that extended to George Washington a generation later.

Stout has written a biography, not a brief for canonization. He recognizes the

evangelist’s egomania, notes his weaknesses, and explores his limitations. Those

limitations are especially evident in his relationship with women, most notably with

the woman he married, and in his endorsement of slavery. Despite the fact that

Whitefield urged that slavery—initially prohibited in Georgia—be introduced

there, he never forgot nor would he allow others to forget that African-Americans

had both souls and minds. He also repeatedly assisted them in finding their way

into a powerful version of evangelical Christianity that they would later make very

much their own. And when he died, blacks along with so many others mourned

for the friend they had lost.

The series in which this biography appears does not require its authors to do

original, monographic research. A glance at Stout’s “Note on the Sources” reveals

that in this, as in so many other respects, he has exceeded what was required. In so

doing, he has given us an incomparable book and an unforgettable human being.

Edwin S. Gaustad

Princeton Theological Seminary

Noll, Mark A., ed. Religion and American Politics : From the Colonial Period to the

tg8os. New York: Oxford University Press, 1990. Pp. 416. $34.50/114.95.

Growing out of a conference organized by the Institute for the Study of Ameri-

can Evangelicals at Wheaton College, this collection of uniformly first-rate essays

comes from leading scholars in various disciplines. The editor, Mark A. Noll, pro-

lessor of history at Wheaton College, outlines three aims of this volume. First, these

essays take the measure of the latest scholarship about religion and politics by schol-

ars recognized as authorities in their fields. An intriguing second purpose is to seek

clarification of American developments by comparisons with other nations—Can-

ada and Great Britain plus others. Third, the range of essays is meant to broaden

and deepen the consideration of religion and politics. For example, there are im-

portant chapters on blacks and Roman Catholics, and the methods of sociology,

anthropology, and political science are utilized.

John M. Murrin focuses on the Revolutionary generation and what he describes

as the six value systems that informed their thought. He probes the presence of

language about God in the state constitutions of the era and the significance of the

absence of similar language in the national constitution. John F. Wilson offers a

clear rendering of the past and present debate about the two religion clauses of the

First Amendment. He summarizes the two most popular paradigms—the Separa-

tion^ and the Accommodationist—but goes on to argue for a paradigm more

faithful to history and relevant to the present. Nathan Hatch’s award-winning work

on “The Democratization of Christianity” is presented here in a suggestive precis
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arguing that the most dynamic popular movements in early nineteenth-century

America “were expressly religious.”

In essays on the modern period, Martin Marty maps the power shifts in the in-

teraction of Protestants and “others” in politics in the twentieth century. Robert

Wuthnow argues that the deep and continuing gulf between conservatives and lib-

erals is central to understanding “The Changing Terrain of Church-State Rela-

tions.” David W. Wills demonstrates that, even in some of the most helpful of

recent studies of American character and society, attention to African-Americans

and race is often painfully absent or misguided.

A fascinating theme throughout is the relationship of religion to voting practices.

Daniel Walker Howe and Robert P. Swierenga utilize the newer “ethnoreligious”

research to show that religion was the most important factor in voting in the nine-

teenth century. Lyman A. Kellstedt and Mark A. Noll demonstrate the continuing

importance of religion in elections since 1848.

Today books on religion and politics are to be found in abundance. I recommend

this volume as foundational. These sparkling essays are models of both substance

and clarity. Each of them will provide solid information while at the same time

provoking the reader to new questions and insight.

Ronald C. White, Jr.

The Huntington Library

San Marino, CA

Lincoln, C. Eric, and Lawrence Mamiya. The Blac\ Church in the African American

Experience. Durham: Duke University Press, 1990. Pp. xvi + 520. $47.50/118.95.

Contemporary images of the Black Church draw heavily upon uncritical, roman-

ticized celebrations of its strengths or uninformed, mean-spirited attacks upon its

weaknesses. Few and far between are the balanced, well-researched, carefully ana-

lytical treatments of the religious experience of African-Americans that strive for

an accurate depiction of the power and the frailty, the vitality and the timidity, the

long suits and the shortcomings of the Black Church. The best of these to appear

to date is this recent volume by C. Eric Lincoln and Lawrence Mamiya, which

represents ten years of exhaustive field work, data gathering, historical reconstruc-

tion, and sociological analysis by this team of sociologists and their associates.

Simply put, their primary task “is to present as authentic and objective a profile

of the Black Church and black religion as we found to be possible” (pp. xi-xii).

Having noted the dominance of misinterpretations about the Black Church, most

notably the idea that “the black experience in religion is but the replication of the

white experience” (p. xi) with a predisposition to distortions of “exoticism” and

“emotionalism,” the authors press for “clearer insights” that lead to better under-

standing of the Black Church. Not content with the descriptive analyses of socio-

logical and historical method, the authors conclude their study with a prescriptive
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chapter that offers both a trajectory of trends in the black religious experience and

a series of recommendations for black churches and religious professionals.

Lincoln and Mamiya base their analysis on data drawn from over 2,100 churches

and 1,800 clergy from across the United States. They focus on seven historically

black denominations—African Methodist Episcopal, African Methodist Episcopal

Zion, Christian Methodist Episcopal, National Baptist Convention, USA, National

Baptist Convention of America, Progressive National Baptist Convention, and the

Church of God in Christ (Pentecostal)—noting that reliable estimates place more

than eighty percent of all Blacks who claim some religious affiliation in one of these

groups. Because Blacks in predominantly white denominations tend to worship in

predominantly black congregations, the authors claim their data represent this

group as well.

The first chapter of the book examines various sociological interpretations of the

black religious experience. The authors opt for what they call a“dialectical model”

which, consistent with their plea for balance, posits the Black Church as an insti-

tution that is “involved in a constant series of . . . tensions, . . . constantly shifting

between the polarities in historical time” (p. 11). The dialectical poles include

priestly/prophetic, other-worldly/this-worldly, communal/privatistic, and resis-

tance/accommodation, the latter referring to strategies for racial justice. Through-

out the book, the authors rehearse these themes in such areas as the Black Church

and politics, black religion and economic development, and the impact of nation-

alism and the civil rights movement on the Black Church.

The authors also devote separate chapters to such ministry issues as youth in the

church, women in ministry, and the role of music in black churches. Helpful chap-

ters that break out and analyze the data according to rural and urban locations also

help to give a fuller reading to the complexity of black church life. Readers will be

surprised and challenged by the breadth of information concerning social programs

in urban churches, new insights into the relationship between clergy education and

ministerial performance, stereotype-smashing data on the inadequate remuneration

of parish clergy, and candid assessments of denominationalism as a black phenom-

enon. The heightening tension surrounding the ordination of women is explored

with some care using survey data of attitudes toward women in ministry gathered

from clergy and laity, male and female, combined with assessment of how cultural

patterns and power relationships inform these attitudes. The chapter on youth min-

istry confirms the long held intuition concerning the churches’ role in influencing

poor black young people, but with solid data buttressed with representative success

stories that give flesh and structure to this sentiment.

The concluding chapter of the book reflects the spirit of sociological research that

motivated and dominated the careers of earlier twentieth-century thinkers such as

W. E. B. DuBois, E. Franklin Frazier, and Charles Spurgeon Johnson, i.e., that all

sociological study should yield conclusions that inform the development of practical

policy and programs for the betterment of the communities studied. The authors
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note the challenges of church growth in light of the presence of a growing number

of charismatics and neo-pentecostals in black denominations, the viability of the

Islamic alternative to Christian faith, the need for comprehensive ministries to black

(especially poor) families, the press for better educated clergy, and the concern for

embracing the ministry of female clergy as central issues for the Black Church as it

faces the twenty-first century. This agenda, along with its attendant sociological and

historical data, calls for careful attention.

Harold Dean Trulear

New York Theological Seminary

Van Wijk-Bos, Johanna W. H. Reformed and Feminist: A Challenge to the Church.

Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1991. Pp. 1
1
7. $10.99.

This exceptionally readable volume is addressed to persons who are seeking to

relate their concerns about the status and role of women to their Christian faith and

particularly to their understanding of the Bible as authoritative for Christian faith

and practice. The author eschews the phrase “reformed tradition,” finding it too

vague to be helpful, and concentrates instead on Calvin’s view of the authority of

the Bible and how such a view can function helpfully in defining and supporting

Christian feminism.

Structurally the book begins with a recounting of formative events in van Wijk-

Bos’ own life as a child of the Nazi occupation of Holland and a Calvinist religious

upbringing, together with her discovery of feminism. A general treatment of the

authority of the Bible in Calvin’s thought is followed by a chapter on special con-

cerns and perspectives of contemporary women and a discussion of how women’s

experiences relate to Calvin’s view of biblical authority. Brief studies of the stories

of three Old Testament women illustrate how this relationship may work in the

actual practice of Bible study. The book as a whole is very well integrated, with

references to personal experience, to Calvin, and to biblical stories appearing

throughout every section. This structure is significant because it apparently embod-

ies the author’s understanding of the relationship between experience and the bib-

lical text. Many feminist discussions debate this relationship at a high level of ab-

straction; in this volume, one can see it enfleshed from a reformed point of view.

The author argues that the biblical text, most of its interpretation throughout

history, the church itself, and our culture generally are all marked by patriarchy,

featuring the absence of equality between men and women in all spheres of life.

Patriarchy is shown to be a sinful condition according to biblical standards of op-

position to systemic oppression, and its presence in the Bible is explained by exten-

sion of Calvin’s “principle of accommodation.” Christian feminism begins with the

“belief that God desires partnership for men and women rather than a relation of

domination and subordination” (p. 67).

A particular strength of this work is its refusal to make simple categorization of
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biblical stories as either “oppressive” or “liberating.” Rather, as she treats each story

van Wijk-Bos takes care to identify both features that indicate women’s subordi-

nation to men and also clues pointing to an alternative, better way. She emphasizes

the model of biblical women taking action to overcome patriarchy as a pattern to

be emulated today.

At various points readers familiar with the last decade of feminist biblical inter-

pretation will recognize themes that have been discussed by authors such as Letty

Russell, Rosemary Ruether, and Mary Ann Tolbert, and are now part of the general

currency of discussion. Van Wijk-Bos does not position her own perspective on the

Bible in comparison to such other major contributors to the topic. For this reason

the book will have only a limited function in advancing the hermeneutical work of

feminist biblical scholarship. But in its primary purpose of introducing the topic of

how one can with integrity be both “reformed” and “feminist,” the book presents

an excellent challenge and invitation to women (and men) of faith.

Katharine Doob Sakenfeld

Princeton Theological Seminary

Brasfield, Alice, and Elisabeth Lunz, eds. Voices of Experience: Lifestones of Clergy-

women in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). Louisville: Denominational Resources/

Presbyterian Publishing House, 1991. Pp. 200. $5.95.

Voices of Experience is a collection ot nineteen clergywomen’s lifestories. Nancy

Ramsay states in the foreword that, “These women name and explore their expe-

rience of such important theological themes as: providence, mystery, community,

embodiment, power and empowerment, sin, and especially hope.” As a reviewer I

was caught off guard by the tremendous voice of hope that each clergywoman con-

veyed. This is not a book of anger, although some of these women have been treated

more than unfairly, even cruelly, by the institutional church. Each woman tells her

account of her call from God to serve the church through ordination. Their joy,

their enthusiasm, their love of the church (even when barely paid a living wage) is

expressed over and over.

This very readable book is divided into four sections, corresponding to four types

of ministries: in retirement, in the parish, in administration, and in the wrnrld. The

stories, which run about ten pages each, are fascinating. To cite just one example,

the life story of Willa B. Roghair, currently a co-pastor of a church in Alaska, is a

narrative that connects the search for selfhood, the individual’s search for God’s

will, and the shape of a particular ministry. Roghair uses the image of the iceberg

to demonstrate the surface of her life and the hidden meanings she attaches to her

life experiences. The image of the iceberg is one that holds true for so many in

ministry, and in life in general. It is especially important for clergywomen because

they are so often stereotyped. The image of the iceberg reminds us that to stereotype

a person, no matter who they are or what their call by God, really does a disservice
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to everyone. Willa Roghair also includes three poems describing her experiences of

ministry.

This reviewer would recommend this book to one group in particular: members

of Committees on Ministry in presbyteries. The stories of many of these women
include accounts of being called to situations that were not properly funded and

therefore ended abruptly. There are also accounts of conflicts with church members

or the head of staff that led to dismissal. It has often been stated that clergywomen

are more likely to be marginally employed. That situation is very stressful. The

person as well as the ministry needs the support of the presbytery. Conflict in local

congregations is a growing concern. This book contains stories that could be used

as case studies forming the basis for discussion in Committees on Ministry.

To quote Nancy Ramsay again:

The stories collected here are not flat chronologies. They explore the religious

significance of experience rather than the safe, confining significance of reli-

gious experience. We find here women who dare to embrace the rich, multi-

faceted complexity of their lives. They share with us their discovery that or-

dinary experience has revelatory power for those who have eyes to see and ears

to hear. Rather than relying on sterile abstraction, these stories disclose the

fecundity of knowing that values experience: sexuality, pain, and joy in rela-

tionships, the tragedy of addiction and abuse, the joy and challenge of child-

birth and mothering, and the struggle to overcome patriarchy’s pervasive dis-

tortion in church and culture. These stories reveal the web of relationships and

caring commitments that comprise women’s experience (p. vii).

This book is a rich collection of biographies of very gifted church women. It is a

glimpse of what the church has been missing through the centuries.

Rosemary Catalano Mitchell

Downtown United Presbyterian Church

Rochester, NY

Coalter, Milton J, John M. Mulder, and Louis B. Weeks, eds. The Diversity of Dis-

cipleship: The Presbyterians and Twentieth -Century Christian Witness. The Presbyte-

rian Presence: The Twentieth-Century Experience. Louisville: Westminster/John

Knox Press, 1991. Pp. 415. $16.95.

The title suggests that this collection of essays is about “diversity” in the church.

This reviewer found it to be about “unity” instead—unity within the Presbyterian

Church and among the churches. The title, like the text, betrays both an anxiety

and a hope, as the church becomes increasingly aware of what a diverse people it

has become in this century—culturally, ethnically, theologically—and how diverse

American society has become as well. But the real concern addressed here is com-

munity, amid all its God-given diversity. Such is the agony and hope of all human
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society (the nation's coins proclaim E Pluribus Unum), but in reality, community is

the gift and promise of God.

Three areas of ecclesiastical tension are highlighted in this text, each having to

do in one way or another with the church’s outreach toward others. They are:

evangelism/missions, ecumenical relations, and ethnic diversity in the church. Each

has given rise to powerful polarities within the church and, at times, to schism. Of
the thirteen independent essays in this volume, three deal with evangelism, new

church development, or international missions; two address ecumenical relations

nationally or globally; and six have to do with racism in the church, including essays

from five minority perspectives: African-American, Native American, Hispanic-

American, Japanese-American, and Korean-American. Two other essays appear to

fit with some difficulty in the book’s overall design: one on the official church press,

the other on the church and the mass media.

“The Presbyterian Presence” series (of which this volume is a part) does not

undertake to prescribe the future, but rather to describe as accurately as possible the

path by which the church has come. Approximately half the essays in this book

were written by church historians. A particular excellence of this work is the section

of bibliographic “Notes” at the end—seventy-two pages of them! As a documentary

resource, the notes alone would be worth the price of the book.

Yet this reviewer finds the book troubling, on at least three counts. The first has

to do with proportion: If one is to deal with unity and diversity in the church, is

racial diversity fifty percent of the whole subject? One can hardly fail to notice, for

example, that of the sixteen authors and three editors of this book, not one is a

woman.

The second has to do with perspective: these essays, taken together, appear more

sectarian than ecumenical in their view of the church—notwithstanding two essays

on Presbyterians in the ecumenical movement. Indeed, ecumenism is at times

treated, among these essays, as the root of our denominational problems.

Perhaps the most troubling aspect of the entire project, however, is its method-

ological tendency to place what may be too great an emphasis on socio-historical

research in seeking to understand and evaluate the church. By objective criteria, the

church should have died centuries ago. And yet it continues to live and to produce

its martyrs, drawing its life from wells ot the Spirit not quite accessible to docu-

mentary research. One would not wish to make too much of this in commenting

on so valuable a project as “The Presbyterian Presence” series. But it is something

that should perhaps worry all of us a bit whenever we seek to understand or to fix

or to lead the church of God.

More positively, there are a number of exceedingly insightful essays in this vol-

ume, which will undoubtedly enrich the church’s understanding of diversity in the

Christian community. Among these, this reviewer would call special attention to

the essays by Gayraud S. Wilmore (“Identity and Integration: Black Presbyterians

and Their Allies in the Twentieth Century”) and by Sang H. Lee (“Korean Amer-
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ican Presbyterians: A Need for Ethnic Particularity and the Challenge of Christian

Pilgrimage”). Both of these writers give evidence of a grasp of the entire subject of

the volume: unity and diversity in the church of God.

David W. A. Taylor

Consultation on Church Union

Princeton, NJ

Ellingsen, Mark. The Integrity of Biblical Narrative: Story in Theology and Procla-

mation. Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990. Pp. 128. $8.95.

Mark Ellingsen, a Lutheran pastor in North Carolina and a student of George

Lindbeck, takes up the Yale hermeneutical cause and carries through its import for

homiletics: “I am making a proposal for what biblical narrative theology is and

what its homiletical implications are. I know of no place where [the late Hans W.j

Frei, [Brevard] Childs, or Lindbeck have discussed in detail the full implications of

their various hermeneutics for preaching; this task can be accomplished only by

articulating my own proposal” (p. 15). The result, The Integrity ofBiblical Narrative
,

gains Lindbeck’s unqualified endorsement: “This is the best book written on nar-

rative theology and preaching.”

In Chapter Two, the author sketches his view of “A Biblical Narrative Ap-

proach.” Ellingsen holds that the starting point for biblical interpretation, and hence

preaching, is “to determine what sort of literature the Bible is” (p. 20). Following

Erich Auerbach, in the footsteps of Frei, Ellingsen claims that “the New Testament

Gospels and other chronological accounts elsewhere in Scripture” can be classified

as “realistic narrative” (p. 21). The “realism” of Bible stories stems not only from

their “chronological sequence,” but from their reporting of “ordinary happenings

often in a random sequence of events,” their narrating “from a perspective inside

the action,” and their positing “an irreducible identification of the stories’ characters

and their actions,” thereby bestowing an “unsubstitutable identity” upon their char-

acters (in contrast, say, to myths) (pp. 20-21 and 29). Thus, the Gospels, as literature,

are similar to the novels of Flaubert or Stendhal. As a character in a story, Jesus

achieves his identity in the same way Madame Bovary attains hers, namely, through

the techniques of realistic depiction.

Acknowledging his indebtedness to the older Anglo-American “new criticism,”

Ellingsen further argues for the aesthetic autonomy of the biblical narratives. That

is to say, they possesses a “determinate” and “normative,” even “objective,” mean-

ing independent of the intentions of their authors or the responses of their readers.

Hence, Ellingsen declares, “It is sufficient that we simply relate the biblical account

and understand what it literally says—that our preaching be an act of telling those

stories to others. Questions of truth, relevance, and modern meaning will take care

of themselves because these stories have a way of transforming the lives of those

who hear them” (p. 28); and again, “We must simply allow the compelling literary
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power of the Bible to overwhelm our doubts, to let these stories speak for them-

selves” (p. 38).

These remarkable quotations show that, for Ellingsen, preaching is indistin-

guishable from the recitation of texts: “Preaching is a telling of these biblical stories

as realistic narratives” (p. 45); “All claims of the biblical narrative’s effectiveness are

logically entailed only if the sermon is really a telling of stories” (p. 46); and, “The

sermon must take the form of an actual recitation (anamnesis) of the narrative ac-

counts of scripture, a restating of the actual conceptuality used in the biblical trea-

tises and Epistles. . . . Unless the sermon actually takes a narrative form, rather than

a mere commentary on the account ... all the advantages gained by this literary

approach to exegesis are forfeit” (p. 92; see also, p. 19 where preaching is “under-

stood as the task of narrating the biblical account”).

As the terms, “narrating,” “recitation,” and
“
anamnesis,” all suggest, Ellingsen

confuses preaching with liturgy and turns the office of preacher into that of lector.

This confusion arises because Ellingsen seemingly makes a fundamental, perhaps,

“fundamentalist,” Yale mistake. He apparently takes the biblical narrative form

—

as form—for the exclusive Word of God (see p. 63). This position is loyal to the

logic of Frei's The Identity ofJesus Christ
, but the result, to borrow Barth’s language,

is to collapse the first and third forms of the Word, namely, the incarnate Logos

and the Logos proclaimed, into the second, the scriptural witness to the Logos, now

redefined as “realistic narrative.” Once this hermeneutical move is made, there re-

mains no logical need, or basis, for preaching.

James F. Kay

Princeton Theological Seminary

McClure, John S. The Four Codes of Preaching: Rhetorical Strategies. Minneapolis:

Fortress Press, 1991, Pp. 201. $14.95.

Reading John McClure’s The Four Codes ofPreaching is a little like the experience

of having the casing of one’s computer suddenly fall off. Some would be fascinated

to see, beneath the smooth plastic shell, the intricate maze of circuit boards, multi-

colored wiring, and printer connections. Others, however, would be just as content

not to know what’s inside, so long as the fool thing still makes words on the screen.

In this book, McClure, who has a Ph.D. in homiletics from Princeton Theologi-

cal Seminary and who is Associate Professor of Preaching and Worship at Louis-

ville Presbyterian Theological Seminary, carefully peels away the veneer from the

Sunday sermon. What he observes behind the facade is fascinating, but those who

are daunted by rhetorical wiring, semantic chips, and linguistic connections and

who would just as soon not know what’s inside so long as the sermons keep coming

had best look elsewhere.

McClure’s basic idea is that a seemingly simple sermon is actually formed

through the complex interplay of four “codes,” sets of verbal and non-verbal signs
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that make efficient communication possible (with others who can crack these codes).

There are the scriptural code (allusions to biblical texts), the semantic code (the mean-

ings ascribed to the gospel), the theosymbolic code (the ordering of theological sym-

bols into a particular structure), and the cultural code (references in the sermon to

the wider culture of the hearers).

Preachers employ certain manners of speaking, what McClure calls “style,” in

order to present these codes to the congregation in ways that can be received (cre-

ating an “intertext,” in McClure’s glossary). McClure names this carefully-planned

process of communicating “negotiating a hearing” and claims that it depends not

merely on the preacher but “in large part upon the expectations of the particular

congregation within a particular tradition.”

McClure devotes a chapter to each of the codes, helpfully showing the options

available to the preacher in each case and guiding the preacher toward a successful

negotiation of a hearing. He concludes with a chapter demonstrating how these

four sermonic codes work in interrelationship, employing a section-by-section anal-

ysis of Edmund Steimle’s well-known sermon, “Martha Missed Something,” to dis-

play his entire rhetorical scheme in operation.

McClure is well-versed in structuralism and semiotics, and his vocabulary bears

witness to this intellectual heritage. Most of the time his tossing around of phrases

like “actantial model,” “codes vouching for their intertexts,” and “sigmfiers and

signifieds” makes an important homiletical contribution, serving to link his discus-

sion of preaching to the larger world of contemporary hermeneutics. Occasionally,

however, it simply pumps fog into the room and gives The Four Codes of Preaching

a stiff and formal tone, as though it were translated from Hungarian.

Careful and patient readers of McClure, however, will be richly rewarded. He
has well-developed descriptive powers, and he employs them effectively to help

preachers unwind the strands of their sermons and to discover what is truly there.

He is also a fine diagnostic homiletic engineer, assisting preachers in the delicate

task of soldering connections between their sermons and the pluralistic expectations

of hearers.

The Four Codes ofPreaching leaves at least two matters unsettled, concerns I hope

McClure will address in his future work. First, he presents his four codes as if they

were equal and symmetrical forces in sermons, but it is not at all clear that this is

the case. The “theosymbolic code,” for example, seems more overarching and ap-

pears to exist at a level of abstraction one step removed from the others—something

like a basic framework, or operating system, out of which the other three codes

function. Second, McClure is descriptive and diagnostic but only vaguely prescrip-

tive. His book shows in painstaking detail what the prevailing genre of preaching

is like, but, except for general advice about meeting the varied communication ex-

pectations of congregations, McClure is less forthcoming about what he thinks

makes for good preaching. He does well with the is of preaching. Now, I’d like to

hear more from him about the ought.
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John McClure is one of the brightest minds at work in homiletics today, and The

Four Codes of Preaching , as his first book-length treatment of homiletical theory, is

tar more than a promising beginning. It is a mature, original, sophisticated, and, at

times, controversial contribution. We can look forward eagerly to the next install-

ment.

Thomas G. Long

Princeton Theological Seminary

Childs, Brian H. Short-Term Pastoral Counseling: A Guide. Nashville: Abingdon

Press, 1990. Pp. 143. $10.95.

“Lite Is Short. Play Hard” is Reebok’s latest barrage ot advertising artillery

against Nike’s “Just Do It” campaign in the sneaker superpowers’ war. Both com-

panies, it seems, are banking on the possibility that anxiety in the face of human

finitude will inspire mere mortals to consider their teet. In Short-Term Pastoral

Counseling: A Guide , Brian H. Childs, Professor of Pastoral Theology and Counsel-

ing at Columbia Theological Seminary, is betting that the same anxiety will inspire

counselees to consider their fate. “Life Is Short. Counsel Hard” or “Just Do It”

might well capture the spirit of the pastoral counseling strategy Childs presents:

“My own image of this therapeutic alliance is of the counselor and counselee rolling

up their sleeves at the beginning of the counseling session with the exclamation

‘Now, let’s get to it. Let’s get to work!’ ”
(p. 40).

The shape of the book itself reflects this no-nonsense approach: it is short, direct,

and easily appropriated. More important, Childs acknowledges his own finitude

here, stressing that time-limited counseling is only one method among many, its

effectiveness highly dependent upon a rather circumscribed range of presenting

problems among “highly motivated and ‘relatively healthy’ ” counselees (p. 44). He
seems convinced that such counselees still exist, that within this range pastors will

discover many familiar parishioner struggles: “minor depressions, problems at

work or with work relationships, some forms of minor obsessionalism, and com-

mon grief’ (p. 50).

At the heart of this time-limited strategy is the dilemma of the human desire

to live in timelessness in the face of the reality of our finitude. At the same

time we are hopeful of the end of our troubling time. When we are faced with

this conflict our creatureliness is underscored and we are forced to confront

our responsibilities (p. 37).

When the counselor intentionally limits the number of counseling sessions (Childs

suggests no more than ten), the counselee must confront her or his own boundaries.

The resulting heightened anxiety actually enhances, rather than detracts from, the

work of change.

Childs borrows from the psychological literature seven principles of short-term
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therapy: 1) the counselor is active rather than passive, often having as much to say

as the counselee; 2) the exclusive content of the conversations is a clearly defined

presenting problem, the Focal Relational Problem (FRP); 3) the counselor becomes

the counselee’s “ally” in confronting the FRP by concentrating “on the counselee’s

positive side of his or her ambivalence;” 4) any resistance to change consistently is

highlighted; 5) transference and countertransference are considered as the FRP be-

comes evident in the counseling relationship itself; 6) the goal is that of solving the

FRP; and 7) under no circumstances are additional sessions to be allowed; if more

therapy is required, referral is in order (pp. 38-42).

Childs then takes his readers on a step-by-step journey through the counseling

process, devoting one chapter to the diagnostic process, and one to consultation,

referral and contracting. Arguably one of the book’s greatest assets, these chapters

provide for the beginning student a concise general introduction to the pastoral

counseling of individuals, regardless of whether one adopts the short-term strategy.

Employing an extended case study, Childs focuses the uniqueness of the time-

limited approach in the two concluding chapters. Here, he stresses short-term ther-

apy principles, such as acknowledging the number of sessions remaining at the

beginning of each session, and consistently restating the FRP; fields of attention,

i.e., the FRP as experienced in the counselee’s past, present, and counseling rela-

tionships; approaches to addressing transference and countertransference; and the

peculiar “games” played at various stages of brief therapy.

That this book may frustrate counselors who occupy most any position on the

theoretical spectrum may speak to its unique niche. Childs’ strategy is clearly akin

to contemporary crisis intervention theory. It nevertheless defies easy categoriza-

tion, nodding to, yet politely sidestepping, depth psychological, systemic, and stra-

tegic approaches. Many pastors will find the boundaries Childs draws around the

short-term counseling relationship excessively rigid. Yet pastors should not dismiss

quickly the gift Childs’ seeks to offer in stressing the psychological necessity for,

and theological legitimacy of, a pastoral demarcation of boundaries in the often

boundless world of parish ministry.

Robert Dykstra

The University of Dubuque Theological Seminary

Lebacqz, Karen, and Ronald G. Barton. Sex in the Parish. Louisville: Westminster/

John Knox Press, 1991. Pp. 279. $14.95.

If a book entitled Sex in the Parish had been published when I was in seminary

in the early sixties, the reader would have assumed that it was intended for youth

workers. If it had been published in the late sixties or early seventies, the reader

would have guessed it was for pastors and lay leaders troubled by the fact that the

sensitivity groups sponsored by their congregations were having destructive effects

on some marriages. That today’s reader assumes a book entitled Sex in the Parish is
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about intimate relationships between a pastor and a parishioner tells us how far we
have come in being willing and able to speak publicly about the fact that a goodly

number of pastors are betraying the sacred trust of their profession by entering into

morally indefensible relationships with one or more of their parishioners. The book

begins:

This is a book about sex. Specifically, it is about sex in the parish—about

pastors and parishioners, about how pastors handle their sexuality in general,

and about what they do in particular when they find themselves sexually at-

tracted to a parishioner. Above all, it is about whether sexual intimacy between

pastor and parishioner is wrong, and if so, what makes it wrong (p. 7).

In exploring this issue, the authors—a professor of Christian Ethics at Pacific

School of Religion and a conference minister of the United Church of Christ

—

make considerable use of the results of a four-year study of intimacy in the parish

sponsored by the Center for Ethics and Social Policy at the Graduate Theological

Union in Berkeley, California. A questionnaire sent to parish pastors around the

country proved especially illuminating, as it revealed the ways in which pastors have

thought through these issues for themselves. An in-depth interview with a male

pastor who engaged in sexual intimacies with a female parishioner while married

is also discussed by the authors in detail; this pastor’s experience serves as a test case

for the procedural guideliness offered by the authors for local churches, associations,

and conferences to follow when confronted with allegations of inappropriate sexual

contact on the part of pastors and pastoral counselors.

The basic argument of the book is that, while most pastors have given serious

thought to the importance of maintaining appropriate professional boundaries with

their parishioners, they often lack an ethical framework to support or challenge

their intuitions about these matters. It is this ethical framework that the authors

seek to supply. They do so primarily by focusing on the issue of “pastoral power,”

noting that while parish pastors may not feel powerful, they in fact do have power

unique to their profession, namely, the freedom that comes with not being under

continual supervision or surveillance and the privileged access to the personal lives

of parishioners that comes with being in a profession long associated with tender

and solicitous care. Such power can easily be exploited and misused, especially in

instances where the parishioner is vulnerable and her vulnerability is known to the

pastor.

Having diagnosed the issue ethically as one of the misuse of power, the authors

build their ethical framework on the model provided by medical ethics, noting that

a central feature of both situations is the issue of consent. In the medical context,

basic issues concerning consent involve whether the patient is fully informed, un-

derstands the information given, is legally competent to give consent, and is truly

free to consent. In the parish context, the most important issue is the parishioner’s

freedom to consent to sexual intimacy with the pastor, and here the authors argue
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that such freedom should be assumed to be limited or nonexistent where there is

an inequality of power between the two parties. Since pastors have power as pro-

fessionals, and parishioners as parishioners do not have power, we must assume that

in the vast majority of instances, parishioners are not in a position to consent freely

in situations involving sexual behavior.

On the other hand, the authors do not want to assert categorically that a parish-

ioner could never be in a position to consent freely to dating and eventually mar-

rying her pastor, and they set forth carefully-reasoned guidelines for just such an

eventuality (i.e., securing another pastor for the parishioner, informing a church

leader or pastoral relations committee of the dating relationship, and facilitating an

ongoing relationship of the pastor with professional colleagues for honest feedback

concerning the performance of the pastor’s professional duties). However, an earlier

review of this book by Pamela Cooper-White (The Christian Centmy, April i, 1992),

who works with survivors of clergy sexual abuse, challenges the idea that there

might be instances in which dating between pastor and parishioner might occur,

noting that the personal harm to both parties is often substantial when the relation-

ship does not eventuate in marriage, and that, in any case, the potential for divisive-

ness in the parish community is tremendous.

This disagreement between the authors and the earlier reviewer of their book

points to the fact that, as a social institution, the parish is akin to a total institution

(e.g., a mental hospital or prison) where special rules concerning fraternization be-

tween the staff and the incarcerated apply (cf. Erving Goffman’s Asylums). So per-

haps it is entirely appropriate that Lebacqz and Barton base their ethical reflections

in this book on a medical model, and argue that the burden of proof must always

rest on those who would claim that a parishioner may be in a position to exercise

freedom of consent. But their argument for why this ethical framework is the most

appropriate one would have been strengthened if they had given attention to the

question: what sort of social institution is the parish .

: As long as we refer to parishes

as “communities”—a benign sounding word—we may continue to invite the sexual

abuses that the authors are so concerned to have exposed and responsibly handled

by church judicatories. Perhaps we need to acknowledge that parishes have many

of the features of total institutions (like asylums and prisons), at least as experienced

by the pastors, and that the pastor ignores this fact at his or her own peril. I also

believe the authors could say more about why the power differential that is inherent

in the clergy-parishioner relationship comes as such a surprise to pastors when it is

pointed out to them. This, it would seem, is a direct consequence of their concern,

in their daily ministry, to challenge this power differential in every way possible on

the grounds that such a differential is “an affront to the concept of a shared ministry

and a contradiction to the spirit of humbleness before God” (Marilyn R. Peterson,

At Personal Risl{: Boundary Violations m Professional-Client Relationships [1992], p.

180). This is to say that our theologies of ministry may be having the unintended,
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and certainly unfortunate, effect of encouraging pastors to believe that the power

differential can be overcome.

Lebacqz and Barton have done us all a great service in their insistence that the

power differential between pastor and parishioner is a reality that cannot be over-

come this side of paradise, and that anyone who believes it can is not only terribly

naive about parish realities, but also fails to appreciate the inherent paradox of par-

ish ministry: that the more the pastor does to minimize this power differential by

making conscientious efforts to be personally and emotionally accessible to individ-

ual parishioners, the greater the power differential between pastor and parishioner

becomes.

Donald Capps

Princeton Theological Seminary
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